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Get Ready for Excitement
at the 18th Annual
Wildlife Art Festival
What is the 2000
Wildlife Art Festival? ...
Three days of wildlife

The fes tiva l kicks off on

cul tural activities that

Thu rsday evening, N ov.

will leave you howling
for more! From cougars

16, with a gala dinner
and art auction.

to widgeons, the event

The festival brings

has been entertai ning
and
educa ting
the

continued on page 11

Inland
Empire
on
wildlife, its environ-

DEVELOPER
REQUIREMENTS:

A competitive advantage over other business parks.
SOLUTION:

Partner with Verizon to develop a SmartPark site.

It's the nght move for your property.

TENANT
REQUIREMENTS:

Office environment that meets all my needs.
SOLUTION:

Move to a Verizon SmartPark development.

It's the right place for your business.

Looking for a competitive edge over other office
parks? Then look no further than a Verizon SmartPark

Searching for an office location with a complete

development. Verizon will help you design a superior
network infrastructure that delivers benefits your
tenants will notice. Like scalability. so those high-value
tenants won't have to relocate in order to upgrade to
evolving technologies.

services that you'll need to conduct business now and

Your business park will also offer tenants a full
portfolio of services from a proven provider, including
data. voice and video. And htgh-bandwidth, high-speed
capabilities, including DSL, ATM and Frame Relay. Even
24/7 network monitoring for everyone's peace of mind.
It's all made possible by a company that's been building
communications networks for more than 75 years.
That. in short, is the SmartPark story. A very smart move.

network of all the data, voice, video and broadband
in the future? Then you've just found your new location:
a Verizon SmartPark development.
Verizon partners with top developers to bring you a
complete and scalable communications infrastructure,
so your business can upgrade to evolving technology
as your needs change - without having to relocate.
And to simplify operation and management, all
communications can be integrated onto one platform.
It's all made possible by a company that's been building
communications networks for more than 75 years. That,
in short, is the SmartPark story. A very smart move.

to 5 p.m., a nd Sunday,
from 9 a.m. to 4 p .m.

Special

A floral Tiffany vase seems like it is floating in air in the midst of a temporary collection

ment and conservation.

Sections

of fragile colored glass.

The festival returns
to the San Bernardino

Executive Time Out
page 46

AT DEADLINE
Signs Show Moderation in the
Country's Economic Growth
According to a just released
United
States
Chamber
of
Commerce report, the new Gross
Domestic Product (GOP) numbers
show that the long anticipated
moderation in the rate of economic growth may finally be at hand.
The numbers reflect "a more moderate and more evenly balanced
economy," commented Martin
Rega lia, the chamber\ vice preside nt and c hief economi;.t.
The GOP grew at an annual
rate of 2.7 percent in the third
quarter of 2000. lnflatton, as measured by the GOP price index ,
decelerated in the third quarter to a
2.0 percent annual pace.
lnvestmcnh tn high-tech capttal equtpment <tnd ~oftw<tre a rc o n
pace tor double-d1git growth for
the yea r, Regalta noted. The~e
type" of inve;.tments pay diVIdend" to the economy, both 1n current GOP growth and 10 future
productivity growth. Provtd tng
such cap1tal allow" Amcncan
worker., to produce more output
w1th le"~ elton and t1me, and 111
C0/1/1/III(:t/ Oil fJliJ:C

6

Redlands Historical Glass
Museum Offers a Gracious
Step Back_in Time
(A step hack in time for a

glimpse of how our 19th
and early 20th cemury
ance.Hors lived ts what
you'll experience at the
Redlands
Hi!>torical
Clan Museum.)
In Augu;.t , 1977,
Dixie <tnd Dec ll uckabee
purcha!-.ed
<t
1903
Victorian-style home at
1157 North
Orange
Street in the picturesque
city of Redlands. Tht!-.
home wa-. to be used for
the llistoncal Glass
Museum
which
the
lluckabee \ founded 10
I 97(>. to pre-.erve ~pecl
mcn ... of Amcncan gl<tss
from factones that were
becom1ng extinct, a~
well a" those currently
producmg
gla .......
Museum member" and
friend~ have donated
most of the Item~ lfl the
mu~eum. w1th m<tny of
the gla~~ ptecc., hctng on

loan ~

so exhi bits are
changed often.
The museum opened
to the public in I 9X5,
and contains six rooms
of approximately 3,000
pieces of American glass
from the mid-I XOOs to
current time~ . T he glas;.
i!'. displayed in antique or
~pecit~lly built and lighted cahinch. Each gla~-,
piece has an explanation
card ~tating the year the
item was made, the
name of the gla\Smaker,
and any l11~toncal fact
about the piece. There
arc item~ by !Ieisey,
Cambndge,
Fenton,
Fo~tona, the Sandw1ch
factorie" and others, a~
well '" tho~c that were
produced dunng the
dcprc.,'lon-era
Another
"pccial
don<tted
collection
tncl udes ncar Iy 700
colltlltlled o11 pa;:e -15

County

Mu seum

tn

Redland~

for the 18th
year, Friday through
Sunda y, Nov. 17, 18,
and 19. H ours on Friday
and Saturday are 9 a.m.

Stock Sheet
page 55
Calendar
page 58

Vivian Webb School Dean
Brings Passion for
Teaching and World
Experience to Claremont
A
scI f -dc!-.cri bed
"army brat ," who wa~
born in Chattanooga,
Tenn ., on the Tcnne~~ee
River, Gail Lewi~. the
newly-appointed dean of
the Vtvian Webb School
tn Claremont, credtt-, her
family for helping her to
understand how tmportant it ts to he flcxtble in
all area~ of ltlc
I ndecd, her Ii fe ha~
flowed a~ a nver doc-,care~" ng various cu 1turcs;
nurtunng
and
hetng nurtured by them,
taking ~orne parts and
leavtng other-,; before
be10g earned by the
rhythm of the water to

ye t
another
culture.
Lewis !-.pent time in
Germany in the ~till turbulent post- World W<tr II
era of I 948; in France in
I 950, and Bangkok in
I IJ53, often ~ccing history tn the making.
Lewi!'. carncs many
"visual:-." with her. The
mcm orie~ of her li fe in
Thatland, whtch she calls
the "Pearl of the Orient,"
and pa~tor<tl
France,
combtned wtth South
Georgia and Utah. This
rich life tapc~try ha~ convtnccd her that, "It i-. -.o
tmportant to know fH~t
hand what
really hapcol//11111£'£1 on

paf.:£' 6
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The tracks tell the story. Deciding to rest, after losing their prey on an early
morning hunt, two beautiful gray timber wolves are featured by 2000 festival
artist Rock Newcomb of Payson, Arizona. Surprisingly, timber wolves actually catch only 10 percent or so of the deer they chase, the artist commented.
Newcomb, a nationally and internationally recognized wildlife artist, earned
a B.A. and master's degree in art from California State University, Fullerton.
He also conducts private workshops and seminars. The 18th Annual Wildlife
Art Festival features 24 prominent wildlife artists to the San Bernardino
County Museum in Redlands to exhibit their pain lings, sculptures, carvings,
and limited edition prints in lhe special exhibit halls. Sales of their work at
the popular event comprise the major fund-raising activity for the museum
each year.
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Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter in hopes that the people of California will realize that our Governor and his cronies are using their position and our
money to pay back the Unions for their investment in putting them in office.
Recently a law was passed in this state requiring that all public school
teachers and classified employees have to join the union or pay equivalent
dues WHETHER THEY WANT TO OR NOT. Does this sound like a free
country?
The Davis-Bacon act requires that a Prevailing wage rate for each type
of contractor be paid to employees working on jobs funded by public (yours
and mine) monies. Several years back the set rate for my business' classification was contested and proved to be way out of line through polling of
contractors in the county. It was corrected to $14.50 per hour. Shortly after
our Governor took office the facts were thrown out the window and we have
seen two increases raising the rate to $36.27.
Now Assembly Bill 921 and 931 are requiring that as of January of
2001 anyone wanting to become an electrician will have to go through one
of three State Approved Indentured Apprenticeship (read Union) Programs,
have a high school diploma, and must have completed at least one semester of high school or college algebra. Also, it is required that these appren·
tices be paid the Prevailing wage rate on all public and PRIVATE work.
This means that in addition to the current laws that have caused
tremendous cost increases to the construction of new schools and other
public projects, you will get to pay a great deal more to have electrical
work done in your home or business.
Our Governor and his cronies seem to have little concern for the number of poor and minority individuals who could have gone into a trade to
support themselves, and their families who will be locked out because of a
lack of higher math skills or a diploma or transportation to one of only
three schools in the entire state.
We have been training our own employees very effectively for fifty-six
years through factory schools and on-the-job training. Now, as of January
1, 2001 it will be illegal for us to do so.
And what non-union employer is going to be able to pay his apprentices
more than his journeymen? This is an obvious and very serious attempt to
put non-union shops out of business.
How many hard working electricians who are currently employed are
going to find themselves out of work by the end of next year because they
continued on page 11
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EDIT<>R.IA.L

Does Anything Shock Us Anymore?
The re-release of the "Exorcist"
in a local theater was, quite frankly,
shocking! This effect was caused,
not by the movie, you understand.
The re-edited morality tale of good
against evil has lost a lot of its punch
after some 25 years. But what was
surprising was the audience. Fully
half of the thealer was under the age
of 12. And this for a film that still
holds an " R" rating.
That means that no one under
the age of 17 can get in without an
adult, but the adults seem to have no
problems here. Even now, the government is considering ways to grade
violent video games. And Jack
Valenti of the Motion Picture
Association of America is going
through his regular re-writing of the
ratings codes.
The problem is an old one. We
heard all of the arguments about five
years ago when body parts got ripped
out in the "Mortal Combat'' video
game. We heard it 10 years ago about
Willie Coyote cartoons and we heard
it four decades ago when the

"Untouchables" was on 1V
Violence is supposed to be the
issue. But it's not. The real issue is
what you want your children to see
and what you teach them about it.
Violence has been a part of human
literature and history from the day
Cain killed Abel. You and your
children have encountered it in
everything from "Goldilocks and
the Three Bears" to the crucifixion
of Jesus Christ.
Changing the ratings for
movies, music, TV shows and
video games means nothing, if parents do not make sure that their
children understand the concepts of
good and evil. Charlie Manson may
claim that the Beatles "White"
album made ·him commit mass
murder, but the fact is that very few
other crimes can be traced back so
directly.
If you want to take your kids to
R-rated movies, that's your business, but remember that that business takes on some very serious
responsibilities.

Good Versus Evil in San Bernardino County
Some of us are no fans of consultants, and hate the thought that
we vote for politicians who appoint
officials and department heads to
government offices, and yet •they
still feel the need to take our tax
money to pay some "hot shot" from
out of town to tell them what they
are doing wrong.
The latest such folly is the
$40,000 that San Bernardino
County has decided to pay to
Michael
Josephson,
of
the
Josephson Institute, to develop and
provide ethics in government training to 200 of lhe county' elected
and appointed decision-makers.

-Admittedly, after the recent
bribery and influence peddling
scandals, ethics and morality are
things that are sadly lacking here,
but why not question the teacher?
You may have caught Michael
Josephson, founder of the institute,
on his daily L.A. radio feature. He
purports to believe that things are
only right or wrong. You don't
pinch paper clips from the office
supplies. You don't run for third
base, till you have tagged second.
And yet, this man, who likes to
remind people that "character

qmtinued on page 11

The Truth About Twenty First Century Values
Annual
Bakersfield's
Business Conference caused some
shock
and
amazement.
Participants included John Walsh
of America's Most Wanted, who
has gotten past the loss of his son,
but has taken on the cause of hard
justice for hard crime. Bobby
Kennedy Jr. pointed the finger of

blame at big business for our current environmental problems.
Mikhail Gorbachev and Queen
Noor of Jordan both explained
why the globalization concept was
already a failure, due to the vast
cultural and economic differences
around the world. William Bennett

continued on page 6
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Webb School ...
conrinued from page 3
pen~ in the world-the stories

behind the headlines. Young people should travel with their families more," she commented, so
they may both discover and create

Gail Lewis
their own histories.
She graduated cum laude from
Carson-Newman College with a
bachelor of arts degree. She
majored in English, speech and
drama, and minored in philosophy. Continuing on to the
University of Georgia, Lewis
earned an M .A . in educational
psychology (gifted) and an Ed.D.
in education of the gifted.
It was while she was finishing

The Truth About. ••
continued from page 5
spoke on morals and ethics in
America today, and Jack Kemp
sang the praises of the free enterprise system.
Alan Keyes spoke with a fire
and a passion about his view of
America's future that cuts across
all racial and demographtcs lines.
Even Benjamin Netanyahu spoke,
via satellite link from Jerusalem
because the current problems there
prevented him from leaving. All of
these well-known personalities
gave their opinions, but that was
not the shocking part.
With the Middle East on fire
and our country about to choose its

her doctorate in Athens, Georgia
that she met her London-hom husband, who had previously immigrated to Southern Rhode~ia . His
son lived in Sarajevo and hi~
daughter m Zimbahwe-another
family with an intetnat10nal
focus-a match made in heaven .
Lewis always wanted to be a
teacher. "The most exciting time happens when I
am in front of a classroom. Hopefully, I inspire
my students, because I
certainly learn a lot from
them. That is when the
magic occurs." She likes
Claremont, which "has a
climate like Southern
Rhodesia," and came here
from Memphis, Tenn.,
because the Vivian Webb
School was "the most
impre sive I had-seen during
the
interviewing
process.
"This is an opportunity for young women
to benefit from an educatiOn specifically designed for
them," Lewis said. "There is a
focus on the development of character, hand-in-hand with a rigorous curriculum. Achieving a balance between the two is the most
important thing we can provide
these young people.
'The staff has such a passion
for education-! couldn't have
gone ilnywhere else. I would have
camped out if necessary! I am so

first leader of the 21st century,
these people had answers and perspectives for all concerned. But
none of that seemed to matter. The
biggest hit of the day, the largest
draw, the man who most Impressed
the attendmg medta was hockey
star Wayne Gretzky.
It is not meant to demean his
achievements on the ice, and he
really is a nice, unassuming man,
but I couldn't believe that "The
Great One" was gomg to be the hit
of the day!
Are our priorities skewed, or
are we just unconcerned about
what is going on around us? More
than a century ago, Charles
Dickens wrote that it was "the best
of times and the worst of times" ...
Dickens was an optimist.

NOVEMBER 2000
impressed by the Vivian Webb
School and its mission. I hope to
he able to provide positive leadership to help this school move forward in its goals and mission.
"All education needs to be in a
·t,ltc of contmual improvement,"
Lewis believes. " All who use
technology must learn to evaluate
the information we acquire, and to
discern whether it is the truth or
just an opinion. Technical education varies from place to place. We

At deadline ...
continued from page 3turn fosters wage gains without
corresponding price increases of
profit loss.
" All in all, the numbers from
the Department of Commerce are
welcome news of a resilient economy coming in for a soft landing,
healthier for its more moderate,
balanced rate of growth," Regalia
said.
Free Flu Shots Available for
Veterans and Military Personnel
Veterans and active duty personnel may receive free flu shots at
Veteran Affairs (VA) facilities in
San Bernardino and Rivers ide
counties through Feb. 15.
Free pneumonia vaccines are
also available to vets age 65 or
older, and those with chronic medical problems. Veterans not currently registered at these VA facilities-the medical center located in
Lorna Linda, or VA clinics in Palm
Desert, Sun City and Victorville,
are asked to bring a copy of their
military discharge papers with
them.
Locattons and available hours
are a~ follows: Lorna Linda VA
Medical Center: walk-in MondayFnday, 8 a.m .-4:30 p.m.; Sun City
VA Clinic: call for appointment
(760) 672-1931; Victorville VA
Clinic: call for appointment (760)
951-2599, and Palm Desert VA
Clinic: Oct. 25 and Nov. 1 and 15,
from 8-11:30 a.m. Contact the VA
at (909) 422-3193 for more information.
California
Disability
Discrimination Law Expanded
A new state law has added
responsibilities and requirements

arc (at Vivian Webb) training students to be users of technology at
a very soph isticated level."
Addressing the crisis in this
country of too few college graduates choosing to be teachers,
Lewis noted, "There is no more
exciti ng career that one could
have . We do not have enough
teachers . There are too many other
opportunities in this ' information

cominued on page 39
for employers, in addition to those
contained in the federal Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA), that
goes into effect on Jan. I, 2001. As
a result, employers will face greater
exposure for lawsuits, according to
the
California
Chamber of
Commerce.
AB 222 (Kuehl) amended
California's Fair Employment and
Housing Act (FEHA) to provide
greater protections for disabled
workers, than are currently provided under the ADA.
The Opening of China-a Boon
for California Businesses
The opening of China, the
world's largest market and fastest
growing economy, will be a boon
for California companies, according to Allan Zaremberg, president
of the California Chamber of
Commerce.
Already, Zaremberg noted,
China is one of the largest consumers of California goods, with
exports to mainland China up 41
percent in the second quarter of
2000, and 20 percent through the
first half of 2000. Exports to Hong
Kong were up 26 percent in the
second quarter and 18 percent
through the first half of 2000.
Combined exports to China
and Hong Kong make the region
California's sixth- largest export
destination, with exports surpassing $3.7 billion through the first six
months of 2000. Independently,
Hong Kong and China currently
rank as our lOth and 11th largest
export markets respectively.
Trade with China now supports
more than 30,000 jobs in
California, and opening its marketplace even further will only
improve California export figures
and increase job growth here,
Zaremberg stated.
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A Personal Touch Sums up Commercial Banking
by Janice Prizzi
Who says that banks are impersonal institutions? This outdated
adage clearly does not apply to the
commercial banking business in
Riverside's Bank of America .
Cassaundra Johnson, the bank's
vice president, commercial banking
business development officer,
acknowledged that Bank of
America "services the clients of the
Inland Empire in a small bank type
of atmosphere." Additionally, the
bank has "service-oriented customer service specialists that know
each account by name and company contact." Personal attention is
the reason the bank attracts new
custo mers, ~he commented.
Johnson hold~ a unique position within the bank. Responsible
for finding new commercial clients,
she views the banking business a~ a
chall enge that allows her to "think
outside the box to find solutions for
new clients." ller daily goal is
meeting those companies who will
engage Bank of America, not only
as their primary bank for commercial accounts, but for their personal
accounts as well.
A native of llouston, Texas, the
Bank of America's vice president
began her dynamic career by earning two college degrees from Fisk
University in Nashville, Tenncs.-.ce.
Physics and economics were the
majors that enabled her to move
into a training program with the
First National Bank of Louisville in
Louisville, Kentucky. She later
joined Security Pacific Bank in
1989 as a commercial loan officer.
Shortly thereafter, Johnson
became a business development
officer, a newly created position for
Security Pacific Bank. The position did not exist before 19~9.
Johnson's Inland Empire boundaries for business development
encompassed Calexico, Barst ow.
Corona, and Temecula. Her bu:-.iness "borders" were then and now,
the same areas. She remained in an
equivalent capacity when Bank of
America merged with Security
Pacific Bank in 1992. Her entire
career has been with Security

Pacific and Bank of America.
Bank of America is staffed with
a " dynamic leadership team,"
Johnson thoughtfully noted. "They
are pro-active and forward thinking. There is a lot of attention paid
to employee satisfaction by the
bank," she added. Bank of America
employees' uppermost concern is
"client retention." Surveys are frequently promoted by the bank for
their staff to insure that the employ-

as
pleased with the
touch.
The o rganization 's key to success is its constant attention to both
customers and employees. The
proof of this approach is revealed
through customer service specialists whose average tenure totals a
minimum of 15 years. "They arc
dedicated
individuals, "
very
Johnson stated. One could say that
they are certainly· dedicated to
client satisfaction.
Bank of America has a solid
future in the Inland Empire, from
Johnson's per-..pective. because 11
focuses on mcrea-..111g the market
share for ··m1ddlc.: market"" husinesse:-.. Middle market 1-.. defined a-..
earning an ··average annual revenue
of $10 million to $500 million," she
said. Its pnmar) goal for future
growth would be. not on!) "penetrating an increa-.ing share of nuddle market bus1ne.-.s, hut deepen111g
its current customer relationships."
For each company. the effect would
he to encourage those who hold
corporate accounts w1th the hank to
add their personal accounts as well.
Through clo-..e commitment. the

bank supports the service of these
outstanding companies because of
their adopted one-on-one client
approach.
Primari ly, Jo hnso n's area of
expertise encompasses what she
described as "cold calls." The
objective is to visit " middle market'' companies and talk to them
about their financing to provide a
proposal, along with a financial
package. This approach to banking
definitely takes the
personal
touch .
Winning the confidence of an unfamiliar company's CEO
or financial officer is
a challengi ng bu-,ines'> and Bank of
defithe chal-

she talks and listens to successful
"middle business" owners. She initially works with "only new
cl ients."
Acting as Bank of
America's liaison, Johnson provides "a window into (the financial
institution's] products and services. "
Finding a job that is interesting
is one of the key components to
employee retention. Johnson clearly considers that her career includes
countless
g rati fying
aspects.
Johnson quipped, "I'm in my car all
day and my goal is to be constantly
in front of a decision maker."
The decision makers are the
people who are, not only the recipients of Bank of America's special ized services, hut they also become
the bank's esteemed primary focus.
She finds the challenge a worthy
one when she can "walk in cold to

- ' - - - - - - - --...,.---,__, see someone who [for the most
part] doesn't need a new bank
and creates a bond by gaining
that person's confidence in
Bank of America." Qualified
executives Iike Johnson promote the bank's commitment
for individual service at the
outset of a commercial business relat ionship.
Johnson values Bank of
America as an innovative and
forward -t hinking institutiom
She pondered, "For me, personally, it has been an out standing career with the bank.
Senior management has been
instrumental in assisting me
Cal\lllllldra Joltn\OII
in developing (my goals] and
moving me forward."
The joh of finding solution-.. for
Attracting
commercial
new cltenh' financtal needs-al ong
account-. to a particular banking
\qth llllroductng sen ices that a
establishment is compnsed of
potential d1ent \ current hank may
man) facet-... Bank of America has
not offer 1s the ke) d1rect1on of
incorporated a specific variation to
John~on\ po-..itwn. She ohsened
lh hus1ne-..-.. procedures.
that. ··Bank of Amenca has a \\ide
Enl1-.t111g an extraordinary
\·ariet; of prmlucl:-.- and -..en ice-.. to
amhas-..adnr ltke John-..on to hnng
otter m1ddle mMket compa111e-.. ··
face-to-face contact\\ tth promment
lnneasmg ltne-. of cred11. pa) roll
1ndu-.10n, and, 111 general, ··cov aCEOs and compan) ftnancial officers has re-.ulted 111 supenor personlng gaps" are some of the special
alized serv 1ce. 1nformat1on enltghtservices the bank otter-...
enment. and a well-dcfmed spec1al
John-..on dcf1ned her joh ;.-.. the
approach that ha-. re-..tored the
challenge· tl' offer ne\\ and pro-.pechuman element to the commerc1al
t•ve client' servtccs that rna) ha\ e
heen unkno\\ n to them. In e-.-..cnce.
hanking hu-..me-..s.
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Marketing by the Numbers-the High Cost of Content
by Ron Burgess

customers should buy. This is usually exposed the first time a company
So many costs are buried in tradevelops and prints a substantial
ditional income statements that the
brochure; a four- to 10- page, sixtrue costs of marketing are rarely
color piece that can cost $8 each to
exposed accurately. Most mediumprint. This is an $8,000 bill for
and small- businesses have a line
1,000 brochures. But the cost of
item for advertising, but this is hardprinting is only the starting point;
ly the cost of marketing. Depending
many businesses inadvertently bury
on the industry, an advertising
the cost of developing the content.
budget may be between 2 percent
Mature advertising agencies
and 10 percent of revenue. But if the
pause when they find out that a
company has a sales staff, the
client or prospect is working on
employee or contract labor cost is in
their first "glossy" piece, because
another expense category, usually in
they know by experience that the
labor and sometimes lumped in with
novice company does not know
cost of goods sold.
what it takes to write copy, develop
But neither of these expense
imagery and tell the story. It is not •
uncommon to spend double the cost
line items include other costs of
marketing such as: strategic planof printing on the development of
the creative style and the content.
ning, research, distribution or conWhile an agency will charge for
tent development. These costs are
this service, if a company chooses
largely "buried" in salaries, or other
to be directly involved in this
departments. Some experts put the
process, the cost is buried in
total cost of marketing (including
salaries, usually expensive execuorder entry, fulfillment, distribution,
tive or owner salaries.
promotion and all planning) at closIt typically starts when the inier to 30 to 40 percent of revenue.
tial copy job is delegated to a salesOne of the toughest costs to
person or designated "marketing"
understand and appreciate is the
director. When the initial draft is
cost of corrtent development.
passed to the VPs, president, or
Content development is the basic
owner, the copy gets drastically
language and imagery that commurevised, because the initial copynicates what you do and why your

writer was not deeply involved in
the marketing positioning of the
company. The first round leads to a
second, third and fourth round.
By now, the finance department
and marketing are fighting over
grammatical opinions and the initial
sell is watered down. Sometimes the
process completely fails at this
point or, if the brochure must be
produced by a certain time, tempers
flare and professional help is invited
in and the outside costs soar.
One of the primary reasons for
this is that the company has never
done the necessary preliminary
work to properly state the mission
and determine the marketing positioning of the company.
Most businesses owners and
managers believe they know what
business they are in, until they try a
collaborative approach to an expensive brochure. They don't really
know what they want to say, to
whom, for what and why?
And so, what seems to be a discussion about cost containment, is
really one about strategic marketing.
The High-tech Version of an Old
Issue
Today this age-old marketing
issue has manifested itself in the
development of Web sites as well.
For the same reasons as above, a
site that might cost a few hundred
dollars ends up costing- in the thouWith offices in:
sands of dollars. Content developOntario
ment is the major cost of most projPalm Desert
ects. Companies that believe they
have the content, often find they
don't have a clear message for the
Internet.
Escondido
Unlike a brochure, a Web site is
fluid and easily changed. Mistakes
from
Orange County
can be quickly corrected. However,
County
this flexibility can justify a hasty
IEMECV~~kk
start-up project that needs revision,
and then costs and tempers flare due
1. By using a PIP Lender (Preferred 4. Use your Joan for woridng capital.
to lack of planning on the part of the
Lender), you wil save time on the 5. Use your loan for equipment
acquisitions.
company.
approval process.
2. Local lending decisions means a 6. Use your loan to refinance or
Because few Web site developmake business purchases.
quick turnaround.
ment companies have the talents of
7. Use your loan to purchase
3. You can choose from a 7(a) or
ad agencies, they tend to simply do
commercial real estate with 10%
50-41oan.
what is asked of them. Then as a site
equity.
it is corrected and changed several
Please call our SBA Department
times, they begin to realize that they
for more Information
~=
must charge for the additional labor.

Reasons ·
•loGin
::~~:~~
L:

SBA

---~Angeles

.,_.,FDIC

BOO 939 3736 @1

The cycle of changing the s ite,
proofing and then making another
change is incredibly wasteful. Here
is a real life example:
The product development head,
or executive secretary, gets saddled
with the responsibility of the Web
site. He or she is very busy, so finds
a competent Web company to assist
in the development. They outline a
few starting pages from existing literature for the site, but find that the
company has no image policies or
plan. With a limited budget, they
hire an inexperienced recent graduate, but now the new "marketing"
director wants to change the image
and some copy. The "20-something" kid on the block has built a
Web s ite in one of his college classes and convinces his "50-something" product development head
that he can be the Web master.
The non-professional marketing
director provides copy to the Web
company that is grammatically
incorrect. The Web company notifies the development head that the
copy is not appropriate, so the executives all begin to send copy
changes to the Web company. As
each change is made, they each
view the site each evening and
begin to change each other 's copy.
You get the idea.
The problem:
The company did not take the
marketing or targeting of the site
seriously and delegated the project
to an executive who does not understand the media and has only a cursory interest in the project. Then
they were fooled into believing that
(any) young "techie" could fix the
fact that the company did not do the
initial strategic work.
The solution:
Every president of a company
should sign off on the aesthetic plan
of the company. This includes
image, statement of mission and
market, a carefully drafted marketing statement, and finally publishing standards (fonts, colors, key
selling language etc.) Without this
information, the cost of marketing
will always be more than is neces-

continued on page 41
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Bob Hunt Is Media Man for All Seasons
by June Casey
Bob Hunt sums up the trajectory of his professional life this way:
"mailroom boy makes good."
These days Hunt , a native
Angeleno, is the account manager
for a group of four Palm Springs'
stations that include KPSI, AM and
FM, KDES FM, and KGPM. While
the path he took to reach his current
position has been long and varied,
three elements have been constants
in his busy career: media, marketing, and sales.
Hunt attended Cal State Long
Beach during the "time of
Proposition 13," when the successful fight to cut homeowners' property tax rates translated into declining state revenues and cuts in
school art and music departments,
along with other educational programs deemed "non-essential."
Hunt, ·who had graduated with a
degree in music education, abandoned his dream of teaching.
It was his part-time college job
that led him to his lifetime career
path. Like many students, Hunt had
worked his way through the university by flipping burgers in a fastfood restaurant.
"I worked the graveyard shift at
Jack-in-the-Box," recalled Hunt.
Ten years later, he was still with
Foodmaker, the hamburger chain's
corporate owner, having worked his
way up the ladder to become
regional
marketing
manager,
responsible for 350 stores from Los
Angeles to Bishop. His work
entailed planning store openings
and implementing market-wide
promotions.
Many of those promotions were
done in concert with radio stations.
"That was my first taste of radio,"
he said.
After a decade, Hunt moved to
J. Walter Thompson, where he handled the advertising agency's
Burger King account for Los
Angeles and San Diego for two
years. lit: found agency work both
challenging and frustrating.
''A friend at KABC told me I
was a natural for the sales side of

the business," he said.
Taking the friend's advice,
Hunt went to work for the largest
independent publisher of telephone
directories in the Unites States,
w here he began as a "territory sales
person."
He was promoted to the position of art department manager,
charged with the task of "streamlining the department from a business
standpoint."
He leap-frogged from that position into high-level sales administration, where he was responsible
for hiring and training staff for the
company's 26 directories in three
states.
"Once again - mailroom boy
makes good," Hunt said with a
laugh.
He eventually quit to establish
his own Yellow Pages company, but
the siren call of media work proved
too strong. Hunt closed his fledgling business and joined the sales
department of KABC affiliate
KESQ .
The local media markets were
undergoing a period of tremendous
change and growth at the time.
Palm Springs was "very young in a
media sense," he said, and because
of its sparse population, the region
tended to "be swept under the rug,
discounted. "
The population hovered around
120,000, "extremely small" in
terms of television markets, accord-

"A friend at KABC
told me I was a
natural for the sales
side of
the business. "
ing to Hunt. The region had a market ranking of 187 among 250.
"It was a market dominated by
rna and pa-type ownerships," he
said.
The enormous changes that
were about to engulf the industry
brought further opportunities for
Hunt.
Over his eight years at KESQ,

Hunt worked his way up from a
sales position to a writer-producer
of commercials. " It was an important growth period for me," he said.
A relaxation of FCC rules
opened the way to multiple ownership of stations, as long as one
owner controlled no more than 35
percent of the market. That ruling
change, combined with rapid popu-

Bob Hunt

Iation growth, propelled the region
out of the " rna and pa" arena. It also
meant a greater scope of responsibility for Hunt.
When he was recruited to be
the general sales manager for
KDFX, Hunt participated in the
task of "literally building a TV station from scratch." He even wielded the jackhammer preparatory to
putting the poles in place for the
new station's satellite dishes.
" It was an exciting time," said
Hunt, who was also instrumental in
building the sales staff and bringing
in programming people."
Eventually, he rose to become
second in command at the station,
responsible for traffic (scheduling
of commercials and promotions)
and accounting, as well for local
and national sales.
Following the consol idation of
KESQ with KDFX, Hunt pursued
his long-time dream of opening his
own agency. Among the clients of
his new company, Marketing
Exchange, were: the Palm Springs
Desert Museum, five local franchis-

es of NAPA auto parts, three
Fantastic Sam's hair salons, and
IPSSA, the national Independent
Pool and Spa Service Association.
He chose to keep his agency
smaJI, reveling in the freedom to
"do it all" from writing and producing ads to biJling clients, all while
working with "my dog at my feet."
But, as much as he loved the
freedom of being his own
boss, Hunt realized he
loved mainstream media
more. Three months ago,
he closed his agency and
joined KPSI. For Hunt "it
was like coming home
again."
Media work allows
him the time to indulge in
his second passion, the
Palm Springs Chamber of
Commerce. Hunt, who
has served on the board
for a decade, is currently
the organization's vice
president for business
affairs.
He is also handling
the
publicity
for
Leadership Coach:;:lla Valley, a consortium of six valley chambers of
commerce that have united to create a training program for business
owners and entrepreneurs whose
goal is to move into the public
arena to help guide the future direction of their local communities.
Organized into 10 monthly sessions, the course focuses on every
aspect of the valley's infrastructure,
to give participants a comprehensive understanding of governmental
interactions. According to Hunt,
"they are getting first-hand knowledge from the people in the job
(who are) doing it."
The first full-day session in
October focused on governmental
affairs. Later sessions will look at
the environment, housing and urban
development and, naturally, Hunt's
particu lar area of passion and
expertise-media communications.
"I've had a great journey," says
Hunt of his long and successful professiona l life. "I've enjoyed it
immensely."
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Letter to the Editor...

COMPUTERS/SOFI'WARE

Oh, How ''Suite'' it Is!
by J. Allen Leinberger

and turning out the Microsoft Office
98 for MAC. Windows people were
Computer programs are called
jealous. They were not happy with
suites when several office type protheir latest version of the Office,
grams are packaged together.
especially the Word portion, and the
Microsoft 'Office Suite 2001 for
problems seemed to be cleared up
MAC and AppleWorks Office 6
for those nerdy Apple guys.
(6.0.4) are both here to do everyIn point of fact, Microsoft's prothing you want.
grams, including Word, Excel and
Maybe.
PowerPoint, are considered the great
Some history is appropriate
workhorses, whether as separate
first.
programs or in a suite. The 2001
AppleWorks used to be called
series for MAC is at least as good.
OarisWorks. About two years ago
Maybe better.
Apple brought the company back
As with its predecessors, it is
into its fold and spun off the best
remarkably easy to load. Rather than
seller, FileMaker Pro, into its own
go through the installation procecompany. Claris Organizer, which
dures of most programs, it is a simwe have covered here before, was
ple "click and drag" move. The
bought by 3COM, who turned it into
downside is that it takes up nearly
the Palm Pilot desktop organizer
half a gigabyte of hard drive space.
program.
Like many of Bill's programs, it is
At about the same time, Bill
fat.
Gates stunned everyone by investing
Friends of mine who have
big money into Apple computers
loaded it have had severe crashing

------------------------------------------,
CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM

problems. I have been told that this
comes from a need to "un-install"
the earlier '98 program. The old and
new are in conflict.
Apple Works is smaller. In many
ways, it looks very much like a mirror of Microsoft. It has a word-processing program that looks more and
more like Word. The icon tool bar at
the top of the screen used to have its
own look. Now it looks very much
like Word's. Also like the Microsoft
Office Excel, AppleWorks has a
spreadsheet, and a new slide show
that is a weak sister to PowerPoint.
AppleWorks database program
is, debatably, its strength. It is a light
. version of FileMaker Pro, which is
the king of database programs.
So which is best for your use?
Personally, I believe some combination of the two would be best.
Mac or Windows, editors want their
stuff delivered in Word. PowerPoint
has several rivals, but none that can
touch it. On the other hand, even a

File Maker Lite makes for a very
strong database system. And, as I
indicated, it takes up a lot less room
on your hard drive.
A lot has to do with you and
your needs. Experts tell me that the
Microsoft Office program, with a
good graphics program like Adobe
PhotoShop, is as much as anyone
could need. But then, why would
you buy a tank when a bicycle will
do? The worst thing about the
Microsoft Suite is that it still has
that obnoxious little dancing MAC
character in the lower right hand
comer.
Appleworks 6 might not have
the name identity and may not have
the power or the rep, but it can do
the job if the job is not as demanding.
Not that it matters, but I am
writing this on AppleWorks 6 and I
have to convert it to Microsoft ·
Word in order to tum it into the
magazine.
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cannot meet the new requirements thrown at them by an uncaring government? Doesn 't this constitute an ex-post-facto law when the new requirements also apply to the electricians already in the field?
And how many people will lose their homes and yes, even their lives,
because they cannot afford an electrician?
Several months back I received a questionnaire requesting information
to improve electrical contractor licensing. This is the result. Since then I
have received new questionnaires from the state regarding other license
classifications and other contractors who I know have received question/Wires relating to their trades. Obviously, the requirements are being rewritten to favor Unions in all trades.
1 am sure that everyone will be told that these actions are only to
improve the trades but it is obvious that that is only a tactic to disguise the
forced unionization of our state by our elected officials. If this trend is
allowed to continue, you can expect to pay rates that are double or triple
what you pay now for plumbing work or roofing work or a carpenter or any
of the trades. This may not be a problem to those in the Silicon Valley but
please take into account the depressed economies of the San Joaquin Valley
and the Sacramento Delta and the northern part of our state.
Our Governor, who is supposed to be looking out for the people in our
state, is thumbing his nose at the elderly who are living on fixed incomes
and just getting by as it is.
Now please don't get me wrong. There are many unions operating in
our state now and I have no problem with that. What I do have a problem
with is our state government forcing us to go union or go out of business. It
constitutes a restraint of trade and stifles competition in the workplace.
This will have an immediate damping effect on new construction and
remodel work and will lead to a high rate of inflation and recess1on in the
state. But by then the unions will have already sucked millions of additional dollars out of the state economy and our pockets.
Who benefits most from these actions? The unions, who will have more
money to pay for politicians. The politicians, who will receive the money
because they are willing to vote for more laws that will force more people
into the unions. And the unlicensed contractors, because many people will
not be able to afford licensed contractors so they will turn to someone they
can afford regardless of the contractor :s- competency.
Keep informed because these are only three examples of the many
shameless uses of our money to pay back political debts. Please send me
any additional examples of these actions that you are aware of And if anyone out there knows of any current laws that prohibit these political paybacks please advise me of them.
And most of all, make yourselfheard by our lawmakers and at the polls.
Vote for individuals who will block our Governor:s- attempt to unionize the
state and tell your representatives that you want AB92I and AB931
repealed. This is your state although it now looks like it has been bought
and paid for by the union bosses.
Let our Governor pay his political debts ow of his own pocket!
Sincerely, Randall D. Gray
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"Laws were made to be broken.,
Christopher North, May, 1830
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
not to know we sinn 'd is innocence.,
Sir William Davenant
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counts," spoke on the air last
January of the late Revered Martin
Luther King. In s inging King's
praises, Josephson casually mentioned that we should ignore the
accusations of plagiarism and
adultery against King. Ignore plagiarism and adultery? Many people today still consider adultery to

be one of the big "no-no's."
There is even an entire commandment dedicated to it. If we
can brush aside such things as plagiarism and adultery, then bribery
and influence peddling are small
potatoes. It is abundantly clear that
ethics and morality are sadly lacking in San Bernardino County, but
the board of supervisors needs to
rethink who gets that $40,000 in
tax money to teach good and evil
here in the Inland Empire.

Wildlife ...
continued from page 3
two dozen prominent wildlife
artists to the museum to exhibit
their paintings, sculptures, carvings, and limited edition prints
in the special exhibition hall.
Sales of their work comprise the
major fund-raising activity for
the museum each year.
The 2000 Festival artist is
Rock Newcomb, a nationally and
internationally
recognized
wildlife artist who resides in
Payson, Arizona. Newcomb
earned a B.A. and master's
degree in art from California
State University, Fullerton, and
now conducts private workshops
and seminars. An "Artist of the
Year" has been selected since
1987, and each has created a signature piece for that year's
event. This year, Rock Newcomb
presents the magical "Misty
Morning Silence."

The festival includes the first
West Coast exhibit of 100 top
entries from this year's Federal
Duck
Stamp
Competition.
Children's art is represented by
entries from the Junior Duck
Stamp Compe tition, and by
classroom projects in the Tom
Bennett
Children's
Environmental Art and Science
Competition, open to students in
San Bernardino and Ri vers ide
counties.
A major wild fowl and decoy
carving competition will feature
several entries, in addition to
man y educational booths and
displays.
The San Bernardino County
Mu seum is at the California St.
Exit from Interstate 10 in
Redlands. Admission during this
event is $6 for adults; $5 senior
or studen ts, and $4 for children.
Children under five and museum
members are free. Parking is free
and the facility is handicappedaccessible.
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Stuck in the Behavioral Mud
by Peta G. Penson
The unexpected warmth of
autumn outside may be calling, but
here inside this airless conference
room where the team is meeting,
the freeze has really settled in.
"The line doesn ' t know what it
wants. We can ' t even talk to them
about it any more. They ' re threatening to cut off our budgets, and
we're overworked already trying
to please them." Listening to them,
the manager Sits uns miling; the
temperature drops lower. The pain
is real, the frustration great. Round
and round they go, unable to ·break
out of the grip of the difficult situation.
I' ve found helpful insights on
this struggle in the work of
Harvard Professor Chris Argyris.
One of his observations from years
of study and countless pages of
observations is that while people
lack the skills to act productively
in these situations, it 's pretty
amazing how skillfully they act
counterproductively! So, he reasons, something is operating at tiptop effi6ency, only...what?
What becomes clear is that
everyone is part of it-the managed and the manager. These reactions are automatic. They are the
programs we all have in our heads
to deal with difficult, embarrassing
or hurtful issues, sort of like a
DNA imprint. We create all sorts
of misunderstandings by relying
on a master program to deal with
tough stuff.
These defensive reactions are
powered in all of us by the urge to
be in unilateral control, to win and

not to lose, to suppres.s negative
fe elings, and to be as rational
about it as possible. This is what
we do, for example, when we
respond to a question by making
an evaluation that doesn ' t invite
further inquiry, or any testing of
our claims.
Let's look at the case of the
staff group whose value to the line
is attacked. Self-protection kicks
in. When the manager pus hes the
s taff members fo r data, they say,
" Of cour e, it is.the line that 's confused in its wis hes." What to do in
these s itu ations?
The manager could run a facilitated session allowing people to
vent their frustrations and feel better, and perhaps they ' d see that the
other side is equally frustrated.
While it 's true that the same participants would interact better from
then on, it's also true that it wouldn't affect anyone outside the two
camps. And , it wouldn't work the
minute the participants developed
new frustrations.
For his part, the manager is
trying hard to behave diplomatically, to save face. He doesn 't want to
reveal his real feelings either; he is
our example, so he stays silent.
However, this is his inner program
working. He may really be thinking, " I ought to fire them all.
They 're acting like kids." Trouble
is, at one level the group knows
this, just as the manager knows
about their automatic self-protection. Both sides are having separate private conversations, which
they do kind of hear in each other.
This is wrong learning at its best.
T he antidote is what Argyris
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calls " productive reasoning." It 's
talk craft ed so that you can test the
validity. When they say, "The line
doesn ' t know what they want," the
manager might a k, "What leads
you to believe that?" Or when they
say, "They don 't like us," he could
ask, " Did you test out that hypothesi ? What led you to or not to?"
So if they responded, " Test the
hypothesis? Are you nuts? They'd
laugh us out of there," he could
say, " I asked you if you tested your
idea, and you respond ed with
another untested claim. I can't be a
good representative of what we
need here if I only have a bunch of
untested cl aims."
The manager could then start
reall y looking at wh at valu es
underlie the actions of the group,
and together they could agree to
act only i!l ways that produce valid
information. He might say, "You
tell me they are inflexible, but
show me no proo f except that you
don' t like this and it 's not correctable. After an hour of listening, there is still no proof which
makes me conclude that you guys
are inflexible. Every time I as k for
proof, you say it 's imposs ible.
Now, you are thinking I am unable
to be influenced, and I want to
explore what I' m doing or saying
that makes you think so."
This will be threatening at
first. This kind of s traight talk
begins to lead people away from

their programmed defensiveness.
Signifi cantly, it also leads to credibility. What the manager is really
saying is far more positive. It says,
" I trust you have the capacity to
figure out the gaps and inconsistencies in what you are telling me
and yourselves." It models double
loop learning, what Argyris calls
" leading-l earning," where you
learn as you go to question all the
assumpti ons that underlie what
people are so sure of.
Argyris suggests a simple way
to begin to help yourself uncover
your programs. You can do this in
about half an hour. Write down a
very difficult probl em at the top of
a bl ank sheet of paper. Then tell
what you will do (or did) to solve
it. Draw a line down the middle.
On the right side write what you
did say and what the others said.
On the left write your internal
monologue that you don ' t communicate. Fill up two or three typewritten pages. Then s it w ith a
trusted coll eague and analyze what
you did, and how you said it. Work
to uncover the programs operating.
Get at the defensive reasoning.
Learn to thi nk strategicall y in
terms of inquiry and testing.
Keeping groups moving forward is the core of every manager's job. Groups that are stuck
present a good opportunity for
developmental learning for you
and for them.

by Lazaro E. Fernandez
Wha t would happen if you
were a named defendant in a lawsuit, and your lawyer told you that
some of the things you are alleged
to have done might have violated
criminal law? What would happen
if one of the w itnesses in the lawsuit would testify that what wa
done v iolated criminal laws?
An issue that arises often during the course of c ivil litigation is
the assertion of the Fifth
Amendment privilege against selfincriminat ion by a witness, the
plaint iff, or the defendant. In this
situation, attorneys must educate
themse lves as to the variety of
options available to the client and
must consider the possible consequences of asserting the privilege.
The decision an attorney makes
on the cl ieht 's assertion of the privilege can alter the course of the lit-

igation in many ways. Attorneys
must thoroughl y understand various strategies that can be employed
and the importance of taking the
proper action in such cases. If the
witness is a non-party wit ness, the
attorney should advise the witness
to assert the privilege in response to
all questions related to the crimi nal
liability. If this occurs, the attorney
for the party seeking the testimony
may pursue two avenues to compel
the witness to testify.
First, one must rev iew all prior
discovery to determine if the witness waived the privi lege by the
witness's actions or statements.
Second, if the privil ege is properly
asserted, then one may seek a protective order to compel testimony
through a grant of use and derivative use immunity. If the witness
rightfully asserts the privilege, the
law places the burden on the party
seeking the testimony to move for a

protective order.
If necessary, then the moving
party gives reasonable not ice in
writing to all prosecuto rial agenc ies
that hold j urisd iction over the witness's alleged cri m inal conduct.
That notice must identify the subject matter of the questions to
which the answers are to be immunized.
If the respective agencies do
not object to the imm unity grounds,
the cou rt may grant the protective
order, may order the wit ness to testify, and provide the witness with
use and derivative use immunity. In
some instances, a court may disregard the prosecutor's objection that
is not properl y supported, indicating that the grant of the proposed
immunity may interfere with the
prosecution of a criminal proceeding.
One may waive the privilege
either orally or in writing simply by

indicating a wish to do so. The normal case of when waiver is at issue
arises when there is an assertion
that the witness engaged in an "act"
that constitutes a waiver, such as
answering questions at a deposition. Courts do not favor lightly
interpreting the issue of waiver.
Actual statements by the witness
are rev iewed closely and so are the
ci rcumsta nces surrou nd ing any
alleged waiver. Doubts are resolved
against any waiver.
The prob lem with assert ing the
privilege in pre-trial proceedings is
that it may limit the as ert ing witness's testimony at trial. One cannot deprive the adversary of information in pre-trial proceedings by
asserting the privilege and then
waive the privilege at trial. A pl aintiff asserting the privi lege may
limit or ruin the chance of recovery.
Generally, courts will dismi~s the
continued on page 28
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. Treating Employees as an Important Investment

by Enc Ruckle, president Performance
Resource G
roup

Nearly all business executives
will tell you they believe in the importance of their people. But when you
ask them how they systematically
invest in that resource, you may see
some hesitation enter their eyes.
Vendors call it " Performance
Consulting." The name doesn' t
explain itself. Talk to a person who
does it and it gets worse. Many trainers and consultants are in the field
because they care about people and
want to help them. Unfortunately, that
doesn' t mean they ' re good business
people.
I believe that investing in people
requires that you be an astute business
person. The viewpoint encouraged by
many is that you can' t truly measure
people, or expect to define the results
of investing in them. Such thinking is
at odds with the very nature of business owners, who measure and are
measured on every component of tpeir
performance.

You not

1
d
h
on y can ocument t ese
a man named James had worked at a
"soft skills" but you must If yo d
1 1 ~ ·1·
~
·
u o
~ •ac1 11y •Or decades and was
~ot measure them and manage them,
Widely reputed to have a bad attitude.
If someone came up with a solutionhke any ot~er part of your business,
t~en you ':111 not succeed. It woul~ be
he would kill it. Training programs are
hke shoot10g ~n arrow at a target 10 a ' not meant to c hange a person, but to
da_rk room, With your hands in oven ·~ bring out the best in them. By setting
milts. To add more frustration, after
an observable, measurable expectation, James adjusted his behavior and
you sh~t, you' ll really never know if
is now a positive leader in the organiyou miss~, ~m_e clo~, or hit a bull's
eye. I_beheve 10 10 vest10g in your peozation.
pi~ With the same stri~t business disciWorking with people requires a
definite set of skills. Just as we can fix
phne tha~ you follow 10 other areas of
a c rae k ·111 a table, we can a 1so fiIX
Your bus10ess.
. .
It IS Important to:
cracks in people. It often requires lis• Set your expectations in clearly
tening to your gut instinct to determine
observable terms.
how people may react-a person 1·s
• Scrupulously document the realalways changing-a table is not. We
ity of your situation.
have lost the art of l1.sten1·ng, perhaps
• Determine the difference bebecause we don ' t like negat1"ve mestween the two.
sages, therefore, we not only refra1·n
from listening to others--we don ' t
• Set plans in action to reduce that
difference, measuring and adjusting as
even listen to ourselves.
Another example is a man
you go.
You can then wr;p your hands
named Joe, who was one of the quiet,
around specific outcomes that you
reserved employees who so often
want to occur. Don't take my word for
goes unnoticed. His expectation was
it, believe the stories. A case in pointto participate in a team in a clearly
defined manner, but was having difficulties doing so. He is now a fri endly

.

For Any Employment Challenge

partic ipant in daily problem solving
activities. It is worth mentioning that
by applying the same behavioral
standards at home, he saved a marriage that was heading toward a
roc ky end.
·
The key is that ne ither James nor
Joe changed who they are. James was
always a positive person who wanted
to he lp people. Joe was always a
friendly person who had a lot to contribute. There was simply no objective
standard for them to target. Likewise,
· coworkers and s uperviSOrs
·
the1r
had
no standard for them to strive for.
· Companies are like families, and
·
th ey have to be coma t the same t1me,
milled to developing their people.
Th ere are ng
· ht an d wrong ways to
beh ave. Th IS
" ·IS w hen a traming
·
pro·
d
h
1
h
gram can step 111 an e p t e " f amily"
become an orgamze
· d , smooth running
team, with no cogs popping out in the
business's wheel, interfering with product ion and profits!

Eric Ruckle, president of Performance
Resource Group, may be reached by
calling (909) 949-9155; fax: (909)
949.9188, or e-mail: eruck/e@prgworld.com.
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California Salary Increases at an Eight-Year High
by Sydney Kamlager, pr/legislative
coordinator, the Emp loyers Group
Ca li fornia
compan ies
are
prepa ring to kic k off the new year
by g iving e mployees the ir highest
percentage rai es in e ight year ,
according to a s urvey releas ed
recentl y by the Employers Group.
"The Employers Group annual survey of companies' budgets is one of
the most anti cipated reports a mo ng
chief execut ives of California compan ies," aid Wi ll iam R. Dahlman,
Em ployers Group preside nt a nd
CEO .
The " Year 2001 Budget
Survey" queried a di verse group of
456 Ca lifornia companies duri ng
their annual b udget preparations,
a nd revealed that 97 percent o f
Califo rn ia employers w ill g ive
inc reases, w ith 35.4 perce nt of
companies in the Golden S ta te proj ecting salary increases that are
hig her than last year. Among those
compa nies inc reasing the ir budgets,
the average no n-executive me rit
increase in 2001 will be 4.72 pe rcent - the largest average percent
climb since 1992. Tota l sala ry
increases (including cost-of-liv ing
ra ises, bonuses, and lump-sum payments for non-executive personnel)
w ill average 5 .21 percent ; a 0.41
pe rcent gain from the 4.80 percent
projected in 2000. T he survey also
noted that engineering, information
technology, a nd technica l personnel
will continue to be in high demand
across the state in 2001.
Employment picture differs
between Southern and Northern
California
T he s urvey noted a contrast
between San Francisco Bay area
and Southern California firms . It
s howed that companies in the San
Francisco Bay area are pl anning
merit budget increases that a re significantl y higher tha n any othe r
major metro area in Ca lifornia.

Projected no n -executive me rit
inc reas es by firms in the San
Fra nc isco Bay a rea w ill range
between 5 .86 and 6 .69 percent vers us 4.48 to 4.75 percent in Los
Angele area!>. T he Bay area is also
expecti ng a workforce inc rease
g rea te r tha n Southe rn Ca lifo rnia
a mo ng hourl y workers - 13.8 percent o f fi rms are forecasting s ig nificant workforce increases o f production, service, and ma inte na nce
e mployees, wh ile only nine percent
of firms in South ern Califo rni a
repo rted s uch a forecast.
The s urvey also found variations betwee n
o rthe rn a nd
Southern California compa nies in
layoff and turnover antic ipations.
" No firms in the San Franc isco Bay
a rea repo rted layoff pl ans for 2001,
a lthoug h 3 .5 percent of firms in
Southe rn Ca liforn ia are planning
layoffs for 2001," no ted Ju a n
Garcia, Employers Group researc h
directo r. "T his may re flect a higher
empl oyee mobi lity." In a 12-month
peri od e nding Sept. , 2 000 , San
Franc isco Bay Area firms experienced a 21.4 percent turnover rate,
compared to 13 .9 percent in Los
Angeles, 14 percent in San Diego,
a nd 15 percent in the Inla nd Empire
a nd O range County.
Outlook for the Inland Empire
Em ployers are a nticipa ting
increases for all position clas ificatio ns within the Inl a nd Empire.
Production, maintenance and service employees can anti c ipate a 4.63
inc rease; no n-e xe mpt
pe rce nt
employees can antic ipate a 4.57
percent inc rease; salaried employees can anticipate a 4.66 percent
increase, and executive positions
can a ntic ipate a 4 .95 percent
Proj ected
increases
inc rease.
e ncompass a ll industries, althoug h
h ighest proj ecte d increases are
antic ipated in the retail a nd trade,
health and IT and E-busi ness industri es.

Layo ffs a re no t h eav il y
expected, a nd m ost Inla nd E mpire
firm s s urveyed a nt icipa te e mpl oyme nt levels to re ma in stable o r to
inc rease a t a m oderate ra te . Th e
ave rage turn over ra te fo r 2000
was 18 .24 pe rcent , with a n 8 pe rcent turn over ra te fo r exempt
e mpl oyees, a nd a 17.34 pe rcent
rate for non-exem pt e mpl oyees.
" E m p loye rs wa nt to kn ow
w hat o the r co mpa nies in the ir
fi e ld or in thei r regio n a re pla nning, a nd in today 's tig ht labor
ma rket, it is c ritica l to b udget

compe titively. T his s urvey prov ides a w ho le ra nge of us eful
informa tio n fro m a ntic ipa ted
inc reases in sales, to o utlooks o n
the U.S. econo m y, to c ha nges in
benefits - including a prevale n ce
o f s tock o ptio ns . It is a lso he lpful
beca use we s urvey all indu try
secto rs, a nd a ll s izes of compa ni es
thro ug hout the s ta te," Da hlman
sa id.

For more information, vis it the
E mp loyers Group Web s ite at
www. employersgroup. com.

Gift Giving at the Holida s
Do You Know What to Do?
by Cheryl Harrington, Orange
County Regional Manager, the
Employers Group
No matter when or where, receiving a gift touches our emotions in one
way or another. Whether busines.<; or
personal, it can tighten a relations hip
in a most thoughtful and warm way;
on the other hand, it also can completely destroy a relationship when
the reason for g iving i a payback, a
bribe or an apology because a mistake
has occurred.
A~ the holidays rapidly approach,
it 's a good time for employers to think
about gift-giving etiquette. What do
you give, a nd to whom? I low do you
know that what you give will be
appreciated and not di!>carded as inappropriate or of no use? Do you give a
gift to your OO"-'> or only to tho..-,c who
report to you? Is a bonu~ a gift ? Gift
etiquette at the holidays can be frus trating, confu.'>ing and overwhelming
- unless you know what to do.
Company policy may or may not
dictate what and how much you give
to your employee.-;. Comp<mie.-; differ
dramatically in their approach to holiday g ift giving. The variable." associated with the types of gifl<; given are:

the kind of business you are in; where
you are located in the country/world;
the type of industry you fall into; the
number of employees; the number o f
customers, etc. To answer one common question, bonuses are earned and
based on performance, so remember
that even thoug h you hand them out at
holiday time, they are truly not a gift.
A senior manager 's holiday gift
lis t is perhaps more important than
that of a line manager. Howeve r,
remember the.;,e two factors:
• You are not obligated to give a
g ift when you have received one. If
the individual who gave you the gift i
not on your original list, don't worry
about it. They may be giving you a
g ift to thank you fo r something
you 've done for them.
• If profits are down, or the company is downsizing, make a policy
conceming gift giving on the executive level.
What are your options at the holidays for gift giving?
• No policy
• Prohibit gift giving
• Each employee receives the same
thing, i.e.; turkey, radio.
• Each employee is given a gift cata-

continued on page 16
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Gift Giving ...

• Consider the company holiday party
as the gift.

continued from page 15

• Consider the holiday card signed b y
the CEO as the gift.

log to choose an item from, not priced
more than a predetennined amount,
i.e.; $25 - or he or she can receive
the equivalent in cash.

• Di tribute g ifts to cha rity instead of
giving to employees.
The decision about gift giving is
an important one for management to
consider, because it directly relates to

employee morale and points to how
well the company is doing. Although
it is a personal decision oft en made at
the senior level , con ider its effects
before foll owing w hat has been done
in the past, or what other companies
are doing.

similar indiv idual, there are several
things to keep in mind. lf they have
worked for you for less than a year, a

ln conside ration of one's secretary, administrative assista nt or other

• 2-4 years; certificate to his or her
favorite store for $25.
• 5-10 years; $50-$100 gift or certificate.
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small impersonal gift i most appropriate, i.e.; plant, food basket. lf
longer than that, consider these guidelines:

Your
Business
Is
Our
Priority

• 10+; this is obviously someone who
has helped you climb that ladder of
success and is deserving of your
utmo t appreciation. These items
would be appropriate:
• Company stock
• Two tickets for week 's cruise
• Gold watch
Remember, this person has been
loyal and has done more for you than
you could possible repay with the
above. In addition, do not expect a
gift from them, although at this level
most will do something.
Finally, how do you return an
inappropriate gift? This is not an easy
art and a gift that just is not right, no
matter what the reason, can be quite
distressing for the recipient. The
warning signs of an inappropriate gift
are:
• When an executive gives a lavish
gift to his secretary.
• The gift is related to an off-color
joke, is intended to be humorous and
fails miserably.
• Proper research has not been done
and alcohol is given to someone who
doesn' t drink.
• When sexual overtones are clearly
the meaning of the gift.
Any gift that can be cons trued as
bribery for favors or has sexual overtones should be immediately returned.
Make a copy of the note you send
back with it, including the date and
manner in which it was sent back. A
simple note, reading, " I do not find
this gift to be appropriate, therefore I
am returning it immediately," will do.
. As with any g ift that you receive,
always re member to say thank you,
even if you really don 't like it.
Having good manners means you can
accept a gift (yes, an ugly green scarf
with kangaroos on it!) with grace.
Remember that a little kindness goes
a long way.
Happy Holidays and Happy
Shopping!

Welcome to
San Bernardino
County!
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San Bernardino County H elps Businesses "Do Business"
The county of San Bernardino has
energy spent in finding needed capital,
stepped up efforts to better assist busia well-trained labor force and the neenesses to " do business" within the
essary permits to get things " up and
county. Implemented on July 1, 2000,
running." The county of San
the county restructured, bringing all
Bernardino has made this major shift to
business-related departments under a
become more business-friendly in
single agency. The new agency conhopes of drawing new businesses in, as
sists of the Jobs & Employment
well as keeping existing business ownServices Department, Economic
ers happy with increased opportunities
Development, and Land Use Services
to expand their operations.
and Redevelopment. Viewed by counWith its extensive air, rail and
ty supervisors and administrators as a
highway systems, the county of San
move to enhance the economy in the
Bernardino describes itself as the
long term, it promotes economic and
"Gateway to Southern California." The
community development through the
new Ontario International Airport acts
integration of a variety of business proas a hub in the county's west end for air
grams and related free services.
shipments. Traversing the county are
Businesses interested in relocating
major rail and highway routes making
or expansion will enjoy increased levit perfectly accessible for the traveler,
els of assistance with business loans,
as well as transporting and receiving
tax credits, the permitting process,
goods. Highly appealing are lower land
employee recruitment and training
costs and state designated Enterprise
needs. Plans are underway to provide
and Foreign Trade Zones. Financing is
training to specially selected staff from
available for land or building aC{juisithese departments, making them "busition, equipment and working capital.
ness generalists." What this means to
Key to any business success is a
business owners is less time, effort and
high quality labor force. The county

offers free employment services such
as on-the-job training programs, individualized job development services,
including pre-screening and recruiting
to the employers' specifications. These
run from a one- to two-position recruitment upwards to mass hire situations.
Some employers may realize further
savings with tax credits.
Quality of life is important to
employers interested in drawing in professional and technical level employees
and keeping them. The county of San
Bernardino boasts an outstanding
school ystem that starts with grades K
through 12 and goes up to a number of
community colleges and several major
four-year universities. Additionally,
housing is affordable.
Recreational offerings include
winter mountain skiing, beautiful
regional parks, the Santa Ana River
Trail for horseback riding and hiking
and much more. New to the area is the
California Speedway, a NASCAR
raceway. Further, cultural offerings
abound
with
the
Blockbuster

Amphitheater, San Bernardino Civic
Light Opera, County of San
Bernardino Museums, Lincoln Shrine,
Redlands Symphony Orchestra and
Redlands Bowl. The new Ontario Mills
Mall draws well in excess of one million visitors a year to its outlet stores
and entertainment venues.
With its business friendly atmosphere and expanded business assistance offerings, highly qualified labor
force, reasonable land and housing, and
outstanding quality of life, the county
of San Bernardino is the perfect location for business to be able to "do business." Importantly, the county realizes
that in order to attract and retain business, a necessity for a continued strong
and vibrant economy, it must be fully
committed to supporting the efforts of
the business community through its
programs and services.

For more information, contact the
County of San Bernardino Jobs &
Employment Services Department at 1800-451-JOBS.

For more information: www.th etollroads. com 1-800-378-TRAK (872 5)

IF YOU HAD AN EXTRA TWENTY MINUTES,
YOU COULD ACTUALLY USE YOUR OFFICE
AS AN OFFICE .

Take The Toll Roads to
Orange Coun ty, and conduct
business in a place actually
designed for it . With an
uninterrupted, congestionfree drive, you11 get to work a
lot qu tcker. And have time to
be more productive.
Remember, 1t's not a desk,
n's a dashboard. Tomorrow
morn m g, try The Toll Roads.

.

Health care has reached
•
•
a turning point.
H ealth Net has just redefined the mean ing of health care through its benefit plans. That's
becau e we now make available acupancture as a benefit with our HMO plans. Which
means your employees or clienrs could see a practitioner for a ingle copaymenr-- just like
our network doctors. Add to this our chiropractic benefit and our vast ph y~ician network
and it's easy ro ee why we're turning things around with yet a'nother product innovation.
T-o learn more, call 1-800-448-441 1, option 4, o r vi it us at www.healthner.com.

The To" Roads
I
I
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www.heolthnet .com
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Managing ''Generation X'' Workers

Legislative Update- State of California

by Jane Caddell, vice president of
consulting services for the
Employers Group.

businesses. This awareness is not
just the purview of HR managers.
All managers and especially CEOs
need to understand and plan for
Things are not like they used to
these differences when it comes to
be for employers these days. As the
hiring, motivating, managing and
21st century gets into full swing,
retaining employees.
the people who make up our comGenerational overview
panies are more age-diverse than
Although the subject of this
ever before. The organizational
article is "Generation X" to put
hierarchy that once kept generathem in perspective, it helps to look
tional peers together and i olated
at the four generations of employfrom other age groups no longer
ees in today's workforce to see how
exists - or when it does, it is in a
X'ers fit in. In recent years, certain
much less rigid, more flexible state.
labels have been coined to identify
Performance and skill ets have
each generation, which speak to
overtaken length of service as the
their individual uniquenesses.
deciding factor in advancement.
For example, those in the first
Older employees sometimes hold
group are usually called the "veterjobs once considered entry-level,
ans." These are the employees who
while they report to techno-savvy
were born before 1943. Because
youngsters who are the same age as
they were born during two major
their grandchildren. This creates a
defining events of the last century,
much more dynamic and difficult
the Great Depression and World
environment for today 's HR manWar Il, they are classic repositories
of wisdom, lore and practical inspiagers to navigate. But, the good
ration. While it's probably true that
news is that each group of employees can be a tremendous boon to
some older workers may resist the
latest technology, don't assume all
your business, as long as you
do. The problem may have more to
understand them and gear the workdo with who trains them; i.e., a
place to fit their needs and desires.
hyper, impatient 20-year-:old may
Each generation has a place, as
need to slow down and build rapwell as an unique outlook, in our
port first. "Veterans" are the least
workforces. Members of each
group hold similar views about
likely of all groups to confront you
if they disagree with you.
what is an attractive work environThe " Baby Boomers," those
ment. The nature of the team they
born between 1943 and 1960, are
choose to be part of, and their
especially concerned about particiworkforce expect~tions and preferpation in the workplace. Because
ences for acquiring, digesting,
they strive to bring heart and
organizing and distilling informahumanity into all that they do, they
tion and skills, vary considerably
want their company to be a fair
between groups. Understanding
playing field for all employees.
these differences will help employ"Gen X'ers," born between
ers insure smooth running of their

Bell Consfru((~On
European Craftsmanship at affordable rates
~lectrioal

Painting
Plumbing
Roof Repairs
Carpentry
Tile & Marble Work
•Marble Polishing Specialisr'

Est. 1970

• ••
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909-943~82

Jerry Bell
.,acerl,...bitc 909-508-4032

1961 and 1980, grew up as latchkey
moving markets - witness the prokids during the post Watergate era
liferation of dot com companiesand the energy crisis. They need
as well as fierce competition and
feedback and flexibility; they disdynamic staffing needs. What busilike close supervision, and they are
nesses need today is to prosper:
more comfortable with change than
flexibility, entrepreneurial spirit,
technology skills, the ability to partheir parents. "X'ers" value balance
allel think and process information
in their lives. They work to live
instead of live to work.
quickly, is exactly what "X'ers"
have to offer.
"Nexters," those born since
1980, are just entering the workWhat "Gen X'ers" need
In fact, a whole new career path
force. This group is also known as
is emerging coinciding with the
"Generation Y." They grew up
new global economy, and "X'ers"
much more consciou of diversity,
and because of their ability to conare behind it. Rather than being
nect via the Internet with people all
built on "what is expected," the
over the world, they are the ones
new course is based on control and
predicted to re-infuse the workchoice. By growing up in a fastplace with the patriotism and selfpaced world, "X 'ers" do not buy
into the "one career" mindset of the
sacrifice of the "Veterans."
·"Gen X'ers" are good for your
past. They switch jobs and careers,
and their success is built on options
business
rather than commitments,- mobility
Various books, articles and surrather than stability. To satisfy their
veys have characterized "X'ers" as
unmotivated, and uncommitted.
need for independence - because
The reality is, "Generation X" is
so many of them were forced into
self-sufficiency as children- they
taking on the workplace like none
need to feel like they are in the dribefore. Why? Although it doesn't
hold true for all, "X'ers" are likely
ver's seat.
Since they arrived in the
to be more brash, bold, and most of
job market following the "downsizall - more confident than their
counterparts in other generations. • ing era," most "Gen X'ers" prefer
positioning themselves as free
Multi-tasking is easy, computers
agents. They see employers as
are a snap, and most are comfortclients, and each new job as a projable with change. These attributes,
or
potential
customer.
ect
combined with their individual
marketable skills and education,
Competence is the key. Rather than
following the ladder-climbing
put them in high demand with
today 's employers. Today's busicontinued on page 43
ness environment consists of fast

IRCIIPII811J NOW

Self-employed?
You pay a 15.3% tax.
INCORPORATED?
You can pay ZERO .•.

50 State Incorporations

Make over $50,000?
You've hit the 28%
bracket.
INCORPORATED?
Pay only 15% ...

Laughlin Global, Inc
www.laughtin-global.com

sssn7o-o4oo

The 2000 legislative session just
finished and while Governor Gray
Davis vetoed a number of cost-prohibitive bills, he al o signed quite a
few bills that will have a significant
impact on the workplace. In a brief
summary, Governor Gray Davis
vetoed a worker's compensation and
an unemployment insurance bill which have resulted in a $6 billion
savings for California business.
However, he also signed a disability
bill, which broadens the definition of
a disability in the workplace. Below
is a complete review of the bills
tracked by Employers Group that
made it to the governor's desk.

Countthe savings!

logical, or disability related inquiry of
a job applicant or, with regard to an
employee, or to make such an inquiry
unless it is job-related and consistent
with business necessity.
Legislative Status: Signed.

Effect: clamps down on ability to do
testing. Re-defines what is a disability.
Position: Opposed.

Summary: Expands authority of the
labor commissioner to award liquidated damages, which currently are
awarded by the courts. This bill
would authorize using a prescribed

AB 2509, Steinberg

continued on page 43

Our corporate -h ealth
brochure contains a
very unus al feature.

AB 2222, Kuehl
Summary: Makes it an unlawful
practice, with specified exceptions,
for an employer or employment
agency to make any medical, psycho-

Expect more
from Sentry
Business owners know
they can expect more
from Sentry Insurance.
• Property & casualty
• Employee benefits
• Retirement plans
• Business life

SaveForever

You can now incorporate in any
state, including name reservation,
by phone, fax, or Internet Think
of it In less than 7 minutes, your
small busi!'!ess can be enjoying
big business benefits. Call now.
• Complete Serv1ces
• Low-Cost Guarantee
• Guaranteed Workmanship

by Sydney Kamlager, legislative coordinator, Employers Group

Diane Randol
41593 Winchester Rd., Ste. 110
Temecula, CA 92590-4858
(909) 676-2096

License number: 542173

SENTRY.
INSURANCE
•

For us. this i
not a new idea. For
more than 20 year •
non-profit Inter Valley
Health Plan ha built a
reputation for providing
the highe t level of service.
And we've been doing it so
consistently that in 1999 our
renewal rate was 95%.

Any health plan will
provide a ll the form~
and brochures you
need. But Inter Valley
Health Plan also
provides something far
more usefu I: an actual
human being. A dedicated
Account Service Representative
assigned specifically to your company.
Specifically to make your life easier.
Your Account Service Representative
will take the time to get to know you,
your company, and the special needs
of your employees.

Call your broker today to learn more
about how Inter Valley Health Plan can
give you a reg up in taking care of the
health needs of your employees.
And a couple of arms as well.

InterValleY-Health Plan
Real People. Real Service.

800-251-8191
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Property Management Firms Serving the Inland Emph·e
Htm~ttl /o1 lulal \t[tWrt Fut \ltm<lgnlmtlu / ulawlf-mtlll<

Comp. .yName
Addras

Ctty, State, 1Jp

Square Feet Maaaged:
I.E.
Compaaywlde

...... M • ..... c..
1. 13191 c.-oG Jltwy. N.
City~ lwlllllry, CA 91746

PnLopTrast

1.

3621 S. Harbor Blvd., 1200
Santa ADa, CA 92704

lflnwM
3.

4..

5.

•

9,SOO,OOO
33,700,000

5,300,000
180,000,000

• •• llle.
2151 eo-:.uo. Cttltet w.,., Sic. 222
Oatlrio, CA917()4

5.,161,800

Sara-Rep Gro.p
18802 Bardeen Ave.
Irvine, CA 92612-1521

3,994,239
12,990,960

hdlkc.lr .........

3,000,000
1.5,000,000

9774 Craccet Cttlter Df.
R.cilo a.c-p, CA 91730

I.E. Square Feet by Type:
Industrial
Oftke
Residential
Rdail
9,400,000
0
0
100.000
5,300,000

I Properties Managed I .E.
I Employees I.E.
Year Establlsbed I.E.
Headquarters

43
WND
1984
Oty 'of Industry, CA
27

0

3

0
0
0

1998
Aurora, CO
23

0

8
1996

5,161,800
0
3,566,427
395,511
0
32,301
3,000,000

3

3

2,900,000
3,500,000

2,900,000

8

7.

MGk Semas llle.
1425 W. Foollrill Blvd., Sle. 200
Upfand, CA 91786

0
0
0

2,571,000

Davis Part.ers lac.
1420 9ristol SL North, Ste. I 00
Newport Beach, CA 92660

2,136, 155
8,562,080

80,000
461,000
1,800,000
230,000
2, 117,056
19,099

2
1995
Newpott Beach, CA
130
34
1982
Upland, CA
~

Cenlud CadiM
11542 E. l1dl St., Sic. 420

2,097,000
13,126,000

Tulia, CA 92780

laterpac:ifk Asset Maucemeat
11. 5505 Garden Grove Blvd., Ste. 150
Westmn•ster, CA 92683

Alllarll...............

U. 10070 Arrow Rte.
R-=bo Ooaunoap. CA 91730
City Commercial Maugnaeat, lac.
U. I 0722 Arrow Rte., Ste. 500
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Safari~ Center

13. 2020 LynK fuil
Ontario, CA 91761

1,844,700
-2,800,000

1,717,000
1,717,000
1,600,000
I.700,000

0
1,600,000
17,000
700,000
400.000

0
I,SOO.OOO
I,SOO,OOO

CB Richard EIW.
14. 4141 Inland Empue Blvd.
Ontano, CA 91764

1.409,621

IuipWESG
lS. One Technology Bldg G
Irvine. CA 92618

1.309~~70

500,000
1.390,000
110,000
0
0
0
56,000

0
235,000,000

1,353,621
1,210,300
99,270

0
0

3

1981
Newport Beach, CA
14

1,200,000

Pfoperty Maaagemeat A!.oocla~
17. 1911 N. Arro\\bead Ave., 17
San Bemartlino, CA 92408

0
0
0

5
4
1987
Ont.1no, CA

940,000
4,500,000

Spiekeri>n>perties, lac.
18. 3281 E. Guast1 Rd, Ste. 175
Ontano, CA 91761

800,000
40,000,000

242,000
213,000
290,000
195,000
160,000
640,000

to
2
1996
Culver Clly, CA
10
15

794,500

Industrial West Desert Division, Inc.
20. 41-865 Boardwalk. Ste. 106
Palm Desert. CA 92211

565,000

Gnbb & EllA Maaace-t S«vias, lac.
Zl. 261 B. Figuero;t St
Los Angeles. CA 90012

500,000
146,000,000

15.000
17,500
725 000
37,0oo
565,000

0
0
0
0

1996

Menlo Park, CA
288
IS
1983
RIVe rs>de, CA
17

6
21
Palm Desert, CA

8

LarT)' Hann.sen
First Vice President
(714) 424-1800/428-0736
lbarmscn@prologas.com
DaaSaldau

VIDce Ciavarella
Pres., Comm. Prop. Services
(949) 756-5959n56-5955
vciavarella@sares-regis.com
Jon Cartey
Regional Manaaer
(909) 483·1166/483-1163
jcarley@paci6cgultcom
Bryon Bentrotl
Vice Pres1dent
(949) 724-8886n24-8887
M io:IIIKIIUdauker
Presulent
(909) 981-4466!981-6267

Pomona Industrial
Parks I & II,
Mission Plaza

Temescal Village,
Kendall Center,
Mission Plaza

Vieu>ria Woods, Pepperwood,
Country Oub Villas
& Tenace, Tbe Tenaces
One Corporate Plaza,
Daybreak at Ontano Mills,
Arrow Owners Assoc., Airport
Corp. Or., Magnolia Plaza
Safari Business
Center

New York, NY

1.200,000
3,200,000

0
0

Thoroughbred Business Park,
Master Distributio n Center,
The Crossroads Collection

9
1990
Tustin, CA
16
8
1990
Westmmster, CA
IS
65
1971
Rancbo Cucamonga, CA
WND
6
1975
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
4
10
1986
Ont.uio, CA
12
4
1992
Los Angeles, CA
4
2
1987

Mc:Keaaa & Company
16. 1119 S. M>lhken AH, Ste B
Ontano, CA 91761

Heymillc & Jollw>a, lac.
lll. 7130 Magnolia Ave.
RIVCISide, CA 92504

ProLogis Park,
Inland Empire D.C. Ill ,
Cedarpointe
Industrial Park

na
Irvine, CA
10

Master Devdopatnt Corp.
1401 Quail SL
Newport Beach, CA 92660

'·

CEO
(562) 692-9581/695-2329

bavenmi!ll@odc.net

1994
Newport Beach, CA

0
0

Phone/ Fax
E-Mail Address

M1lhken Business Center,
Chmo Crossroads
Busmess Park

One Lakeshore Centre,
Emp11e Corpor•te Center.
Ontano Corporate Center

Brian E. Petersen
Pnncipal
(949) 752-2066{152-8776
brian@davis-partners.com
Paal E. Cartsoa
Principal
(714) S73-7780/S73-n90
pcarlson@coreland.com
William E. Garrett Jr.
President
(7 14) 891-8804/892-1397
iamreahy@'aol.com
Jill Price
Presulent
(909) 989-7556/941-4468
jpriceie@aol.com
Wallace M. Sclaultz
President
(800) 576-2489/(909) 948-1662
citycom@c>ty-commercial.com
Carl Ross
Owner
(909) 947-7933/947-5896
safari@pe.oet
Linda Collie
Sr Real Estate Mgr
(909) 418-2297/418-2100
lcollic(a cbnchardelhs.com
Danielle Sim
Managmg Darector
(9-19) 788-3000nAA-3067

Maureea M. Coroaa
Pres1dent
(909) 390-0333,390-0 I 04
JSCbastmn(!• mckennaco.com
EIUoU J. l..enlz, CPM
Reg1onal Manager
(909) AAS-2807/SR5-815B
elenll(<t wem.>nagepropaties rom
JefTNickell
Vice President
(626) 584-4200
ghndbec(a sp1eker.com
I>nak Fleymlac, CPM
Pres•dent
(909) 781-5900/686-8914
Steve Metzler
Pres1dent
(760) 773-4443n73-4998

300,000
0
200,000
0
210,000
10,000
172,000
WNO

CalllJU'J - ~M~ - ')763

Richard J. Simmons is a mem·
ber of the EG's Legal Committee
and a partner of Sheppard, Mullin,
Richter & Hampton LLP, He is also
the author of the "Wage and Hour
Manual for California Employers"
and a frequent presenter at
Employers Group events.
On June 30, the California
Industrial Welfare Commission
(IWC) adopted final rules implementing provisions of AB 60, the
"Eight-Hour-Day Restoration and
Workplace Flexibility Act of 1999."
The IWC acted pursuant to AB 60's
expedited procedure that allowed it
to adopt implementing regulations
without convening wage boards.
As a result, the new IWC rules are
expected to take effect, in most
respects, by Oc. 1.
New Wage Orders
The new rules will be incorpo-

rated within the 15 Wage Orders
issued by the IWC. Those Wage
Orders govern employers in differ·
ent industries based on the nature of
their business and the occupations
of their employees. They will be
integrated within the Wage Orders
along with other rules adopted by
the IWC on Feb. 4, 2000, which
were set forth in "Interim Wage
Order 2000." The Interim Wage
Order took effect on Mar. 1. In
those areas where the final rules
adopted on June 30 differ from
those adopted earlier this year, the
final rules will control. In other
instances, the final rules and the
interim rules will be combined with
the provisions of the prior Wage
Orders and republished, presum·
ably in complete Wage Orders that
set forth all of the applicable rules.
Employers will be required to post
the new rules once they take effect.
Special Rules

• • •
• • •
• • •
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ditions that are designed to protect
The IWC adopted alternative
employees.
workweek schedule (AWS) stanExemptions
dards that relate to a variety of work
Among the most significant
schedules, such as 4/10 and 9/80
rules adopted on June 30 are those
arrangements. The new rules con·
pertaining to the white-collar
tain entirely different and unique
exemptions. Both state and federal
standards with respect to election
law contain exemptions for execu·
procedures and fili ng requirements
tive, administrative, and professionthan existed under the prior law.
al employees. However, the state
These requirements must be satisand federal rules differ in several
fied in order to implement valid
AWSs. The rules continue to prematerial respects. As a result, a
clude use of schedules exceeding
number of classifications of
10 hours a day on a regular basis
employees that have qualified as
exempt under federal Jaw have
outside of the health care industry.
Employers with AWS arrange·
failed to qualify under state law.
This has precipitated numerous
ments in effect prior to 1998 must
lawsuits, including class actions
also report information about them
to the state by Jan. 1, 2001. The
relating to exemptions.
The IWC attempted to address
IWC adopted special rules for sevthese issues under the expedited
eral industries, including the healthprocedure provided in AB 60. It
care, ski, agriculture, and fishing
industries. Hospitals are authorized
issued new regulations relating to
to retain and implement qualified
the duties that will qualify !lS
continued on page 47
12·hour shift programs under con·

To solve
the puzzle.
think outside
the box.
At first glance some problems seem
unbeievably diffiait. if not downright
unsolvable. Until you approach them
from a oompletely <iffelent pmpedille.
A unaque point of view unseen by
those seeking conventional solutions. ..
to unconventional
problems. At Talbot
Insurance, we have

RO!>S Crowe

4,500
V.P., Reg. Oar of Operations
!958
(213) 596-2000/972-8905
Northbrook, ll.
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Jacobs Development Co.
392,000
Doug Jacobs
7
U. 6820 lnd1ana Ave., 11210
Preside nt
1969
Rivers1de, CA 92506
(909) 788-9887n88-4314
R•vers1de, CA
J3Cdevcom(r aol.com
1,865
WSR Sales II Mauce-t~t
WND
Jolla Plodler
45
Z3. 6117 Brocktoa Ave.
Pres11lent
1982
Ravenide, CA 92506
(909) 682-1 ooonss-8065
RIVtl$1tle, CA
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by Richard J. Simmons

Edward P. ROild Jr.

Auto:wne,
Cal Hardware

0
0
0

684,000
597,000
0
816,000
260,000
178,000
881,700
525,000
100,000

Title

President

Ontario,CA
18

Final AB 60 Rules Adopted

Top Local Ex«utive

(909) 937·7199/937-7175
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.

Mlljor
Properties
Managed I.E.

four decades of experience providing
f lexible, innovative commercial
insurance and employee benefit
progrc!IT1S. INe find a way to meet your

needs, even if it requires a custom
program. You see, at TaiJot Insurance

Talbot

we approach things
in a different way.
Your way.

--------·--------

INSURANCE & FINANCIAL SEIIVICES

Without lifting your penal, or folding the paper,
cross all the dots w1th four straight lmes.

1-877-TALBOT1 . . .7-.a500
www.talbotcorp.com
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Professional Help is Close
at Hand for I.E. Businesses
It's no longer a secret that the
Inland Empire is growing at a rapid
pace. In fact, it is the topic of many
luncheons, professional group
meetings and newspaper articles.
As private sector companies
expand and prepare themselves for
commerce in the I. E., they can
take comfort in the fact that there is
a well-respected resource close to
home.
The College of Extended
Learning (CEL) at California State
University San Bernardino offers
certificate programs, training
series, on-site workshops and computer classes geared toward today's
business needs. Taking advantage
of this resource means small business owners, entrepreneurs and the
like needn't acquire their own
training department; they can tum
to the experts and experienced professors who are already prepared to
offer the courses they need.
Certificate programs, workshops and short courses are ideal
for the working professional who
needs the convenience of the programs CEL offen.. Most courses
are offered in the evenings or on
the weekends. Students can complete the requirements for a certificate in a specific discipline, in most
cases, within one year.
New this year are programs in:

Administrative Support, Customer
Service Excellence, E-Commerce,
Nonprofit
Management,
Mechanical Desktop, Web Page
Design, Web Authoring and
Publishing
and
Web
Site
Maintenance.
The College of Extended
Learning also is committed to staying on top of technological
advances.
Series such as ECommerce, Web Authoring and
Publishing and Internet Access are
all offered as computer-based training courses. This means professionals come to campus once for
their materials and then complete
their courses at home, at the office,
or in our computer labs--at their
own pace, and at the time they designate. Mentors and help lines are
available for questions.
Taking advantage of this local
resource is smart business. The
quality of the training is superior;
the service of the staff is exceptional, and the cost is attractive.
Success is a journey, not a destination.
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New Web Site Attacks and
Conquers Workplace Demons
HR OneTM (www.HROne. com),
a new Web site, takes on the worst of
the workplace woes--offering solid,
clear information·, expert advice free
of charge, a place to exchange ideas
with peers, and services to ease the
burden of administrative tasks.
HR One offers small business
owners, office managers and human
resources professionals one source
for all their human resources needs,
by providing up to date HR knowledge, an HR community and the
largest selection of HR solutions on
the Web.
This one-stop resource also features HR One's suite of online tools
for HR management - the HR
Desktop™ . This feature is an easy to
use suite of integrated online applications that help HR personnel manage
and maintain all of their HR functions- record keeping, performance
reviews, payroll, benefits and more.
It reduces the time and costs spent on
administrative work, allowing the
HR manager to focus on people
work, not paper work.
In addition, with thousands of

I'm an architect. I'm into de&igning
waU&, not talking to them."
u

products designed to help manage
and motivate employees, HR One
has the broadest selection of HR
sol utions on the Web. And with
online customer service and a stateof-the-art fulfillment center, customers can find and receive what
they need quickly and easily.
And finally, this Web site offers
free online articles, tips and advice to
help demystify HR. At the heart of
the site's valuable content is plain
English advice about everyday issues
presented by HR experts, featuring
workplace author and guru Barbara
Kate Repa. Repa, a valuable news
resource, can provide expert opinions
and information on a wide spectrum
of workplace topics, including:
• Balancing privacy and business
concerns on the job;
• Choosing and using the best recruitment tools;
• Conducting effective performance
reviews;
• Firing workers - while avoiding
legal hot water, and
• Preventing sexual harassment in the
workplace.

For more information or a free catalog of courses, please call the
College of Extended Learning at
California State University, San
Bernardino at (909) 880-5981 ext.
570.

When Ron Allen used to ask quest1ons at h1s old bank. the employees would s1mply tune h1m out. Perhaps
they thought that he had some kmd of cond111on and fanCied one-s1ded d1scuss1ons wnh h1mself m the m1ddle of
the bank. Th1s IS JUSt one of the many reasons why Ron took h1s busmess to Eldorado Bank. Here. he was quickly
accommodated. not with cold shoulders. but a wealth of knowledge and personable serv~ce
He recei"ed extensive mformauon from h1s personal business bankmg expert on how the nght combination
of cash management services could provide faster and more convement access to his busmess funds. while at the
same time maximizing the return on those funds. After switching to Eldorado Bank. Ron's design firm has never
been better. How do we know? He told us.
At Eldorado Bank. we see you. We know you. And. we
care about your busmess. Call us at 1-888-752-1 I 00.
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Inland Empire West Area
10 Largest OJfice Complexes

5

Arrow Haven Corporate Park
8577 & 8599 Haven Ave,

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Total RBA (sq, ft,): 82,876
Available Space (sq. ft,): 8,707
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.50
Year Built: 1992
Leasing Company: Grubb & Ellis Co.
Agent: Mano Leventakis, Greg Martin
Phone/Fax: (909) 605-1100/390-8645
E-Mail Address: mano.leventakis@grubb-eilis.com

Havengate Center
^

Empire Lakes Corp. Center

•4

•

9500 Cfeveland St,

Rancho Cucamonga, CA91730
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 242,000
Available Space (sq. ft.); 21,000
Type: A
FSG Rate: $1.55
Year Built: 1987
Year Rbnovated: 1998
Leasing Company; Lee & Associates
Agent: Tom Pierik, Dave Mudge
Phone/Fax; (909) 276-3600/276-3650

2

Arrow Business Park
9007 Arrow Rt., #140

Rancho Cucamonga, OA 91730
Totai RBA (sq, ft,): 138,111
Available Space (sq, ft,): 8,611
Type: Multi-Tenant
FSG Rate: $1.03
Year Built: 1988
Leasing Company: Sares-Regis Group
Agent: Kevin W. Harvey
Phone/Fax: (909) 944-7455/944-8366

10350/70/90 Commerce Center Dr.

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Total RBA (sq, ft,): 81,172
Available Space (sq, ft,): 37,289
Type: B
FSG Rate: $1.35
Year Built: 1986
Year Renovated: 1996
Leasing Company: Lee & Associates
Agent: Tom Pierik, Dave Mudge
Phone/Fax: (909) 276-3600/276-3650

7
•

ARTICLE REPRIHTS
MnkP iinndiinPH nvnry fj,3y wttli Inland Emjilro DtiSlncAS Journal ntllcio rapfintii.
SroO|> Wadin .Rarviras" ciiilom rfnsigiiarJ laprlnM nrn Ilia nlliin.itn PR lool Thay nail
lor you thfoiigli prnmolioiial mnilingt in •tharaholdorr., cIIcmIi, pro^pocls, amploynod distributors — and handing them oul at trade shows and conventions
makes a powerlul imprnssion.
Wo caralully design your ndicln so thnra is no mistaking that it is editofini cover
age. Prices vary According tu si/p. coinptaxily and qiianliiy Minimum quantity (or
reprints is 500. So call us and we'll give you a quote right away.

(ScOOIjli^ 1-800.767-3263, ext. 308
MUlAMRVIceS

Ciaremont, CA 91711
Total RBA (sq, ft,): 73,042
Available Space (sq, ft,): 14,262
Type: A
FSG Rate: $1.55
Year Built: na
Year Renovated: 1999
Leasing Company: Grubb & Ellis Co.
Agent: Mano Leventakis, Greg Martin
Phone/Fax: (909) 605-1100/390-8645
E-Mail Address: mano.feventakis@grubb-eilis.com

continued on page 27

HDS Plaza
w

268 W. Hospitality Ln,

San Bernardino, CA 92408
Total RBA (sq, ft,): 104,000
Available Space (sq, ft,): 13,611
Type: A
FSG Rate: $1.45
Year Built: 1983
Leasing Company: Lee & Associates
Agent: Tom Pierik, Dave Mudge
Phone/Fax: (909) 276-3600/276-3650

u Redlands Corp. Center
" 1135 Research Dr.

Park Haven Business Center

Mailers • Shareholders • Trade Shows • Conventions

10535 Foothill Blvd.

Rancho Cucamonga, CA91730
Total RBA (sq, ft,): 77,051
Available Space (sq, ft,): 8,909
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.55
Year Built: na
Year Renovated: 1997
Leasing Company: Grubb & Ellis Co.
Agent: Mano Leventakis, Greg Martin
Phone/Fax: (909) 605-1100/390-8645
E-Mail Address: mano.leventakis@grubb-eiiis.com

10 Largest Office Complexes

Ontario, OA 91761
Total RBA (sq, ft,): 110,763
Available Space (sq, ft,): 35,768
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.75
Year Built: 1989
Leasing Company: Lee & /tssociates
Agent: Tom Pierik, David Mudge
Phone/Fax: (909) 276-3600/276-3650

Ontario, OA 91764
Total RBA (sq, ft,): 83,847
Available Space (sq, ft,): 7,100
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.55
Year Built: 1986
Leasing Company: Chippewa Enterprises, Inc.
Agent: Jean Spain
Phone/Fax: (909) 369-9844/369-9448

Barton Plaza

Inland Empire East Area

3401 Centrelake Dr.

3350-3380 Shelby

9

250 W. First St.

800 N. Haven Ave.

Ontario, CA 91764
Total RBA (sq, ft,): 81,164
Available Space (sq, ft,): 24,000
Type: na
FSG Rate: $1.65-1.70
Year Built: 1985
Year Renovated: 1999
Leasing Company: Cushman & Wakefield.
Agent: Mark MoAdams, Jerra Beckhart
Phone/Fax: (909) 980-7788/989-4440
E-Mail Address: mark-mcadams@cushwake.com

S

^

3536 Concours

Ontario, CA 91764
Total RBA (sq, ft,): 77,592
Available Space (sq, ft,): 52,061
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.80
Year Built: 2001
Leasing Company: Lee & Associafes
Agent: Tom Pierik, Dave Mudge
Phone/Fax: (909) 276-3600/276-3650

10 The Village Plaza

First Financial Center

Centrelake Plaza

A

8Concours Corporate Center

Redlands, CA 92374
Total RBA (sq, ft.): 180,114
Available Space (sq, ft,): 40,000
Type: SR
FSG Rate: $1.35
Year Built: 1991
Leasing Company: Lee & Associates
Agent: Tom Pierik, Dave Mudge
Phone/Fax: (909) 276-3600/276-3650

2

Tri-City Corporate Centre
650 E, Hospitality Ln,

San Bernardino, CA 92408
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 112,717
Available Space (sq. ft,): 7,658
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.1.50-$1.65
Year Built: 1989
Leasing Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent; Michael O'Brien, Philip Woodford
Phone/Fax: (909) 418-2133/418-2100

^ Cal Fed Bank Building
300 E. State St,
Redlands, CA 92373
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 85,202
Available Space (sq. ft,): 38,721
Type: A
FSG Rate: $1.65-1.75
Year Built: 1981
Leasing Company: Grubb & Ellis Co.
Agent: Mano Leventakis, Greg Martin
Phone/Fax: (909) 605-1100/390-8645
E-Mail Address: mano.ieventakis@grubb-eiiis.com

EDA Building
w

201 North E Street

San Bernardino, CA 92401
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 82,000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 18,000
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.50
Year Built: 1975
Leasing Company: San Bernardino Economic
Development Agency
Agent; Ann Harris
Phone/Fax: (909) 663-1044/888-9413
E-Mail Address; aharrls@sbeda.org
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Western Riverside County Area
10 Largest Office Complexes

O

Viiiage Towers at university village

^

1201 University Ave.

Riverside, CA 92507
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 140,000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 112,000
Type: na
FSG Rate: $1.60-1.80
Year Built: 1999
Leasing Company: University Village
Agent: Steve Ctiaffee
Phone/Fax: (909) 788-1400/788-1941,

•

. '

Riverside Metro Center
^

Centre
1 Riverside
3403 Tenth St.
Riverside, CA 92501

3801 University Ave.

Riverside, CA 92501
Totai RBA (sq. ft.): 124,332
Available Space (sq. ft.): 98,449
Type: A
FSG Rate: $1.95
Year Buiit: 1990
Year Renovated: N/A
Leasing Company: Cfiippewa Enterprises, Inc.
Agent: Jean Spain
Phone/Fax: (909) 369-9844/369-9448

Mission Square
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 152,621
Available Space (sq. ft.): 12,127
Type; A
FSG Rate: $1.95
Year Built: 1982
Leasing Company: Lee & Associates
Agent: Tom Pierik, Dave Mudge
Phone/Fax: (909) 276-3600/276-3650

Caiifornia Tower
3737 Main Street
Riverside, CA 92509
Totai RBA (sq. ft.): 150,000
Avaiiable Space (sq. ft.): 4,000
Type: Ciass A
FSG Rate: $1.90
Year Buiit: na
Year Renovated: 1995
Leasing Company: Inland Pacific Commercial Brokerage
Agent: Dennis Morgan
Phone/Fax: (909) 686-1462/682-6058

w ' 3750 University Ave.
Riverside, CA 92501
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 123,831
Available Space (sq. ft.): 18,870
Type: Office
FSG Rate: $1.90
Year Built: 1984
Leasing Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent: Vindar Batoosingh
Phone/Fax: (909) 418-2134/418-2100

Grand Centrai Piaza
^

Citrus Park

3610 Central Ave.

Riverside, CA 92506
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 113,326
Available Space (sq. ft.): 48,312
Type: Class B
FSG Rate: $1.65
Year Buiit: 1969
Year Renovated: 1998
Leasing Company: Lee & Associates
Agent: Tom Pierik, Dave Mudge
Phone/Fax: (909) 276-3600/276-3650

1650-1770 Iowa Ave.

Riverside, CA 92501
Total RBA (sq.ft.): 110,085
Available Space (sq. ft.): 75,000
Type: Office
FSG Rate: $1.55
Year Built: 1988
Year Renovated: 1989
Leasing Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent: Vindar Batoosingh, Philip Woodford
Phone/Fax: (909) 418-2134/418-2100

8

Town Center Corporate Plaza
27450 Ynez Rd;

Temecula, CA 92591
Totai RBA (sq. ft.): 84,000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 7,864
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.75 + eiectric
Year Buiit: 1990
Leasing Company: WestMar Commercial Brokerage
Agent: Jim Nadal, Mark Esbensen
Phone/Fax: (909) 296-0444/296-0448

Chicago Title Bidg.
^

3880 Lemon St.

Riverside, CA 92501
Totai RBA (sq. ft.): 75,000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 1,,950
Type: Office
FSG Rate: $1.90
Year Buiit: 1985
Leasing Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent: Mike O'Brien
Phone/Fax: (909) 418-2134/418-2100

10 Westgate Center
2280 Wardlow Cir.
• Corona, OA 91720
Totai RBA (sq. ft.): 61,825
Available Space (sq. ft.): 4,681
Type: Gross
FSG Rate: $1.85
Year Buiit: 1990
Leasing Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent: Philip Woodford
Pfione/Fax: (909) 418-2132/418-2100

Inland Empire East Area
continued from page 26

Mediterranean Piaza

10 Largest Office Complexes

Tri-City Corporate Centre

V/ 1001 & 1003 E. Cooley

8

Coiton, CA 92324
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 80,197
Available Space (sq. ft.): 8,100
Type: Office
FSG Rate: $1.15
Year Built: 1987
Leasing Company: inland Partners Comm. R.E.
Agent: Siiaron Waitman
Pfione/Fax: (909) 422-1497/370-4549

San Bernardino, CA 92408
Totai RBA (sq. ft.): 70,877
Available Space (sq. ft.): 15,305
Type: Gross
FSG Rate: $1.30Year Buiit: 1988
Leasing Company: CB Richard Ellis
Agent: Michael O'Brien, Philip Woodford
Phone/Fax: (909) 418-2133/418-2100

•

685 E. Carnegie

Tri-City Corporate Centre

Tri-City Corporate Centre

301 E. Vanderbilt Way

560 E. Hospitality Ln.

San Bernardino, CA 92408
Totai RBA (sq. ft.): 76,817
Available Space (sq. ft.): 6,699
Type: Class A
FSG Rate: $1.60
Year Bdiit: 1986
Leasing Company: CB Ricfiard Ellis
^
Agent: Micfiael O'Brien, Pfiilip Woodford ,
Phone/Fax: (909) 418-2133/418-2100

San Bernardino, CA 92408
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 70,069
Available Space (sq. ft.): 0
Type: Gross
FSG Rate: $1.30
Year Built: 1992
Leasing Company: CB Richard Ellis
. Agent: Philip Woodford, Michael O'Brien
Phone/Fax: (909) 418-2133/418-2100

J ^Regional Office Center III
I Ul980 Orange Tree
Redlands, CA 92373
Totai RBA (sq. ft.): 58,028
Available Space (sq. ft.): 13,500
. Type: Class B
FSG Rate: $1.35
Year Buiit: 1988
Leasing Company: Lee & Associates
Agent: Tom Pierik, Dave Mudge
Phone/Fax: (909) 276-3600/276-3650

9 out of 10 mice prefer it.
Catch the free Consumer Information Catalog
online and you'll get the latest info from the U.S.
Goverrjnent, Just point and click your way to
wvrw.pueblo.gsa.gov and you'll hnd more than
250 free publications ready to read or dov/nload.
Dr. order the Catalog by mailing your naune
and address to rree Catalog, Pueblo,CO 81009.
I ScuiTy. this info's the cat's meow.

si
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High Desert Area

The New World of the Older Worker

10 l.ar~e!.~ Offiu CompiL'Xt'.\

3

Sunset Park

13911 Park Ave.
Victorville, CA 92392
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 48,563
Available Space (sq. ft.): 2,000
Type: na
FSG Rata: $1 25
Year Built: 1991
Leasing Company: Kuch & Brown LLC
Agent: Ron Kuch, Don Brown
Phone/Fax: (760) 241-5211/241-1208
E-Mail Address: rlkuch@aol com

1 Carriage
Square
12441 Hesperia Rd.
Victorville, CA 92392
Total ABA (sq. ft.): 76 ,289
Available Spece (sq. ft.) : 5 ,076

lltpe: na
NET Rate: SO 65
Veer Built: 1989

L..ulng Company: Kuch & Brown LLC
Agent: Ron Kuch, Don Brown
Phone/Fax: (760) 241 -5211 /241 -1208
E-Mail Addreaa: rlkuch@aol com

2

Park Tower

14011 Park Ave.
V1ctorv~lle CA 92392
Total RBA (sq. tt.): 49.200
Available Space (sq. ft.) : 1 .200
Type: Office
FSG Rate: $1 35
Year Built: 1960
L..aslng Company: The Bradco Compan1es
Agent: Joseph W Brady Rob Kurth
Phone Fax: (760) 951 -5111 1951-5113
E-Mall Address: demand@brad-co com

4

Hesperia Center

5

Mariposa Plaza

6

Bear Valley Commerce Center

7

High Desert Corporate Point

14350 Civic Dr.
Victorv11le, CA 92392
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 16,000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 1,584
Type: na
FSG Rate: $1 25
Year Built: 1988
Leasing Company: Kuch & Brown LLC
'""Agent: Ron Kuch, Don Brown
Phone/Fax: (760) 241-5211/24 1-1208
E-Mail Address: rlkuch@aol com

9655 9th Street
Hespena, CA 92345
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 413,000
Available Space (sq. ft.): 0
Type: na
FSG Rate: S1 37
Year Built: 1995
Leasing Company: Kuch & Brown LLC
Agent: Ron Kuch, Don Brown
Phone/Fax: (760) 241-5211/241-1208
E-Mail Address: rlkuch@aol com
12555 Ma riposa
VictoMIIe, CA92392
Total RBA (sq. ft.) : 25,903
Available Space (sq. ft.): 0
Type: na
Net Rate: SO 90
Year Built: 1987
Leasing Company: Kuch & Brown LLC
Agent: Ron Kuch, Don Brown
Phone/Fax: (760) 24 1-5211/241-1208
E-Mail Address: rlkuch@aol com
121 38 Industrial Blvd.
Victorville, CA92392
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 18,050
Available Space (sq. ft.) : 1,732
Type: na
FSG Rate: $1 10
Year Built: 1988
Leasing Company: Kuch & Brown LLC
Agent: Ron Kuch Don Brown
Phone/Fax: (7150) 241-5211/241-1208
E-Mail Address: rlkuch@aol com

8

Spring Valley Plaza

13621 Spnng Valley Pkwy.
VictoMile, CA 92392
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 15,573
Available Space (sq. ft.): 0
Type: na
Nat Rata: $1 00
Year Built: 1988
Leasing Company: Kuch & Brown LLC
Agent: Ron Kuch, Don Brown
Phone/Fax: (760) 241-5211/241-1208
E-Mail Address: rlkuch@aol com

g

Joshua Knolls Professional Bldg.

19031 Outer Hwy. 18
Apple Valley, CA92307
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 13,500
Available Space (Jq. ft.) : 4,200
Type: Office
FSG Rate: $0 80
Year Built: 1990
Leasing Company: The Bradco Compan~es
Agent: Rob Kurth
Phone/Fax: (760) 955-8452/951-5113
E-Mail Adrass: demand@brad-co com

Street
10 Victor
16534 Victor Street

VICIOMIIe, CA 92392
Total RBA (sq. ft.): 12,408
Available Space (sq. ft.): 0
Type: na
FSG Rate: $1 40
Year Built: 1984
Leasing Company: Kuch & Brown LLC
Agent: Ron Kuch, Don Brown
Phone/Fax: (760) 241 5211/241 1208
E-Mail Address: rlkuch@aol com

Self-Incrimination ...

<§> BARTER EXCHANGE
•r~
-'-<

®

Additional Business through Bartering
(The Personal Touc II)

Attention Bu!> ine!>!> Owner!>!
Ho w ~ ould you like more ('AS H in }OUr pocket!>?

• OH~r ISO Barter Members • Barter the needs for )OUr business
• Personal • Legal • Landscaping • Medical • Corporate gifts • Advertising
• Photograph~ • Auto Expenses • Catering • TV's/appliance Etc ....
.\'ott· duesn 't that sound GRJ.:AT? INTERESTED?

(909) 881-6131 & 6132 • FAX (909) 881-6133

15 YEARS IN BUSINESS
GOOD NEWS FROM TH E FRONT .. . WE AR E NOW
SERVING THE HIGH DESERT. CALL O UR NEW OFFIC E

(760) 952-3336 ASK FOR KEN OR TONY.

m n t11111ed fmm page 13

actHln . The plamt1 ff cannot seck
rcl1cf anti then deny an advcr-,ary
the opportun ity to develop a
dclcn'>e to the aciHln
It a c1vil ddcndant a-,-,crh the
pnvllcgc. a court wc1gh" the parIll:•.' Lompctmg lntcrc-,h, tr} 1ng to
aLcommotlate holh '>ltlc-,, If lhl'> I'>
po-,-,lhlc A uvd defendant """crtlng the hflh Amendment -,lwultl
-,u tt er no penalt y for that -,lienee
llowcvcr, If pcnalllc-, hccomc nccc-,-,ary, they need not he lim1t cd to
fmc-, or 1mpn..,onmcnt. (-,-,uc or
evi dentiary sa nctio n-, arc al-,o

availahlc.
Prior to any litigation, cou n~el
-,hou ld thorough ly interview a
clicnl '-, potent ial cri minal liahi lity.
Th1" wil l prevent an inadvertent
w;uver The waiver can doom a
c1vd ca-,c It can abo doom a
cl1cnt\ cnm11lill defen~e.
lau 1m I· I · L'rlllllldcz 11 a partner
111 the downtm1 11 Rn ·enule law firm
uj /Jn.lardul\, l·,·mcl!ulez & Snuth,
II J> fhe j1nn 'omcntrate1 II\
prac /Icc 111 the j1eld1 of uvd and
hllll/11'1\ ltliJ:atwn, real ntatc and
hankmptLy. The arucle 11 mtended
for di.IUI\\Io/1 purpo1c1 only and 11
n ot 111t ended a\ legal advice.
R c:adcn 1/w uld nmtuct an attorn ey w ith fa ct- lpc:cific que\tion\.

by Wendy Taylor, managing editor,
the Employers Group
Americans are getti ng younger
all the time. A national poll conducted by the Los Angeles Times
last fall found that three of fou r
respondents felt younger than their
actual ages-abou t 19 years
younger on average. Those in their
70s and 80s said they felt as if they
wert in their 60s. Those in their 60
said they felt they were in their
early 50 . The survey portrays a
generation of older Americans who
are not retiring, but are "going back
to school, becoming entrepreneurs,
embarking on substantive volunteer
endeavors or simply continuing to
work in what some now call ' the
third age' or ' the second half."'
When it comes to aging baby
boomers--a group of 76 million
peopl e-call ing them "older" is
even more of a misnomer. No fewer
than 80 percent of the baby
boomers say they plan to work at
least part-time after reaching retirement age. According to a recent
AARP s tudy, the number of older
workers wanting and needing to
work full- or part-time is only likely to grow in the face of longer life
expectancy, better health and fitness, and economic necessity.
The normal Social Security
retirement age is rising incrementally to accommodate this phenomenon- to 66 and, subsequently, to
67, with the possibility of even
more increases in the ages of eligibility for receiving Social Security
and Medicare benefits. Moreover,
the recent repeal of the earning
limit for workers 65 through 69
means they will no longer lose $1 in
Social Security benefits for each $3.
they earn above the annual limit$17,000 thi year.
G et ready for an age diver se
workforce
Meanwhile, fewe r new entrants
than ever are entering the job market. Also, the latest dip in U .S.
unemployment figures-below 4
percent for the fi rst time in 30
years--the labor market is tighter
than it's ever been. In short, it
behooves employers to do whatever

they can to retain quality workers.
There are considerable bottomline benefits in utilizing qualified
older workers. In a 1995 AARP
report "Valuing Older Workers, "
managers describe the older worker
a having more experience, better
judgment, a stronger commitment
to quality, more reliable attendance
and punctuality, and lower turnover.
Given the opportunity, the older
worker offers many skills that can
reduce a company 's training costs
and increase its profits.
So what are the challenges in
motivating, managing and supporting an age diverse workforce?
Companies must first push aside the
culture o f age bias about older
workers unwittingly fostered over
the past everal decades. Myths and
stereotypes must be countered
through education. Secondly, since
more of the population will continue to work through their 60s and
earl y 70s, it's important to determine how older workers will cope
with work at these ages.
The following are some suggestions from Shelden Stei nhauser,
associate professor of sociology at
the Metropolitan State College of
Denver and president of a consulting firm specializing in age discrimination issues:
Commitment at the top, that
means diversity. ANEEO, human
resource and legal managers must
see age ism as a major component of
diversity.
Talk to employees. Through
surveys and focus groups, to see if
there are age-related issues in the
workplace. Find out what happens
to resumes from applicants over age
45 , and look at existi ng barriers.
Offer age diversity workshop
to all managers, supervisors and
employees. Bringing out the best
means using age diverse teams and
older workers as experts, specialists
and mentors.
Crea te training programs to
respond to "myths and stereotyping." Bring generations together
for dialogue. Older employees can
mentor "Gen-Xers" and, just as
importantly, vice versa.
Consider flexible work sched-

ules to provide a variety of options.
Consider such solutions as a parttime pool of qualified retirees.
Recognize and commi t to a lifelong learning proce s, and understand that people learn in different
ways. For example, mature workers may need longer to adapt to new
technology.
Rethink insurance and wellness
programs. Increasing life expectancy means companies will have to
deal with the fact that employees
will use their benefits longer and
m9re often. Encourage people to
maintain their health.
Seek resource assistance from
agencies and networks concerned
wi th o lder adults, uch as the
National Council on Aging
(NCOA), AARP, and the American
Society on Aging's Business Forum
on Aging (ASA). All have readily
accessible Web sites.

Successfully managing an age
diverse workforce is a win-win for
everyone and it has very real bottom line implications. This generation of older adults is fit, wise, dedicated, loyal and ready for new
growth and development. It is just
this kind of quality, productive
workforce that will take its place
along ide the new millennium technologies.

Foothill Customers
seem to have a little more time.
• £y:tended Hours
• Drive Up Windows
• No Long Delays

FOOTHILL INDEPENDENT BANK
Call 1-800-500-BA K for details
._... ...
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In my travels throughout the
country, I find many employees
who long for the chance to be their
own bosses. Their dream is to have
more fun and control over their
lives. They also want more money
and freedom to make their own
decisions. Many feel that the only
way to achieve these qualities is by
leaving their current company ami
starting out on their own. But many
are afraid to make the jump, or are
unwilling to live through the sacrifices necessary to start their own
venture. · Some have tried and
returned to companies, but still feel
trapped and frustrated.
WHY feel this _way?! You can
stay where you are and achieve
many of your current goals. Unless
you hate the type of work you are
doing, you can have more fun, be
in more control, and make more
money. "What! Is this guy NUTS!"
you say. No, I just know that the
grass is not always greener, and the
utopia you seek may be where you
are already, but you don't know
how to achieve it!
In reality all of us have been
self-employed since the end of the
Civil War. Yes, the Civil War,
because that is when slavery
became illegal in this country.
"Okay, but how does that make me
self-employed?" you ask. Easy, it
made all of us free to leave any
employment that we found to be
unsuitable to our needs. This simple fact makes us "self-employed."
Currently, our deCnition of
self-employed is ... a person who
works for his or herself. But is that
really true? NO! Self-employed
people need customers to pay them
for their services 0r products.
Therefore, they are "employed" by
someone else. l i1e compensation
and frequency of the earnings (pay)
is in direct proportion with the
value of the products or services
the "self-employed" person delivers. Many factors are at stake here.
For example: quality, consistency,
communication, honesty, integrity,

satisfaction, error rat e, problem
solving, speed, reliability, ... you
get the picture.
" But I still don' t see how that
relates to what I do? I' m just a (title
of your job)." Well, it is easy, if
you rethink your " reality."
Essentially, YOU are a selfemployed person with just ONE
customer. That customer relies
upon you to be of consistently
increasing value to HIS OR HER
organization. Like any "selfemployed" person, you are paid for
what your val ue is to the organization (your customer). If you like
your work but aren't satisfied with
your pay, INCREASE your value
to your customer! If you honestly
do that and the company doesn 't
pay you more, you are free to
leave. If you won't leave because
no one else will pay you more
either, well then, guess you haven 't
really increased your value to your
customer.
" How do I increase my value?"
Well , it takes initiative, some
courage and a whole lot of commitment. Courage to ask your customer what do ("I" need to do to be
of greater value to the organization?) Then take the initiative to do
something about it and make the
commitment to see it through when
things get uncomfortable. By doing
this on a regular basis, you will
begin to increase the value of your
services to the company.
"Yea, easy for you to say, but I
have no control over my raises!"
you say. Do you really think that
any business or self-employed person has total control over what they
charge their customer? NO WAY!
Just like with your customer there
are market factors, budgets, personality conflicts, competition
(someone willing to work for less),
conflicting priorities, and the list
goes on. But, just like the selfemployed person, you can't expect
to get immediate rewards for the
extra value. You have to show the
"customer" why you deserve a
price increase (I mean pay
increase.) Also, like a selfemployed person you have a
choice. Do you accept the situation

for now or do you find "a nother
custo mer" who val ues your services mo re? It 's up to you! Can you
convince another customer (company) of your increased value?
" BUT I can't afford to just
quit! I have bills to pay and the
pension, what about that ?" Yes,
those are factors that face the truly
self-employed too, except th e pension part (there is none unl ess YOU
fund it ... no matching funds here.)
What about savings? You say you·
have none o r · •ery little .. . who 's
fault is that ? ... " YOUR CUSTOMERS"? Not hardly! Even the
self-employed fall into the trap of
over-spending and then they really
feel trapped-no fun , no control,
etc., just like you at times . Time to
back off and build an " I quit fund,"
so if you want to ... you can!
So, if you want more satisfaction from your work, more money,
more control, and more fun, adopt
a "self-employed" attitude. The
attitude that the more value you
give, the more of everything you
will get in return. Albert Einstein
put it this way, "Let us not strive to
be people of success, but strive to
become people of value." It is up to
you and no one else. So take a reality check ... you ARE selfemployed if you have the right attitude!

An important Message to all
employers
As I travel throughout the
country working with clients and
colleagues, I hear and read volumes about the issue of employee
turnover. The cry is, "We are losing
our best employees!" Why is this
happening; what's going on here?
It is no secret that employees
expect more because employers
expect more (thanks to our " right
sizing" everyone and everything).
Comments I hear from employees
is that they feel like "wage slaves"
or beasts of burden, where various
layers of management pile more
and more on their backs. The
secret, simply stated, to solve this
turnover problem, is that if you
want to hold onto your employees,
you must start treating them like
they are customers.

" What, are you nuts ? Why
s hould I do that? We treat our fo lks
very well here." Why are they leaving then ? "They can get more
money and we can' t match what
others are willing to pay." If money
is truly the only thing that is driving your people out, then you have
shown them that is the only way
you show them they are of value to
you and your organization. Just as
if you treated your customers like
all you cared about them was to
give you money. Virtually every
study points out that while money
is an important factor to employees
(and customers), it is NOT the top
factor. Things like respect, sense of
importance, feeling of doing something meaningful, sense of empowerment, fun environment, appreciation; these usually top the lists with
money following. So if you are losing people for money, it most likely could be a wake up call that you
aren't (or your managers aren't)
making people feel any of the top
items on the list.
How do you find out? Do exit
interviews, confidential employee
surveys, and commission survey
teams; do culture assessments,
conduct management assessments,
conduct peer reviews, or other
interventions. These can give you
the data you need to figure out
what to do. You may need to do
any number of initiatives a number
of times to ferret out the truth.
People have become experts at giving management what they want to
hear, especially if little of the
above mentioned items are present
in the organization currently. So
before you and your managers
wear each other out patting yourselves on the back after the first
round of assessments ... think
again!
Once the data is available you
can begin the process of correcting
the problem. Here are some things
you can do depending on the data.
Training, you train people on the
procedural parts of the job, why
not give them training on the PEOPLE side of their job. Things such

continued on page 47
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Sunwest Bank Provides Innovative Real Estate Products and Servzces
Sunwe t Bank is one of Orange
County's leading providers of real
estate products and ervices. " We
constantly strive to provide innovative, customized real e tate loans
and the highest level of personal
service for our neighbors in the
Inland Empire," said James D.

Yanik, vice president/manager for
Sunwest Bank's real e tate department.
Yanik is no stranger to the
Inland E mpire, as he has made his
home here for more than 11 year .
"Living in the county, I certainly
understand the area's unique

needs," he commented. "Unlike the

Sunwe t specializes in com-

loan committee approach used by
most banks, at Sunwest I can walk
across the hall to present a loan
package for approval." Yanik a lso
stated that Sunwest use flexible
underwriting guidelines, and has a

mercial and industrial loans for
acquisition, refinance and expansion. It also handles construction
loans and has expertise in self-stor-

"can do" attitude.

age financing.
Sunwest Bank is big enough to
meet customer ' real estate financial needs, but small enough
to provide a high level of personal service. "Forget cookiecutter, pre-packaged loans.
Each of our customers is an
individual with his or her own
diverse real estate needs,"
Yanik said. In many cases,
we'll customize our $300,000
to $4.5 million loans in order
to meet the needs of our busine s customers."
Another important fact is
that the bank is well capitalized. Bauer Financial Reports
gave Sunwest Bank "Five
Stars," the highest of all possible ratings. The Findley
Reports rated Sunwest a
" Super Premier Performing

Try A Sunwest Bank
II

Can-Duit''!

Bank."
In today's fast-paced,
impersonal ,
paint-by-thenumbers real estate world, it's
great to know that Sunwest
Bank holds on to the traditions that customers like:
Great service, flexible products, and a personal " hands-

Loans Available From
$300,000 to $4,500,000

Call Jim Vanik at (714) 730-4418

G)
Member FDIC

MlO
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on" approach.
Yanik would like to offer
his expertise to some of his
Inland Empire neighbors. He
may be reached on his direct
line at: 714.730.4418; fax :
714.730.4425, or e-mail :
jvanik@ s unwestbank.com.
Sunwest Bank is a member of
the FDIC.
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Fear Runs Rampant in Most Workpla-ces!
New Web site, HROne.com, Offers Information, Practical Solutions
Scratch the skins of most small
business owners and human
resources personnel and you 'II find
the same thing coursing through
their veins: fear. Now there is a Web
site, www.HROne .com, that can
help calm the terrified, by providing
solid information and solutions at
their fingertips.

A Whole Lot of Quaking Going
On
Currently, most business people
work in fear that a disgruntled
employee or former worker will sue
them for some real or perceived
unfairness. They fret that they will
unknowingly violate some obtuse
labor regulation. They suspect that
they will end up fined or jailed or put
out of business because of some
action - or lack of it.
Much of the Fear is Well-founded.
• Well over half of the business
and HR managers responding to a
recent poll reported their companies
had been sued during the past five
years - adding to a grand tally of
more than 40,000 employment lawsuits that are filed each year.
• More workers are claiming
more
workplace
wrongs.
Discrimination
lawsuits
have
increased 2,200 percent since 1974.

And sexual harassment claims have
more than doubled in the last
decade.
Employees are finding
strength in numbers, too. The number of federal class-act ion lawsuits
al~eging employment and pay discrimination has m ore than doubled
in four years.
And lawsuits are just the introduction to the story. The number of
claims filed with investigating agencies such as the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission and the
Department of Labor and threatened
claims and lawsuits- impossible to
track in numbers -are on the rise,
too.
While fear is often a great motivator to learn, frustrated business
owners and HR personnel lament
that there is nowhere to tum for help.
Lawyers
are too expensive.
Government agencies speak in
tongues.
But now there is help: practical,
reliable information to soothe the
quavering nerves of the HR-challenged.

woes, offering solid, clear information-expert advice, free of charge,
a place to exchange ideas with peers,
and services to ea<>e the burden of
administrative tasks.
"Small businesses and HR managers need help finding reliable
information to relieve their fear,"
said HR One CEO Todd Parker, noting that the Internet is the perfect
place to provide it. "Especially in
small businesses, people have limited resources and are new to human
resources problems. They 're looking
for one source for reliable information and easy-to-use solutions. And
HR One will be that one source."

What You'll See at the Site
Free Content. HROne.com 's
wide offering of free content
includes practical tips and plain language articles by a cadre of expert
covering an array of employment

concerns, including:
• Discipline and Firing
• Employee Communications
• Hiring and Recruiting
• Laws and Regulations
• Motivation and Retention
• Policies and Administration
• Training
The site also features "Ask the
Advisor," a spirited advice column
soliciting and responding to user
concerns with common sense solutions.
Also free at the site is a
bimonthly newsletter filled with
timely news and important tips to
help keep small bu inesses operating
within the letter of the law. To register for the newsletter, go to
www.HROne.com; click on HR
Newsletter.

For more information,
www.HROne.com.

visit

The Web Site that Will Rock the
Work World
HROne.com, a new Web site,
takes on the worst of the workplace

AppleOne Employment Services:
Serving the Inland Empire Since 1989
With the current unemployment
rate hovering at an almost unheard 4.1
percent (Bureau of Labor Statistics,
August 2000), Inland Empire businesses in every field are scrambling to
remain competitive in the tight labor
market. Given their close as.<;ociation
with the fluctuating employment levels, perhaps no industl)! has had to
evolve faster or more dramatically than
employment services.
Inland
Empire
powerhouse
AppleOne Employment Serv1ces is
unique in its core philosophy, which
focuses on working with applicants to
develop their skills and help them
achieve their career goab. Job seeker,
are not products, but rather people with
goals. An employment service must
help its applicants realize their career
goals in order to attract the brightest

talent. "At AppleOne, we strive to
understand both the client and the
applicant's needs to ensure a perfect
fit," says division Vice President Gregg
Hassler.
Eleven years ago, AppleOm:
extended its reach into Corona and has
since opened offices throughout 'the
Inland Empire. The company has
placed thousands of area residents 10 a
variety of positions. "ApplcOnc has
grown by 200 percent 111 the past three
years and. we arc still growmg," says
Hassler. 'This growth has lead to our
involvement with various city chambers as well as act1ve partic1pation 1n a
variety of community oriented events."
But this continual growth is only
the tip of the iceberg. AppleOne has
already created more than one million
COIIIillued 011
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Three CHC Instructors Attend Science Symposium
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
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Palm Desert, CA 92211

tw.. c - rH In& Ill* s.mn
U. IGlOO f - * SL, Sic. 100

8

18

48,000,000

1997
1997

2

. - - c - p . CA91730

Buky Proptrtits
12. 41865 Boardwolk, Ste. 206
Palm Desert, CA 922 I I

85

47,669,000

32,000.000

c-nw

...... r..,ift
JWI F..aUk
14. 1910 s. Atclubald Ave, Sk-I
Qatano, CA 91761

59

31,000,000

n.

~lrlnftU.C

ss

16,200.000

I.OSO 0v1c ~·so

(909) 989-89881989-8987
adnan@delrrw.com

1989
1989

Dkk Baxlty
Broker/OWner
(760) 773·3310{773-3013

6
3

1996
1906

Marty Salida

1992
1992

3
3

s

70

Adrian YOIIIII
PresideDI

7
2

9
2

3
8

E1uutive v""' Presldeftl
(909) 296-98001296-980 I
lleb Woods
Owner
(909) 923-88001930-6173
bwoods.iec@gte.oet

1988
1988

II

• 24,600,000

Sttvt Mttzltr
Prestdent
(760) 773-4443{n3-4998

2

1996
1979

1991
t991

Claris Ha-

EJ~ecutive Vice

President
(909) 890-0445/945-2338
Rllll KDtiWl)ell . . . .
PtesideaWtu Ptesidettl

(760)241-S21\Jl4l·l~

rtkudl@aot.COID
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During a recent lunch at the
prestigious Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL) in
Livermore,
California,
Dr.
Edward Tell e r LLNL, director
emeritus and renowned physici t,
tnld a group of middle school,
high school and community college educators that, a lthough
knowing about science is important, what is much more important is "being interested in science."
Teller spoke at the Edward
Teller Science and Technology
Education Symposium, which was
established to share with teachers
the latest in science and technology
research
at
Lawrence
Livermore Laboratories.
"What Teller was telling the
educators is that it's good to have
knowledge about a subject, but
having enthusiasm, interest, and
imagination leads to learning, "
said Crafton Hills College (CHC)
chemistry
and
instructor
Riverside
resident
Kelly
Boebinger, who was among three
CHC instructors selected to attend
the symposium. "Being around

great minds such as Teller and the
other scientists at the Lawrence
Livermore labs was a maz ing .
These are people who knew
Einstein and Enrico Fermi."
In addi ti o n to Boebinger,
C HC physics instructor Lau rens
Thurman of Redlands and mat hematics instructor Merrill Deming
of Yucaipa were among 120 applicants statewide selected to attend
the symposi um .
The purpose of the sympos ium was to provide secondary
and community college science
educators the opportunity to
explore ongoing research at the
Lawrence Livermore Natio nal
Laboratory and utilize the information in the classroom environment.
The symposium provided
~lands-on education activities in
physics, biology,' environmental
science and chemistry. Each participa nt toured the Lawrence
Livermore National- Laboratories,
discussed
current
research
achievements with scientists and
engineers~ and worked side by
side with science professionals.

" I had the opportunity to see
new laser technology that might
be used for creating fusion for
energy," said Thurman, who has
taught at CHC for 29 years.
"There's always a connection
between what is going on in the

l aCHAPMAN
• • UNIVE RSITY
INLAN D

CraniaMania offers the perfect solution for busy bus iness
execs who want to learn a thing
or two and also want to be an
integral part of their children's
education, as well as for those
w ho are simply looking for
meaningful ways in which to
involve their company in community efforts with local
schools.
CraniaMania (www.craniamania.com), is the first online
academic competition site that
delivers nationally reconized
secondary school curriculum
(including AP and SAT prep) in a
stimulating, game-style format.
Students, parents and teachers
are excited about this new opportunity to learn and win prizes for
their achievements. With SATs

dominat ing st udents' fall semester, CraniaMania also offers a
timely and fun (and free) means
by which to prepare for co llege
entrance exams. Upland High
School is among CraniaMania 's
participating schools.
CraniaMania also offers
branding and sponsorship opportunities to businesses looking t~
market to the powerful 13-18
year-old audience. By sponsoring academic competitions (or
content) on the site, companies
maintain high visibility among
teens and are able to conduct
product promotions by rewarding high-scoring students with a
company product. CraniaMania
benefits both students and businesses. For more information,
call (310) 821-6100, ext. 107.

E MPIRE

Moreno Valley • Ontario • Victor Valley
llac. .lor'aD•..-•

C:O.vealence
• New terms start every ten wuks

• Accelerated programs des1gned
for adult students
• Evening and.wukend programs
• Classes mu l just once a wuk

CraniaMania is the First Online
Academi<: Competition Site

research lab and in the classroom.
It 's difficult in the sciences to
keep current, but symposiums
such as this help. The more current the material you bring to the
cia sroom, the more interesting
the subject is," he added.

• Financial aid available

Quality
• Faculty are both academically
and professiOnally accomplished
• Founded 111 1861 -one of
California ~ most prestigious
private umversll 1es

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compul<r Info . Systems
Computer Sctence
Cnmmal Jusllce
Health SySiems
Orgamzauonal Ludershop
Psychology
Socaal Science:
Socoology

Master'aDegreea
•
•
•
•
•

[ducauon
Psychology
Health Admmostf.lllon
Teachmg
Organozallonal leadcrshop
Human Resources

Creclential .........
Muluple SubJcct/C.lAD
• Songle Subject
• Toer I Prehmmary
• Professoonal Clear
• Educalion lnttrMhip Prop-am

Certificatea

Locati. .
• World-class edu catiOn programs
conveniently located clast:
to your home or office

• lnfotec Mocrosoft Cerufotd System
Engmeer 2000/CCNA Program
• CLAD C<ruftcatoon
SHRM Nauonal
• Extended Educauon
TAPE

Coil today toll free tor more ,ntormot,on
or to meet w1th one of our odv ,>or'

1 ·866-CHAPMAN
More•• v.lloy 22620 Goldencresl Dr, Suile 1OS 909-697..0111
wwwchapmon edu/~

o.t.rto 2890 Inland E~ Bkl., Suile 110 909-481·1804
www chapman edu/onlorio

Ylcter v.lloy

12A21 ~Rood, Suile C-6, VodoNile, CA 92392
wwwchapmon edu/~

760-955-7555
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Commercial Building Developers
/« I dt "lot" tltlu 11 '"pit"'''' 1 !111111 1
Locations or ProjeCts
Proposed Projects.
Current Projects.
I.E. Development
Square
Footage
Companywide
Completed Thru SepL 2000
Years to Complete
II ori.E. Projects
(fotal Square Footage)
Market Value I.E.
MiraLoma
3,600,000
35
4,935,000
Ontario
15
6
I Rwrl..ul /•1

C mpany
Address
City, State, Zip

llldastrt.all>mlopaftt latcrudoall
L 18101 \\ln Karman Ave., Ste. 1040
lrvine, CA 92612

4,612,000

Western Realco
2. 500 Newport Center Dr., Ste. 630
Newport Beach, CA 92660
Koll DeveJopmmt Co.
3. 4343 ¥>II Kalman Ave.
Newport Beach, CA 92660
The Magnon Companies•
4. 1650 Spruce Street, Ste. 400
Riverside, CA 92507
lanstmmt Buildiag Group
S. 4100 Newport Pl., Ste. 750
Newport Beach, CA 92660
Insignia/ESC
6. 444 S. Flower St., 24th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90071
Master Denlopmtat Corporation•
1. 1401 Quail St~ Ste. 100
Ncwpm Beach, CA 92660
Safari Business Center*
8. 2020 Lynx Trail
Ontario, CA 91761

4,177,000

3,400,000

3,033,000

"/lltll •

$150,000,000
1
3
SS2, I 00,000
33
1 .
$19,000,000
6
6
$24,000,000

2,112,000
2

na

3,006,92S

2,900,000

2,300,000

1,985,000

1

1,690,SOO

10

S6,500

I

2

$6,250,000
4
4
$70,000,000

70,000
I

13

100,000

10
$110,000,000

I

18
I
$3,000,000 .
na
I

1,510,000

SI00,000,000
8
2

6
120

Ontario, Fontana,
Santa Fe Springs

0
6

Rancho Cucamonga,
City of Industry

2

125
IS
IS

405,000

2
2

Employees.
I.E.
Companywide

560,000
2

WND

Oatarlo MilE•
9. One Mills Cir., Ste. 1
Ontario, CA 91764-5200
Gknborougb Corporation
10. 6SO E. Hospitality Ln., Ste. ISO
San Bernardino, CA 92408
Cooniag Asset Management•
11. 1100 E. OrangetborpeAve., Ste. 190
Anaheim, CA 91..801

Corona
Mira Lama

0
7

Rancho Cucamonga

3
9,025

Ontario
Rancho Cucam<>nga

2
15

Riverside, Ontario
San Bernardino
Fullerton

12
12

Calif., Texas,
N. Car., Tenn.,
N.J., Canada
San Bernardino
(Hospitality Lane)

10,000,000

6
1,309,SOO
7

8
400

Calif., Ariz.,
Colo., Mo.

8

0.5

1,600,000

Inland Empire

WND

Denver

0

100,000

Reservis, Inc.
13. 73.Q20 El Paseo, Ste. 4
Palm Desert, CA 92660
Jacobs Developme~t Company
14. 6820 Indiana Ave., Ste. 210
Riverside, CA 92506
Opus West Corporation
15. 2020 Main St, Ste. 800
Irvine; CA 92614

!50

1,48S,OOO

WND

1,450,000

2

164,000

0

2

3

450,000
3

Riverside

1,700,000

Rancho Cucamonga
Mira Lama

p

Ontario, Oxnard
Valencia, Phoenix
Las Vegas

2

1,000,000

I

3

4

s15,000,000

1,000,000

830,000

EJM Development Company
16. 9061 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90069

4
4
$80,000,000

2

20

3,500,000

I

2

WND
763,228

ProLo&b Tnlst

na

2
$185,000,000

17. 3621 S. Harllol Blvd., 11200
Santa ADa, CA 92704
A.H. Reiter Development Co~apany

641,000

6
6

3,000,000
3

0

500,000

325,000

25

435,000
S-10

300

so
3

Ontario

1,500

Rancho Cucamonga
Ontario

5
5

lndio

6
8

Ontario,
Nationwide

400,000+
2

14
14

Mira Loma

WND
36
12
$50,000,000
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Top Local Executive
Title
Phone/Fax
E·Mail Address
Brent Cll'roU
V. P., Development
(949) 883-9998/4764495
Gary Edwards
Vice President
(949) 720·3787n20-3790
Barry Chase
President
(949) 833-3030/474-Hl84
Ray Magnan
President
(909) 684·0860{784-2S45
Jack Langson
President
(949) 263-1111(263·1120
John R. Nonnan
Managing Director
(213) S93-1300/593·1309
Bruct McDonald
President
(949) 724-8886{724-8887
Carl Ross
Owner/Developer
(909) 947-7933/947-5896
safari@pe.net
Richard Eichenbaum
Oen~ral

$43,000,000

Panattoni Development Co.
12. 19600 Fairchild Rd.
Irvine, CA 92612

18. 9650 Business Center Dr.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
JJ'H Ea&erprilel
lt. 44-919 Golf Celller Pltwy.
lDdlo. CA 9'D111

total

((1/1/1111/l'd (1/1

Manager

(909) 484-830 1/484-8306
Eddie Edmiston
Regional V.P.
(949) 5S9-4100/559-4050
Thomas Niemen
Regional Vice President
(714) 441-0315/441-0809
tniemen@conning.com
Jeff Phelan
Principal
(949) 474· 7830/474-7833
Ross E. Hatle
President
(760) 776-8838{776-8842
Doug Jacobs
President
• (909) 788·9887{788-4314
Jeff Hill
Sr. Director, R.E. Dev.
(949) 622- 1950/622-1951
jeff.hiU@opuswest.com
Bret A. Mackay
V. P., Development
(310) 278·1830{278-2965
bret@ejmdcvelopment.com
Larry Harmsen
FITS! Vice President
(714) 424-1800/428-0736
lharmsen@prologis.com
A.H. Reiter
Owner
(909) 980-1643/989·0446

LarryChaak

10
100

CEO
(760) 347·3469/342-Z791
jphindio@aoi.CODl
Mark A. Jacobs
Director, Leasing & Mktng.
(909) 94!-8555/466-I526
mjacobs@lordbalt.com

Lord BaltiJDoR Propertirs
I
10. 3633 inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 920
WND
Ontario, CA 91764
NIA • Ntlf Appliul* WND a MiJ111.t N(Jf
•
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Virtual Hi-Tech High School Program is Launched
A virtual hi-tech high school
program that will prepare students
for entry into universities and colleges, as well as for the high-tech
jobs of the 21st century, was officially launched by San Bernardino
County Superintendent Herbert
Fischer and school district superintendents: Robert Hodges of
Redlands Unified; Irene Newton of
Rialto Unified, and Arturo Delgado
from San Bernardino City Unified.
The program will provide hightechnology, project-based programs
for high school students in the
and
San
Redlands,
Rialto
Bernardino City Unified School
Districts.
"Years ago, finishing high
school used to be an end in itself
and graduating seniors could find
good jobs that offered respectable
wages," Fischer ·commented. "This
no longer holds true for the high
school student of today. Times have
changed. In order for students to
compete successfully in today 's job
market and to keep pace with a

cominued from Page 3n

changing economy in a global marketplace, education needs to
respond. In San Bernardino County,
we are responding, and one of these
responses is Virtual Hi-Tech High. "
In Nov., 1999, the San
Bernardino County Superintendent
of Schools (SBCSS) office, in partnership with the three school districts, was awarded a $2.7 million
federal Challenge Grant, to create
the virtual program. Since then, the
three participating districts and
SBCSS formed a consortium and
established a governance structure
to oversee the program.
In the first year of implementation, junior and senior level students at Eisenhower, Redlands, and
San Gorgonio High Schools will
participate in the program's rigorous, extended school day. The
schedule will focus on technologyinfused student projects, internships, and on-site business learning
opportunities in the areas of: math,
science, communications, engineering, and technology.

the entire community as a whole to
benefit,"
Fischer
concluded.
"Really, the opportunities are endless."

"The Virtual Hi-Tech High will
bring an innovative and unique
school program to our region;
allowing education, business, and

MBA Degree and
Get the AGSM Advantage! sM
an

THE A. GARY ANDERSON GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA , RIVERSIDE

What is the AGSM Advantage?
11 areas of MBA electives
World Renowned Faculty
Low Student/Faculty Ratio
In-House Career Services
Full-Time & Part-Time Enrollment
Day & Evening Classes
University of California Tradition
& Recognition
• Average $20K higher starting
salary than a Bachelor' s Degree
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apply Today!
To receive our catalog and application or
to apply:
Contad G~ry Kuzas at909.787.4551 or
gary.kuzas@ucr.edu
Apply online at http://Www.agsm.ucr.edu

Commercial Building Developers
(Ra11ked by lotal .\quart· fa t dnelop•·d thru Septemha 2000)

Company
Address
City, State, Zip
Hunco Development, Inc.

Current Projects:
I.E. Development
Completed Thru Sept. 2000 Companywide
#or I.E. Projects
(fotal Square Footage)
Market Value I.E.
6
300,000
6

ll. 42389 Winchester Rd., #B

Majestic Realty Co.•
.
Crossroads Parkway N~ 6th Aoor
27• 13191
Clly orlndustry, CA 91746
Sares-Regis Group
28. 18802 Bardcen Ave.
Irvine, CA 92612·1521

Locations of Projects

Employees:
I.E.
Companywide

2,200,000
2

Elsinore
Murrieta

5
5

190,000

8

8
•
S22,000,000

150,000

4
4

Coachella
Valley

35
35

500,000

Eastern
Coachella
Valley
Riverside
Pedley

600
600

5
270,000
2

120,000

4

85,837

2
S25,000,000
0

0

3
3

1,000,000
2

3
7

4
4

Indio

2

2

S II ,000,000

464

37
5

0

WND
8
2
WND

(909) 296-52251296-5226
bunc:o@lcmecuii.Q)CJI
Wesley OHphant
Vice President
(760) 345-2626!345-550 I

300,000
2

$50,000,000

75,000

Top Local Executive
Title
Phone/Fax
E·MaH Address
JaaesE.Hudley
President

Temecula

WND

Temecula, CA 92590-4810
Affiliated Construction Co., Inc.
22. 77.900 Avenue of the States
Palm Desert, CA 92211
~abazon Band or Mission Indians•
23. 84-245 Indio Springs Dr.
Indio, CA92203
Southland Companies•
24. 2990 E. Colorado Blvd., C-105
Pasadena, CA 91107
Thrner Development Corporation
25. 1200 Quail St., Stc. 160
Newport Beach, CA 92660
The Chank Group
26. P.O. Box 2851
Palm Desert, CA 92260

Proposed Projects:
Square Footage
Years to Complete

1\:d N~WIDIII

Planning Director
(760) 342-25931347·7880
Ken Self
V.P., Project Administration
(626) 568-8000/568-8073
Rasty 1'lmler
President
(949) 757-5400/955-1328
Larry Chank
Owner
(760) 347-3469i'342-2791
carsindio@aol.com

345
7
500,000
2

Ontario
Chino,

0
110

L.AJOrangc Counties,
Santa &rbara, Bay
Area, Phoemx

5

450

EdwU'd P.• RCllld Jr.

CEO
(562) 692-9581/695-2329
Jolla HalfStad
Managing Director
(949) 756-5959!756-5955

NIA • N
·
.
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(;t·owing Con1panies in the I.E.
~ 1\tutJ..~ d \

CoapaayN•Mdress
City, State, Zip

% Aaaual Avenge
Proftl Raar:e

1 Employees carmi

Year Fouaded

3,200,000
3,140,000
2,W,OOO

34

WND
1979

91,700,000
120,680,000

713
813
836

S Ren. .e 1999
S Rtn. .e 1/llMO

Business Leaders Gather to Benefit Inland Empire Kids

/p"•'''• '" u/1\ i
I Employees 1998
I Employees 1999

S Renaae 1998

Type of Business

Top Local Executive
Title
Pboae/Fax
E-Mail Address

Corpente Year

Alli ....... C..
MI~M

.... s,n.p. CA 92:1164

aa

36

aa

12

Netwwtt Buk USA
845 N . Eudid Ave.
O.tario, CA 91762

aa

..

...... c .... .......
•. , . . . . c..
*-o

"'*"

Pacer Tec:baleu
9420 Suta Allita Ave.
Ruc1to a.ca.-p. CA 91730

15.1

Pnnlnl flu8deiiWIIillp, 1-..

11.4

3756 CeDirlll Ave.
R1verside, CA 92506

~
v.aey BuJt
27710 Jeflenoa Ave., A-100

(760) 323-27071)22-;3547
mlawreoce@eoo-priong.com

William H. ClulauU Jr.
President
(909) 694-9160/694-9170
channellcomm.com

ReuldWU..

N/A
1979

ISS
1S4

3,010,000
3,499,641
2,162,646

21
24
24

N/A
1981

..

14

86
86

WND
1993

31,939,000
46,047,900
23,048,337

128
140
146

4
1975

Manufacturing,
Packaging,
Distribution

92.14'7,000

S66
607

N/A
1892

C0111munity

l 06,041,000

PresidenVCEO/Cbairman
(760) 243-2140/243-1869
rwilsoa@dd>k.otg
Commercial
Bank

BWDallmla
Acting President
(909) 983-4600/983-0526
demmin@ix.netcom.com

D..L.Baller
Vice Prmdeul
(909) 653-916616SJ..82S6

bess.ler@Dcscablcs.com

-

Baak

~97

Tom Nlr:.,ttar:ate
President/CEO
(909) 987-0550/987-5298
lanyh@pacertechnology.com
Larry M. .Rillellet1
~ideftt/CEO

(909) 623-2323/620-0296

pffbank.com

59,437,000
77,633,000

s_tl61,000
8,188,.000

S6

N/A

64

1990

5,136,000

66

5,533,000
7,678,000
5,676,000

Community
Bank

N/A
1956

316
341
329

aa

38.8

Partnm

Prilllef

2,577,000
2,919,000
2,226.000

2,800,000
8,000,000

CA 9Z553

ot&d

Telecommunications
Equipment
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comprised
of the
key
is
decision-makers, primarily CEOs,
within area businesses. Their annual donations help to provide emergency needs for children at-risk in
our community.
Children - such as triplets
who live in the local area. Two of
the triplets of this two-parent family of six, have high-risk factors due
to premature birth. Dad tries hard to
make ends meet at a minimum
wage job, while mom deals with the
children. The one triplet was
extremely ill and hospitalized due
to her food and feeding tolerance
and was at the point of death, until
it was discovered that she could be
sustained on a special feeding
pump. This pump requires electricity 24 hours per day in order for her
to receive the proper nutrition
around the clock. During the pas t
year, the family faced many challenges and were behind in many of
their bills, one being the electric
bill. Working with their case man-

President/CEO
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cblunden@myprovident.com
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On Saturday, Sept. 30, the
Children's Fund hosted the Third
Annual Gounnet Dinner and Wine
Extravaganza for the members of
the "President's Circle." More than
80 attendees enjoyed fine wines,
gounnet food and the soothing jazz
sounds of the Ricky Brown Combo.
The dinner was held at the Pierre
Biane
Winery
tn
Rancho
Cucamonga with chefs donating
various dishes to enjoy. Restaurants
participating included: Primavera in
Ranc~o Cucamonga, the Sycamore
Inn in Rancho Cucamonga, the New
York Grill in Ontario, Misato in
Corona, and catering was provided
by Impressions Gounnet Catering.
· The President's Circle was
fonned in 1991 by the board of
directors, under the leadership of
the late A. Gary Anderson, who was
then chairman of the board. The
President's Circle is a group of
Inland Empire Businesses who
meet two to three times a year to
network with each other. This group

Craie G. Bluadea

M.T.W....
PJesidefti/CEO
(760) 24)-1240/243-3362

N/A
1996

NOVEMBER 2000

1996
1996

David E. Geyrr
President/Broker
(909) 98G-320 1,<)80.3401
degree88@botmail com

1969
1969

DeacJac•
P,e51dtar

(909) 788-9887(788-4314

ager at Inland Regional Center,
support for children of homeless
Children's Fund helped to fund
families, and the Children's
their past due balance to keep their
Assessment Center, which provides
electricity on and provide the famiforensic and medical exams for
ly with a helping hand during this
children suspected of being physitime of stress. The mother sent a
cally and sexually abused. Annually
"thank you" note the followi ng
we also hold a "Celebration of
week, which read, "Thank you so
Giving," in conjunction with the
much for helping us in our time of
U.S. Marine Corp Reserves, during
need. Things would have been very
the holiday season. Businesses and
unfortunate if it had not been for
individuals are needed to help us
your most gracious help. This has
collect gifts for more than 17,000
been a most humbling experience
children.
and you made it more bearable.
Due to a special public/private
Thanks again!"
partnership with the County of San
The members of the President's
Bernardino, 100 percent of the
Circle help us meet these types of
funds we raise from the community
needs every day. Children's Fund's
go directly to the children we serve.
mission is to ensure that children
In 1999/2000, more than 33,000
who are at-risk in our community
children were helped through the
receive adequate food, shelter,
Children's Fund.
clothing, medical care, education
and an equal opportunity for social
If you would like to know how your
development. In addition to our
business can be a part of this
daily referral program which progroup, please contact Bonnie
vides basic necessities, we also sup0 'Connor, executive director of
port "Education First," a program
the Children's Fund at (909)
that provides academic and social
387-4949.

Webb School...
continued from page 6

Consider a certificate program from the College of Extended Learning at
California State University, San Bernardino.
All certificate programs are offered In the evening or weekends, and most
can be completed within a year. You receive hands-on training from lcnowledgeable Instructors In skiffs employers want.
Current Certificate Programs:
• Computer Applications • Financial Planning
• fundamentals of
• Management Practices • PC Technical Support
Nonprofit Management
• Mortgage Banldng
• Administrative Support
• Grant Development &
• Human Resources
• Computer-Aided Drafting
Management
• Geographic Information
Systems (GIS)
for more Information or to receive a
free course catalog, call Extended
Learning at (909) 880-5981, ext. 230
or access: http://cel.csusb.edu

age.' The young are being lured
into less rewarding, more lucrative (financially) jobs. There is so
much to choose from. The pay in
schools is much less than it needs
to be for such an important job."
Prior to her position as dean
of the Vivian Webb School, Lewis
was the upper school principal at
St. Mary's Episcopal School
where she oversaw all areas of
academic , educational programs,
and has participated in the success

of many leading educational institutions for many years.
"My rule is this," Lewis
offered, "I am only willing to
work in a school where I would
like to be a student. A school that
emphasizes scholarship, responsibility and honor, and encourages
questions, would be such a place.
I see all of this at Vivian Webb."
The Webb Schools are three
affiliated, yet autonomous educational institutions, including: the
Webb School of California for
boys; the Vivian Webb School for
girls, and the Raymond M. Alf
Museum of Paleontology.

UNIFIED CONSULTING, INC.
Security • Stability • Low TCO
Add the Power of Linux
to Your Business
Contact Us Toll Free at

1-877-33-LINUX
•
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REAL ESTATE

Merv Kirshner Returns
to Colliers Seeley
Merv Kirshner, who returns to
Colliers Seeley for a second tour
after more than a decade, is spearheading the firm's operations in
the Coachella Valley. His 37-year
career achievements include being
named salesman of the year for
seven consecutive years while
with Colliers Seeley, beginning in
1989; serving as national president
of Society of Industrial and Office

Realtors
(SIOR)
m
1991;
Management Achievement Awards
in 1998, 1996, and 1995 while
with Cushman & Wakefield, and
recipient of the Roy C. Seeley
Award of Excellence. Kirshner
earned a bachelor 's degree in
accounting from the University of
Southern California and was an
officer in the United States Naval
Reserve.

Master Distribution Center Adds to
Industrial Construction in Ontario
Construction has begun a $19
million speculative venture in
Ontario- two buildings known as
the Master Distribution Center
between Grove and Vineyard
Avenues, will offer a total· of
520,000 sq. ft. for lease or sale. The
developer is Master Development
Corporation of Newport Beach.

The project, which will feature
a 426,000-sq.-ft. building and a
94,000-sq.-ft. building, both on
Francis St., is adjacent to
Thoroughbred Business Park, also
a Master Development production.
HPA Inc. is the designer and
Master Development the contractor.

GROW THE COLLEGE OF BUSinESS
t PUBLIC ADMiniSTRATIOn
Private support promotes academic excellence in business education for the
benefit of our regton. These benefits include academtc standards that meet
national accredttatton, student scholarshtRS, and ~tate-of-the-~rt tech!1ology,
jaciht~es and programs at Cal State, San Bemard~no. R~nt tnnovalions at
Cal State include essenttal P.artn~rshtps between the bustness community and
the umversity, a new Inland Emptre Center for Ent~epreneurshtp, the new
Arrowhead lab for Secunties Analyses. t~chnologK;Cllly advanced classrooms,
and experiential teaming through intemshtps. Constder Ct1A~IT~B~E GIFTd
ANNUITIES for private supporf of Cal State, San Bemardtno s mtsston an
goals.
In today's economic environment CHARITABLE GIFT ANNUITIES
established through Cal State, San Bernardino offer these advantages:

Benefits for donors
Guaranteed mcome for life

Educattonal programs that meet
htghest nattonal accredttatton
standards

Partially tllx-free mcome

Scholarships that provtde graduate.s
as today's workforce and tomorrows
co!Mlumty leaders

Current choritable tncome
tox deductiOn

Ftnanctal resmxces to create tnnovatlll!! partnershipS for the econom1c
odvancement of the regton

There are many ways that you can ~ntribute to Cal .state. F~eral tax
laws specifically encourage charitable giving by making donattons tax
deductible.

~
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The Opportunity for the Future

For more information contact:
t.orri Kazle......
Dnclor ol Dev.topmenl
College of eus.-s & Public Admon•tra1100 •
CAl
San Bernardino
ssoo Un-"Y Par"-y
San s.nwdino. CA 112407
(VOe) 881).7295
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Real Estate Notes
The sale of the South ridge Apartments was announced today by Kevin
Assef, regional manager for the Ontario office of Marcus & Millichap
Real Estate Investment Brokerage Company. The property old for
$5,800,000.
Cray Ca rlson and Kevin Struve of Marcus &
Millichap's Ontario office represented the principals. The property is an
SO-unit-apartment complex located at 150 W. Drake Street, Pomona ...
Citation Homes at Sycamore Highlands in Riverside offer superbly
designed one and two story homes in a Canyon Crest community surrounded by the Box Springs mountains. The new homes range from
approximately 1,568 to 2,269 square feet with three to five bedrooms.
Citation Homes at Sycamore Highlands' sales office is open Tuesday
through Sunday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Monday from 1 to 6 p.m.
Additional information is available by calling (909) 781-8897 ...
Goodwill Industries leased 12,000 square feet of retail space in Palm
Springs for a new thrift store according to Grubb & Ellis Company'.
The new store will be located at 611 South Palm Canyon Drive in the
Sun Center. Rancho Physical Therapy announced the relocation and
expansion of their Riverside office. The new faci lity will be located at
10020 Indiana Avenue, Suite 4. Christine Eddow, MPT, OCS will
direct the 10,000-square-foot facility ... Coldwell Banker CommercialALMAR Real Estate Group Inc. announced a lease has been executed
at 28381 Vincent Moraga Drive. Hudson Respiratory Care Inc. located at 27711 Diaz Road in Temecula has signed a five-year agreement to
occupy 99,100 square feet vacated by AMSCAN Party Supplies ...
Coldwell Banker Commercial-ALMAR Real Estate Group, Inc.
announced the recent property closing of 42259 Rio Nedo, formerly
Milgard Windows. The property expands from Rio Nedo to Avenida
Alvarado consisting 62,000 square feet. Fees to develop in Temeculii
have continued to increase and can represent 8 percent to 10 percent of
project cost at completion ...TELACU has received a federal grant to
finance the construction of a senior housing development in San
Bernardino.
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) is awarding 7.6 million to TELACU-Housing of
San Bernardino to build a 75-unit senior housing development... Kevin
Assef, regional manager for the Ontario office of Marcus & Millichap
Real Estate Investment Brokerage Company, has announced the sale
of JFK Plaza. The property sold for $1,450,000. Charles Shillington
of Marcus & Millichap's Ontario office represented the principals. The
property is a shopping neighborhood located at 14920-40 Perris Blvd.,
Moreno Valley ... The commercial real estate brokerage firm Wilson
Johnson reported the sale of Indian Wells Town Center located at 45110 Club Drive, Indian Wells. The property consisted of 26,604 rentable
square feet. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Killion and Ella Mae Wright sold it to
Indian Wells Town Center, LLC for $3,422,000 ... Kevin Assef, regional manager for the Ontario office of Marcus & Millichap Real Estate
Investment Brokerage Company, announced the sale of Chino
Center. The property sold for $4,605,000. Alan Krueger, Scott Hook,
and Damon Wyler of Marcus and Millichap's Ontario office represented the principals. The property is a s hopping neighborhood located
at SEC of Central and Philadelphia, Chino ... Ashley Furniture
Company has acquired 45.5 acres of land for the construction of an
800,000-square-foot distribution/assembly facility. East Valley Land
Company of San Bernardino was the seller. Rick John and Kent Hinds
of Collins Commercial's Ontario office represented both buyer and seller... Cody Plott, president and chief executive officer of Colliers Seeley
announced that Hubbell Lighting, Inc. purchased a 143,616-squarefoot distribution building on 6.58 acres of land located at 2041 South
Turner Ave. in Ontario ...

REAL ESTATE

Dr. Richard Farmer Executive
Citation Features Mountain Shadows
Director of the Foundation of the and
Sycamore Highlands Developments
Retarded of the Desert
Mountain Shadows in Upland
Street and Benson Avenue
For
This year, Dr. Richard Fanner,
executive
director
of
the
Foundation for the Retarded of the
Desert, celebrates 30 years of public service. Combining business
acumen with a strong desire to better people's lives, Dr. Farmer has
achieved impressive succes es for
all the organization he has served.
In his five years tenure at the
foundation, Farmer has helped to
build it from a small organization
to one that serves hundreds of people - creating jobs and employment opportunities for the mentally
retarded and other disabled citizens, and saving the desert 's taxpayer nearly $16,000,000 per year.
He is responsible for taking Desert
Valley Industries, a division of the
foundation that provides job training and work experience for the
. developmentally disabled, from
sales of $70,000 in 1994 to
$4,642,000 in 1999. Under his
guidance, the foundation has built a
new $3 million, 26,320-square-foot
facility to accommodate the growing number of individuals in need.
Before moving to the desert,
Farmer was the executive director
for the Retarded Citizens in San
Diego - a position he held for 17
years. There he managed its out-

standing growth (more than 1,400
percent) from a budget of
$925,000 with 68 employees to a
budget of $19 million with 450
full-time and 380 part-time

Dr. R1chard Farmer

employees, and administered the
growth of its fixed assets from $1
million to approximately $14 million.
Fanner, who holds a BA in
psychology, a master 's degree in
education, and a doctorate in business administration, began his
career working with at-risk youth
In his free time, he enjoys listening
to music and playing golf. He is a
movie buff who has developed an
extensive collection of home
videos.
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News Producer

For families that are anxious to
move to a brand new home, there's
no waiting at Citation Homes'
Mountain Shadows rn Upland,
where a limited number of homes
are ready for immediate move-in.
Buyers may choose from a total
of six floor plans with a variety of
sizes, room arrangements and
prices. Collection I is priced from
the mid $200,000 with living areas
ranging from approximately 2,337
to 2,564 square feet. Homes m
Collection II are priced from the
mid $300,000s with floor plans that
span approximately 2,844 to 3,355
square feet. Furnished models are
open Tuesday through Sunday from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Monday from
1 p.m. to 6 p.m. To view the models, exit the San Bernardino
Freeway at Mountain Avenue and
drive north. Turn left on 16th
Street and continue to the sales
office at the intersection of 16th

Marketing by the Numbers ...
continued from page 8

sary. "If you have no destination,
any road will do." Yet when the
wrong road is taken by well-meaning employees and outside vendors,
it's the boss who is to blame.
When working on Web sites,
brochures and advertising, make
sure the aesthetic plan is provided to
all on the project. Clearly state the
goals of the Web project, i.e., selling
brochures directed for a specific
market, customer service, or Web
project to provide specific product
specifications in print for customers.
Provide (or hire) complete copy
and 1mage concepts that have
already been approved by appropriate executives. Require a sign-off
on the Web stte or brochure design
and format, before any copy or lay-

JOel@busjoumaJ .com

News Anchor

Sycamore Highlands in Riverside
Citation Homes has released a
new phase of homes that feature the
last of the cul-de-sac street localions. Priced beginning in the mid
$100,000s, the collection offers living areas ranging from approximately 1,568 to 2,269 square feet
and varying floor plans.
Sycamore Highlands is conveniently located near shopping centers and family entertainment
attractions. Visit the sales office
Thursday through Sunday from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. and Monday from 1
p.m. to 6 p.m.
Located off
Highway 60 and Interstate 215, exit
at Central Avenue and drive south.
Tum left on Lochmoor Drive and
follow the signs to the neighborhood. For additional information,
call (909) 781-8897.

out is completed. When the project
is completed, ONE revision is
allowed--only one. Make sure
everyone knows this prevents very
expensive "creeping perfectionism"
from occurring. The final sign-off
verifies that final changes are made,
and the project is ready for the press
or to be published online.
Finish each phase before continuing onto the next phase. A Web
site can be built one chapter at a
time, unlike the book in printing, so
plan on building in an organized
fashion so it tells a story. You don't
have to travel the distance all at
once, but you should choose the
road, unless you want to travel a
leisurely firsl class.
Ron Burgess ts a management con
sultant speetaltzing 111 marketing
management and technology. He
can be comacted at ronb(Q burgess111(11/.com.
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additional information please call
(909) 946-7114.
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"Generation X" ...

Merlot

continued from page 20

1971 vintages showed beautifully.
grape. Merlot brings additional charD espite the rising tide of
And yet Moueix was quick to
acter to the blend nonetheless, adding
med iocre M erlot currently flooding
note
that not every year is a keeper.
complexity, texture and breadth.
today's market, classic Merlot
The
vintner described 1993 as "an
The grape finds its zenith on the
rem ains an option for lovers of eleaverage
vintage" and suggested that
eastern bank of the Dordogne River,
gant, complex and distinguished red
collectors
drink it now rather than
however, in the nearby Bordeaux
wine. Merlot grapes - like grapes
hold
onto
it.
appellations of Pomerol and St.everywhere - are affected by the
Adjacent
to
Pomerol
is
Emilion, where it is easily the most
soil and climate of their vineyards.
Bordeaux's
other
premier
Merlo!
dominant variety. Chateau Petrus,
Consequently, even classic Merlot
appellation, St.-Emilion, wher.e such
perhaps the world's most famous
wine styles will vary from region to
renowned wines as Chateaus Ausone
Merlot, 1s made in Pomerol - often
region.
and Cheval-Blanc are produced.
from 100 percent Merlot. Only in hot,
France's temperate climate tends
While about 70 percent of the region
ripe years is a little Cabernet Franc
to yield a more tightly wound version
is planted to Merlot, Cabernet Franc
added to the blend. Another quinteswhose multilayered flavors may
nonetheless plays a more important
sential aii-Merlot Pomerol is Chateau
unfold lowly with time. However,
role here than in Pomerol. At ChevalLe Pin, arguably the most soughteven California's cooler regions are
Blanc, it typically makes up 70 perafter wine in all Bordeaux. Other
generally warmer than tho e of
cent of the blend, and at Ausone, it
great Pomerols include uch names
France, and riper California Merlot
can be used in equal proportion to
as Certan de May, Clinet, La
grape can yield more up-front wine
Merlot.
Conseillante,
L'Eglise
Clinet,
flavors and aroma at an early stage.
Blending percentages vary wideL'Evangile,
La
Fleur-Petrus,
Lafleur,
Merlot is the most widely plantthroughout
the area; Chateau
ly
Trotanoy and Vieux- Chateau-Certan.
ed grape in Bordeaux, and it is an
Magdelaine,
for
example, uses 100
In good vintages, Petrus not only
important part of the blend for such
percent
Merlot,
which
is often conserves up intense blackberry, cassis,
renowned Medoc Chateaus as Lafite
sidered
to
be
a
primary
aromatic and
anise and spice flavors, but it also
R othschild, Latour and Moutonflavor
component;
Cabernet
Franc,
demonstrates great staying power. At a
Roth child. But like most of their
on the other hand, offers structure
tasting in California last February led
neighbors on the west bank of the
and finesse.
by Christian Moueix, whose family
Gironde, these estates rely on
Blending is also common among
partially owns Petrus, the 1975 and
Cabernet Sauvignon as their premier

New World Merlots. In the United
States, a varietally designated wine
may contain up to 25 percent of other
varietals in addition to the one listed
on the label. Depending on each
year's harvest results, a winemaker
may add Cabernet Sauvignon - or
any other grape, for that matter- to
add balance, interest or simply volume to the final Merlot blend.
Perhaps the best-known Merlot
in California is made by Matanzas
Creek. Located in a cool comer of
Sonoma Valley, this winery planted
its first Merlot vines in 1974 with a
prescient strategy that would take
advantage of both its unusually cool
growing site and a wide-open market
niche begging to be filled . After a
rocky first decade, the winery hit its
stride with a Merlo! that has since
become a benchmark for California.
Other fine producers from the state
include Arrowood, Beringer, Chateau
St. Jean,
Duckhorn,
Havens,
Paradigm, Pine Ridge, St. Francis,
Silverado Vineyards, Truchard and
rising star Lewi Cellars.
-J.M.

Wine Selection
& Best Rated

by Bill Anthony

Benziger
1998 Chardonnay
$13.00
Cameros, California
1997 Merlot
$41.00
Alexander Valley, California,
Reserve
$21.00
1997 Pinot Noir
California
1997 Pinot Noir
$43.00
Sonoma County, California, Reserve
Callaway
.
1998Chardonnay
$10.00
California
1997 Dolcetto
$16.00
Cali forma
1998 Pinot Gris
$14.00
California
1998 Viognier
$16.00
California, Estate Bottled

Brutocao
1997 Zinfandel
$16.00
Bliss Vineyard, Mendocino County,
California, Estate Bottled
Byron Vineyard
1997 Chardonnay
California, Estate

$32.00

Cap Rock
1998 Chardonnay
$15.99
H1gh Plams, Reserve, T~xas

Louis M. Martini
1996 Cabernet Sauvignon $35 .00
Monte Rosso Vineyard, Sonoma
Valley,
California,
Hwtage
Collection
1996 Cabernet Sauvignon $18.00
Napa Valley, California, Reserve
Michael Pozzan
1997 Cabernet Sauvignon $14.00
Alexander Valley, California, Special
Reserve
1997 Sangiovese
$12.~
Napa Valley, California, Spec 1al
Reserve
$14.00
1997 Shiraz
Sonoma County, California, Special
Reserve
Mumm C uvee Napa
1995 Sparkling Wines
$50.00
Napa Valley, California, Dvx
NV Sparkling Wines
$22.00
Napa Valley, California, Blanc De
Blancs
Mirassou
1997 Pmot Noir
$l 7·95
Monterey
County,
California,
Harvest Reserve
1997 Pinot N01r
$ll. 95-.
Mon1erey Coun1y, California, FamilY
Selection

expectations of previous generations, the ir success comes fro m
skills, expertise, contacts a nd relationships collected from each work
experience.
It follows suit then that the first
question "X'ers" ask when evaluating a new job is, "what's in it for
me?" As cold as this sounds, when
you realize their parent ' worlds
were tempered with job insecurity
and the loss of the family's livelihood due to downsizing and cutbacks, "X'ers" believe that management's loyalty lasts only as long
as financial statements make it poss ible. T hus, they place their first
loyalty to themselves and their own
careers. Wit hout the ' gold watch'
security of the past, organizations
need to offer something else.
Hiring - and k eeping - " G en
X'ers"
W hat the " X'er" wants most
seems to boil down to three m ain
ingredients:
• Information and continuous learning opportu nities;
• Com panies that devote time and
money to socially responsible causes;
• Recognition (with money, time or
train ing) for good performance.
Their first priority is to grow
and develop their careers. To do
that, they need a workplace that
fosters mentoring, clear communication and feedback from supervisors. They want an environment
where they can exchange hard work
for good pay and lots of training,
and work that is conducive to innovation and creativity.
The "X'er'' employer-employee relationship should be based on
the employee 's contributions to
your organization and your company's reciprocation. "X'ers"' second
highest priority is a job that allows
them to lead a balanced life. They
wholeheartedly reject the workaholic ethic of their parents, and they
come to the workplace w ith a different set of expectations.
Som e tips for accommodating
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" Gen X"
O rganizations train supervisors
to consider the following when it
comes to managing "X'ers":
• Empowering them by delegating
enriching and substantive tasks,
projects and assignments.
• Communicating organizational
vision and linking it to their lives.
Reorganiz ing work into concrete
projects with goals and outcomes.
Be very clear about expectations,
and when assigning a project, discuss a list of goals that can be modified when necessary.
• Contributing to lifelong learning.
Their career goals often have to do
with new challenges and opportunities. Money is important to them,
but not the catch-all, end all.
Providing training for specific
knowledge a nd skill gaps on a periodic basis. Focusing o n results
instead of process. Allow them to
make m istakes, and avoid blaming
behaviors.
• Moving work to where people,
skills and experience are. Provide
as much flexibility as possible in
the working location (i.e., telecommuting) and working hours (i.e.,
alternate work schedules, job-sharing, use of technology at home) and
providi ng the appropriate technology (laptop computers, cell phones,
etc.).
• Coaching oc mentoring individuals and teaching success.
• Sharing information about how
policies are set and decisions are
made.
T h e bottom line
A 1999 article in "Today's
Solutions Newsletter," an online
publication of Working Solutions
Inc. (WSI, a benefits company
headquartered in Portland, OR),
says it the best:
"Gen X"' are intellectually and
emotionally prepared to change the
face of today\ economy. Thus, they
approach the workplace with an
affinity for risk and entrepreneurial
ideas. They are making a tremendous splash in today 's workplace.
And, representing a shrinking labor
pool in an economy that demands
high numbers of workers, they just
might be holding the trump cards."

Com plaints ... Praise! Suggestions? E-Ma il us@

ie bj @ busj ournal.com

Legislative Update ...
continued from page 21
notice in lieu of a subpoena in adjudicatory proceedings before the labor
commissioner, to compel attendance
of a party, person for whose benefit
the proceeding is prosecuted or
defended; or any officer, director, or
managing agent thereof. Contains
many of the same provisions in AB
1652 that were vetoed by Governor
Davis last year.
Legislat ive Status: Signed.
Effect: New wage and hour claim
rules would be created; dismissed
files could be re-opened; civil penalties to employers who don't pay minimum wage consisting of underpaid
wages, liabilities for shareholders,
parent corporations for unpaid wages
and penalties. A mess!
Position: Review carefully.
SB 996, J ohnston
Summary: From last year, this has
been amended (1/20) to include most
of SB 320 of last year (the workers
comp benefit biH).
Legislative Status: Vetoed.
Effect: An omnibus workers' compensation benefit increase bill that
does not contain any real reforms to
reduce costs as a way to offset the
impact of a $2.7 billion cost increase
in California businesses, public
schools, and local government.
Position : Watch closely.
SB 1327, Escutia
Summary: Requires employers to
perrnit employees to inspect their
personnel files at the place the
employee works during usual business hours.
Legislative Status: Signed.
Effect: Still allows employees to
review files during business hours
with no loss of compensation.
Position: Neutral.

AB 1856, Kuehl
Summary: Employees who harass
others are personally liable for their
hara-.sment; retains current law civil
liability for employers.
Legislative Status: Signed.
Effect: If employee is found not
guilty, or if not found to be illegal
harassment, employee can file for
indemnification against employer.
Position: Opposed.
AB 1889, C edillo

Summary: Prohibits any employer
that receives state funds, including
tax credits or incentives, from using
any of those funds to discourage
unionization. Vetoed last year by
governor.
Legislative S tatus: Signed.
E ffect: Burden of having to segregate funds and maintain additional
budget records rests on employer.
Onerous paperwork. Regulations will
be too strict.
Position : Opposed
Watch/Review
SB 546, Solis
Summary: Increases weekly unemployment insurance benefits from
$230 to $300, for a total cost of $714
million, and adds in an automatic CPI
adjustment. Also introduces moveable base period.
Legislative Status: Vetoed.
Position: Opposed.
SB 1149, Speier
Summary: Expands the Family
Leave Act to businesses with 20 or
more employees, instead of 50 or
more employees.
Legislative Status: To enrollment.
Effect: If an employer fails to correctly notify, the employer may not
challenge an employee's use of family leave.
Position: Watch
SB 1822, Bowen
Prohibits employers
S umma r y:
from secretly monitoring employee
e-mail, unless the employees have all
been advised that this may occur.
Legisla tive Status: Vetoed.
Effect: Employers can post notice
on computers informing employees
that e-mails can be monitored.
Position: Supported.

AB 2357, H onda
Summary: Prohibit an employer
from discharging, discriminating or
retailing again.'>! an employee who is
a victim of domestic violence and
who takes time off to seek medical
attention; recover from injuries;
obtain services from a DV program;
obtain counseling, or to participate in
safety planning.
Legislative Status: Signed.
E ffect: Prohibit employers from saying "no" to time off for victims. Too
many bills cover this. Overwhelming
for employers.
Position: Watch
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Glass Museum ...
continued from page 3

{

Corporate spending in h ealth care has rise~
rapidly in recent year . The expected cost fo r
h ealth care per employee each year will be
S7 ,000 by the year 2005.
The Health Insurance Association of America
suggests that prevention is on e of th e best ways
fo r companies to manage medical expen es.
Em ployers can avoid unneces ary h ealth care
co ts when employees a re healthier.
At Lorna Linda University Medical Cente r, we
offer h ealth and fi tness evaluations as well as
on-site screenings.
Bv chao ing Lorna Linda University Medical
c"enter, vou a nd your employees will benefit
from th~ services of one of the top health car.e
providers in the nation. To reserve y?u r on-s~te
health screening or to receive more mform au on ,
please call:

t-877-LLUMC-4U
www.llu.edu

Because a
healthier
workforce is
a healthier
bottom line

pieces of Jadite glass. Amo ng the
many rare items is a circular spoon
rack with a frosted elephant on top,
de ignated as Barnum and Bailey's
"Jumbo," which was manufactured
in 1884 by the Canto n Glas Co. in
Ohio.
There are so many exciting
things to see. Many items will
remind you .of your mother, grandmother and great grandmother. Fo r
the kitchen, there are: mixing
bowls, spice jars, measuring cups,
juice reamers, knives and roll ing
pins. T here are compotes, stems,
bowls, pitchers, historical plates,
salts, kerosene lamps, children's
play dishes, satin glass, depression
glass, milk glass, and even a glass
fly catcher.
Have you ever seen a glass iron
for ironing your clothes? The Pyrex
glass iron on display was made by
the Corning Glass Works during
World War II in place of metal
needed for the war. The iron weighs
5 pounds and, in fact, was not successful and was soon discontinued.
An unusual and permanent collection includes three very elegant
glass pieces from Liberace 's
Hollywood penthouse, which were
bought at auction by museum board
members. The large fruit bowl is
patterned with daisies and butterflies, the egg-shaped liqueur
decanter set and the fruit compote
all date from the period of lead-cut
glass made between 1876 and
1916.
Also of interest are a collection
of glass bells; and an unusual display of paperweights - one of
which features a portrait of Queen
Elizabeth submerged in clear glass.
Dixie Huckabee, her husband,
Dee Huckabee, and many volunteers took several years to restore
the old Victorian home to its original look, both inside and out. And,
thanks to their efforts, the museum
received the Heritage Award from
the Redlands Area Historical
Society in 1995. This award is
given each year to acknowledge
well-maintained structures in
Redlands that are at least 75 years
old.
T he home that houses the
museum was constructed by
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Jerome E. Seymour, a Redlands'
builder and architect who started
the Seymour Planing Mill in 1886
with his brother, Howard. It was
located approximately where Von's
Grocery Store is today. Seymour
built this home for hi family. His
daughter, Emma Cryer, lived there
aft er her parents' deaths and until
her death in 1977. Seymour purcha ed the lot in 1903 and bu ilt the
home for $1,000. Jerome Seymour

died in Redlands in 1917 during the
influenza epidemic.
According to historical data
avai lable, the home was constructed from wood from the historic
J.D.B. Stillman Winery, which was
located where the University of
Redlands is today. The inside of the
ho me contains bea ut iful dark
woodwork. The rooms all have
high ceilings and the old style tall,
double-hung windows. A very

ornate and decorative wood archway was built between the front
room and dining room.
In addition to the glass d isplays, there is also a research
library for museum members and a
gift shop. There are glasses, plates,
pitchers, glass egg paperweights,
ring holders, and J ohn Way ne
Collecto rs Plates. The video m ade
by Huell Howser for his California

continued on page 59

Your Inland Empire meeting location
righ t in your backyard

Riverside
Convention Center
Specifications
Ben H. Lewis Hall (flexible)
Raincross Ballroom (flexible)
Foyer
Arlington Room
La Sierra Room
Citrus Heritage Room
Aviators Room (flexible)
University Room (flexible)
Outdoor Plaza
Total Square Feet

20,800
10,400
8,400
1,980
1,980
800
750
600
24,700
70,410

sq. ft .
sq. ft.
sq. ft.
sq. ft.
sq. ft.
sq. ft.
sq. ft.
sq. ft.
sq. ft.
sq. ft.

FtJr more infonnatiO'l call (888) 748-7733

3443 Orange Street • Riverside, CA 92501 • 909-787-7950 • fax 909-222-4706
email- rlversidec:b@llnlcllne.com • visit our website at www.rlversidecb.com
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TIME OUT

Queensland-Gateway to the Great Barrier Reef
by David Cohen

dile conjures up a blend of pork and
stration where you will hear the
firm white fish. Don't miss the barasounds of the didgeridoo, a long,
Tropical Queensland is one of
mundi, a medium white fish found
hollow wood tube that produces a
the world's great destinations.
at virtually every eafood restaurant
very distinctive tone. You can also
Along its entire length lies the Great
on the coast. Probably the only food
try your hand at spear throwing and
we didn't try were wichity grubs, an
Barrier Reef- not a single entity but
tossing a boomerang. It 's an increda series of contiguous reefs offering
Aboriginal staple, which isn 't generible cultural experience ( 4042-9999,
some of the most amazing underwaally served in restaurants. Put anothWeb site: http://www.tjapukai.
ter visions on earth. Since Cairns is
er shrimp on the barbie instead!
com.au).
This article has just barely
airplane close from most of
North of Cairns along the coast
Australia's major cities, we opted to
scratched
the surface of the tropical
i Daintree and Port Douglas. The
north. Quantas flys nonstop from
stay just north of the city in Trinity
Trek North Cairns offers a full-day
Los Angeles to Sydney and
Beach at the
tour jam-packed with unusual
Absolute
Brisbane. The trip takes around 15
adventures. The riverboat ride along
hours and they are a day later than
Beachfront B &
the Daintree River allows you to
here minu seven hours. The seaview the dangerous salt water crocB
(phone:
sons are opposite to ours in
odile in its native habitat, along with
7/4055 6664),
Australia. Since the continent is so
many land and water-based birds.
but first you
massive, flying is your best bet
You get to hike into a rain forest and
must dial the
international
~ visit an Australian wildlife park
between major cities and you can
5 where you can hand-feed kanga- save 30 to 35 percent by booking
access
code
~ roos, wallabies and ems, and view
your Australian domestic flights
(011), followed
0
with
your international carrier.
~
wild
dingoes,
the
mystical
casby the country
~
owary flightles bird and the
Current passports are required for
code
for
~ vicious (but in this case preserved
entry as well as a visa. The visa can
Australia (62).
~ for posterity) funnel-web
Voted best archit e c t u r a 1 1 y Aboriginal dancers perform at the Tjapukai Cultural
spider. Port Douglas is
similar to Key West,
designed B & B Park.
except less developed and
m
all
of
approximately two hours out to the
Queensland, redwoods abound. The
its four-mile beach is
reef, and mornings are best as the
something
to behold,
patio looks out onto the Coral Sea,
wind picks up in the afternoon.
where
crocodiles
somejust steps from the beach, while the
(Booking Moonlighting//: 07-4050times
scour
the
beach
like
glass and wood building is recessed
0622.)
reptilian lifeguards in
back into a rain forest. Full breakWhile the reef is the principal
search of their next meal!
fasts, beautiful surroundings and
attraction, there's much more to
Trek North Cairns 07magnificent hospitality makes one
enjoy in the Cairns area. Skyrail, a
4051 -4328).
Website:
not want to leave the coziness of this
scenic gondola ride above the rain
www.treknorth.com.au.
seaside oasis.
forest canopy of the Wet Tropics
For
nourishment,
Yet there's so much here to do
World Heritage area has stops along
there
are
any
number of
and see that you'd literally be missthe way to explore the forest floor.
restaurants
worth
considing the boat by not exploring the
The cableway takes you to the
ering
including
Atlantis
Great Barrier Reef at least once on
mountain town of Kuranda, where
and L'Unica in Trinity
your trip. Before you sign up for an
you can shop for opals and visit the
Beach, and the justly
excursion, attend the two-hour Reef
butterfly sanctuary, home of the gorfamous Red Ochre in
Teach lecture in downtown Cairns
geous blue and black Ulysses. You
downtown Cairns where
by Paddy Colwell, a marine biolocan then return to the Gondola stayou get a chance to try A land of enchalllment, bordered by the gorgist. The talk occurs every Monday
tion for the ride back down or you
some honest to goodness
through Saturday starting at 6:15
can take the Kuranda Scenic
geous four-mile beach at Port Douglas.
bush
tucker-outback
pm. It's the most valuable twelve
Railway through the rain forest past
food for you non-Aussies:
dollars you'll ever spend (free tea
spectacular waterfalls and then back
now be obtained electronically by
and chocolate biscuits). Don't miss
Kangaroo terrine blended with
into downtown Cairns.
giving your passport information to
it as your reef experience will be
assorted herbs and emu filet (which
Right next to the gondola stathe airline reservationist and can be
infinitely more rewarding as a result
cooks up like steak) with
tion in Cairns is Tjapukai, an
approved over the phone. For addi(07-403-7794). Our trip to the reef
macadamia croquettes are just a few
Aboriginal cultural park. Here you
tional information contact the
was aboard the 50-foot sailing
of the foods available. Wallaby,
can learn about Aboriginal customs
Australian Tourist Commission at
ketch, Moonlighting II, which takes
which is similar in flavor to Iamb,
and history, including the creation
02 9360 1111 ; fax 02 9331 2538; or
you out to Upolu Cay and its surtheater which retells the spiritual
comes with a Turkish marinade
mail
to
Australia
Tourist
rounding reefs. You can snorkel off
and traditional beliefs of the
known as Harissa and is served with
Commission at Level 4, 80 William
the boat and then again from the cay,
Aboriginal peoples. There's also the
a lentil ragout. Kangaroo has a taste
St., Woolloomooloo, Sydney NSW
a spit of sand jutting up from the
history theater and a dance demonakin to venison or elk, while croco2011.
aquamarine water at low tide. The
scenery truly takes your breath
away. Underwater there are purple
giant clams, huge angel fish, multicolored parrot fish, giant sea turtles,
sand-colored manta rays which bury
themselves on the ocean floor with
only their eyes showing, and, of
course, multiple shapes and colors
of coral in every ize imaginable.
Lunch i included and you can even
learn to scuba dive aboard ship. It 's

· Final AB 60 Rules ...
continued from page 23
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statements on time records and
time cards.

Slavery ...

The e statements can seek
continued from page 31
attestations from employees that
they have been provided all
as how to communicate better verrequired meal and rest periods durbally and in writing, how to give
ing the designated pay period.
effective feedback, how to give and
Attestations can also seek confirearn respect, how to respond to
mation that the time cards fully and
criticism objectively, or how to
accurately report all working time,
handle difficult people. You might
and a verification that the employend up teaching them better ways
ee did not violate the employer's
of problem solving, customer satispolicies against unauthorized overfaction, team building, handling
time. (Sample certifications appear
stress, investment strategies for
in Richard Simmons' new publicatheir future, or even decision maktion, "The Reform of California's
ing under pressure.
This problem took time for the
Wage and Hour Laws An
"My people <have been through
organization to create and it will
Analysis of AB 60," 4th Edition.
that kind of training already." If
take time to create a "best in class"
]be publication is available for
they have and you still are having
solution. It will take initiative,
purchase from the Employers
problems, it could be two points: 1.
cour~ge, and commitment to get
Group.)
The training was faulty or 2. The
the situation turned around.
Emp loyers Sh ould Prepare For
management reinforcement of the
Imitative to act, courage to accept
New Posting Obligations
training was short lived. If these
potentially nasty feedback, and
Since Mar. 1, employers have
two were not at fault, then maybe
true commitment not to quit when
been required to post a copy of the
you hired the wrong people. Or you
the results don't come rushing
current version of the Wage Order
say, "WE hire people who bring
through the door as fast as you
applicable to their organizations
these skills to the job! Why should
would like. Stick with it and YOU
along with a copy of the IWC's
we train them on something WE
will solve this problem and gain
"Interim Wage Order," which was
expect them to know already?"
the success you desire.
issued in February. The posting
obligations will continue until the
IWC issues its Year 2000 Wage
Orders. The IWC has indicated its
desire to have the new Wage
Orders printed in the fall so that
they will be available by Oct. 1, the
projected effective date. Once the
new Wage Orders are issued,
employers will be required to post
them instead of the Interim Wage
Order and the last version of the
Wage Order applicable to their
SmalJ Table Tops • Large Duplicators • Mid-Size Units
organizations.
Minimum Wage
The IWC is also exploring tqe
Before you buy or lease
pQSSibility of increasing the state
another copier, Call ABM.
minimum wage from its current
"The Can't Be Copied Copier Company"
rate of $5.75 an hour. A new minimum wage could take effect either
on Jan. 1, 2001 or July 1, 2001.

exempt under state law. The new
rules incorporate many of the provisions of federal law. In doing so,
they seek to narrow the gap
between the two laws and make the
California standards more realistic
and more consistent with those in
federal law and other states.
New :'.1eal and Rest Period
Penalties
The IWC has created a new
penalty for violations of the meal
and rest period provisions of state
law. Previously, the Wage Orders
did not establish a financial penalty
for uch violations other than the
obligation to pay for all time
worked, including any time worked
during a missed meal or rest period.
Now, effective Oct. 1, employers will be- subject to financial liability for any day on which an
employee is not provided the meal
and re t periods required by state
law. The penalty will equal one
hour's pay at the employee's regular rate of pay. Moreover, as currently drafted, the penalty does not
depend on any "state of mind"
requirement, such as a "willful" or
"intentional" violation.
Due to the absence of a recordkeeping requirement applicable to
rest periods, and the willingness of
many employers to accommodate
employees' requests to miss or
delay meal periods for personal
reasons, employers may face considerable exposure to liability
under this new law. They should
therefore devise a means by which
they can demonstrate, if challenged, that the required meal and
rest periods have been provided.
One method of doing so would
include incorporating certification
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Good point, however, would
you choose a doctor the same way
if your life depended on it? That is
... "The hospital hired the best doctors for this surgery I need. They
expect the doctors to have the skills
necessary when they arrive on the
job!" Or would you find the BEST
doctor based upon their latest training and proficiency in the latest
procedure for saving your life. If
you would do the latter, don't you
want your "livelihood" to be in the
care of the BEST well-trained people too?

* NEWS & WEATHER
* COI\I!MENTARY
*BUSINESS
*FEATURES
*HEALTH BREAK
*SPORTS
* E N TERTAINMEN T
* RESTAURANT REVIEWS

The Inland Empire's
only Local TV Newscast

ask your cable company
vvhere to find us!

FREE COPIERS
Equipment, Service and Supplies Are All Included

•
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-

•

ADVANCED
BUSINESS
MACHINES

All II ~•II plan· J copcer 10 •uur utlice tn.-.: u( Ch•l):<:
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Inland Empire Restaurant Review

l\1ANAGER'S BOOKSHELF

Others May be Closing in on Author's Original Ideas

Buddies Real New York Italian Kitchen
by Joe Lyons
I have found that among my
New York friends, the terms New
York or New York-style take on
different meanings. Some think of
New York as Park Avenue and the

Hampto ns.
So me
think
of
Brooklyn vs. the Bronx. You never
want to get in between Yankees and
Mets fa ns. If you followed the
World Series, you know what I
mean. About the only things that
New Yorker agree on is that New

Jersey is NOT New York, even if
their football teams do have to play
there.
So it came as no surprise to me,
hav ing · eaten several times at
Buddies Italian Kitchen, that none
of my New York friends could
agree on what is good and what is
not. One associate (a Yankee fan)
even tried to tear down a Mets
autographed photo on the bar wall.
Allow me to jump ahead. Right
away, I need to let you know that
Buddies has the best Philly chee~e
!>leak sandwich I have ever had
($7.25). Most are too fatty and you_
spend most of your time pulling
your bit away from the gristle. It
must be the quality of meat that
they use here-but it is a joy to eat
this sandwich. o, I have never
eaten such a sandwich in South
Philly, but I cannot imagine it to be
much better than this. I do know
that others that I have had have
always disappointed me.
Speaking of disappointments,
we debated as to what type of
parmesan entree to have and since
I simply cannot allow eggplant to
touch my lips, we settled on the
chicken ($9.95). It was dry.

"Career Success Is Color Blind "
'
by Ollie Stevenson; Jist Works
(Jist
Publis hing
Inc.)
Indianapolis, Indiana; 2000, 348
pages; $16.95.

We actually began with the traditional antipasto plate ($7.25).
This one included a hard-boiled
egg, which I loved, but the conversation led to a disagreement about
the tradition of antipasto. It 's not a
big problem. I know I am right.
Manicotti ($6.95) is an Italian
crepe full of cheese and covered
with meat sauce. The veal Marsala
($11. 95) comes with a wine and
mushroom sauce.
Although I did not order it on
the night of t)ur review, I have had
Buddies Lasagna ($8.95) before.
Like the chicken parmesan, it
needs more sauce. The answer
would seem simple. Just remember
to ask for extra marinara when you
order.
Speaking
of
ordering.
Someone asked for a pizza to take
home. It came out packed and
ready to go. I presume it was good,
but I never got to try it.
Maybe next time.

consider subscribing to a paper
from a large city (especially from
a city you might be intere ted in
relocating to someday)."
The book is filled with tips
gained from the author's ow n
experience-as well a quotes
from people who are successful
in their careers. These tips are
plentiful and all are brief, followed by a concise elaboration
of no more than two or three
hort paragraphs.
Another
element
of
Stevenson 's refreshing approach i
her view of career plans. She urges
reader to create flexible plans
rather than stick to a plan that no
longer reflects a person's personal
growth. She states, "You may have
reached a point in your career
where you're bored with duties
and responsibilities that once

motivated you, and you're anxious
to take on new challenges and
explore new interests. If you're
feeling this way, there 's probably
a simple explanation. You've
changed."
Chapter 10 of the book, which
deals with moving on to new
organizations
and
preparing
resumes, may well be the most
interesting "how-to" information
about getting the job you want.
The author provides a checkli t for a new job search, and then
puts a spotlight on what human
resources staff members look for
on a resume. She comments that
it 's no longer enough to simply list
whom you've worked for and
when you worked for them . It is
absolutely essential to list accomplishments at each employer.
Categorize these accomplishments

and briefly note what they meant
to your employer in terms of dollar saved or earned.
Not often found in books on
career counseling are the suggestions for people preparing their
mid-career resumes. These suggestions include not showing more
experience than the job requires;
not making the resume too long or
too detailed; and not presenting
information inconsistently.
Ollie Stevenson has done all
of us a favor by assembling a book
that is easy to read and understand, well-organized, and exceptionally easy to use. The readerships she targets are minorities,
but the target she hits is everyone
who's employed. It's an excellent
book that learned the lessons of its
first edition.
- Henry Holtzman

For 300 years, the maJonty
American culture reaped the benefits when a minority culture took a
step toward success. There were
times when the step was so good
the majority culture co-opted it.
With that said, the author ought to
start looking behind her. Others
may be gaining. The "others"
compose a group of more wellknown authors and publishers bent
on repackaging Ms. Stevenson 's
approach to reach a wider marketplace. Her ideas are not only on
target for minorities, but appropriate for everyone who wants to
plan a career or redirect one.
Although the author sometimes states the obvious, it's often
because people ignore what ought
to be common sense. For example,
Here are the current top 10 best-selling books for business. The list is compiled based on information received from retail
bookstores throughout the U.S.A.
Stevenson notes:
"An important factor in your
1. "B2B Excha~ges," by Arthur B. Sculley and Arthur Scully (lSI Publications $27.50XI)• Why more b:Siness-to-busi• criteria for evaluating job options
ness commerce rs now done on the Web.
is to know what jobs and career
fields are likely to be available in
2. "The Tippin~ Point:_ How Little Th~ngs Can Make a Big Difference," by Malcolm Gladwell (Little Brown & Co $24.05)
the future. It is pointless to plan a
(2) The dynamrcs behrnd sudden socral changes affecting business.
career around an occupation that is
going the way of the dinosaur.
3. "First, Break A_ll the Rules," by Marcus Buckingham and Curt Coffman (Simon & Schuster) (4)* .. Great managers
break the conventronal rules about management.
Statistical trends show that in the
future, opportunities will be plen4: "Six Sigma," by Mikel 1. Harry and Richard Schroeder (Doubleday $27.50) (3) How a new approach to quality control
tiful in areas relating to computer
yrelds more profits.
technology, care-giving, and services that depend primarily on free5. "Rich Dad, Poor Dad: What the Rich Teach Their Kids about Money That the Poor and Middle Class Do N t " b
fl owing interactions with other
~obert T. Kiyosaki and Sharon L. Lechler (Warner Books $15.95X6)••• It takes know-how about using money 10 ~ ~
people."
ncb.
That's not exactly news, but
then she adds an idea that you
6. "The Millionaire Mind," by Thomas 1. Stanley (Andrews & McMeel $26.95) (5) Millionaires give inter.:iews about
what makes them tick.
don' t generally hear from human
resources experts!
7. "Fish! A Remarkable Way to Boost Morale and Improve Results," by S. Lundin, J. Christiansen & H. Paul (Hyperion
"Browse through periodicals,
$19.95)
Putting fun and games back into daily work. ••
'
news reports, and magazines for
general information and to stay
8. "Blown to Bits," by Philip Evans and Thomas J. Winston (Harvard Business School $27.50) (7) How information techcurrent on changes that could
nology transforms business strategy.
,
impact your profession. Make a
daily practice to scan the fro nt
9. "The Lexus and the Olive Tree," by Thomas L. Friedman (Doubleday $15.00) (8) How we think about the world shapes
page and business section of your
how we invest.
local newspaper. If you live in a
major city, that paper wi ll provide
10. "Permission Marketing: Turning Strangers Into Friends and Friends Into Customers," by Seth Godin (Simon &:
Schuster $24.00) (9) Building relationships to grow sales.
you with timely and re]evant
information on your professional
•(t}- lndicalcs a book's previous posilton on lhc tisl.
focus.
•• - tndicarcs a book's lirsr appearance on rhe hsr. •
"If you Jive in a small town,
••• -lndicalcs a book prev•ously on rhe lisr is back on 11.

Best-selling Business Books

Buddies Italian Kitchen is located
at 8153 Aspen, off Foothill, j ust
east of Haven in RatK:ho
Cucamonga. (909) 476-8-100 Ask
for Lurry Guarnieri.

Complaints ... Praise! Suggestions? E-Mail u~@

iebj@busjournal.com

0

"The Winegrowers of the
Cucamonga Valley"

Galleano Winery
Wine Tasting Daily
Tours Every Sat. & Sun.
Private Labeling
Custom Baskets & Mail Orders. Available
4231 Wineville Rd ., Mira Loma, CA 91752
(909) 685-5376

•
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W. Foothill Blvd., Ste. 12,
92582-3037, Josh Oneal
Fas Pak, 11941 9th Ave.,
Rialto, CA 92376-5364,
Ashels Custom Hm. Paint,
Hesperia, CA 92345-1723,
Newton
Fares Zart
1551
Heartland
Way,
Lucio Salazar
Experience With
Forever 21, 500 Inland
Corona,
CA
92881-4180,
Fashion
Mall
Coin
Perfection, 16157 Vine St.,
Center Dr., #340, San
Richard
Fishel
Laundry, 81329 Palmyra
Hesperia, CA 92345-3113,
Bernardino, CA 92408-1802,
Ave Star Engineering,
Ave.,
Indio,
CA
92201
-2835,
James Kramer
Fashion 21 Inc.
5196 Benito St., Ste. 18,
Juan Martinez
Express Shred, 1814 E.
Formula Physique, 441 S.
Montclair,
CA
91763-2891
,
Fast Stop Market, 330
Elma Ct., Ontario, CA
Calle Encilia, Palm Springs,
Leonel
Nieto
Stephens
Ave.,
Riverside,
91764-4445, Elizabeth Pena
CA 92262-7543, Paul Oleary
Aavor
Sabor
Dist,
31651
CA 92501-1234, Riad
Express Watch Repair,
Esmerakl's Antiques, 2982
Fortune Oaks Inc., 8022
Corte
Esparza,
Temecula,
Younan
12353 Mariposa Rd. #4,
Summerfield Ln., Riverside,
Limonite Ave., #11 1,
CA 92592-391 0, Adam Read
Featherstone, P.O. Box
VIctorville, CA 92392-6000,
CA 92503-5907, David
Riverside, CA 92509-6107,
Aazza
Food
Vendors,
1601
3942, Palm Desert, CA
Josip Grzetic
Sandoval
Charlie Sun
E. Bermuda Dunes St.,
92261-3942,
Michael
Express Yourself, 612 W.
Estart Technologies, 12056
Fox 2 Productions, 6345
Ontario, CA91761-6311 ,
Rogers
Ramona Dr., Rialto, CA
Mount Vernon Ave., #178,
Coby Ct., Riverside, CA
Sharon
Hogan
Aeld Resource For
92376-4839, Juliette
Grand Terrace, CA 9231392506-3144, Joseph Cupido
Aeetwood Service Center,
Envlronmtt. Data, 8700
Sanchez
5116, Jamie Palmer
Fox Realty Consultants,
2350
Fleetwood
Dr.,
19th St., #479, Alta Lorna,
Exquisite Desserts, 77682
Ea1ate Sale Organizers,
1274 S. Waterman Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92509-2409,
CA
91701-4608,
Fred
Country Club Dr., Ste. K,
29999 Ynez Rd., Temecula,
Ste. 112, San Bernardino,
William
Lear
Roybal
Palm Desert, CA 92211CA 92592-2300, Jeanne
CA 92408-2845, Raymond
Aex
Ed,
3340
Riverside
Dr.,
Afth Aoor Productions,
0453, Samantha Ward
Kearn
Fox
Ste. F, Chino, CA 91710P.O. Box 757, Joshua Tree,
Eye Care Optometry,
Eternal Creations, 7864
Foxy Promotions, 6313
2980,
George
Cardoso
CA 92252-0757, John
24250 Postal Ave., Moreno
Newhall Ave., Hesperia, CA
Lee Ct., Chino, CA 91710Aowers In The Country,
Richard Almes Jr.
Valley, CA92553-7722,
92345-7022, Phillip
3724, Sugely Guzman
409
E.
Latham
Ave.,
Hemet,
An Max, 4135 Indus Way,
William Dorrance
Foyil Engineering, 57874
Messenger
CA 92543-4223, Ahna DuceRiverside,
CA
92503-4848,
F & T Market, 7100 VIctoria
Ivanhoe Dr., Yucca Valley,
Etrusca, 74765 San
Pate
George Hoanzl
Ave., Highland, CA 92346Cristoval Cir, Palm Desert,
CA 92284-4412, Jack Foyil
N.
Fuel
N11,
15313
Food
Anal Round Mbl. Detail,
2930, Nadia Tabel
Fragance Bar, 40820
CA 92260-3146, Angela
Merrill Ave., Fontana, CA
29876 Coalinga Ct., Sun
F
F
G,
577
N.
D
St.,
Ste.
Winchester Rd., Temecula,
Dipadla
92335-4344,
9Baldev
Patel
City, CA 92586-3611,
102, San Bernardino, CA
CA 92591-5525, Domingo
Euclid Law Center, 9140
Foothill Smoke Shop, 2715
Richard Perry
92401-1326, Regina! Young
Haven Ave., Ste. 115,
Anally Fashion, 6352
F H K B Fairfield LLC, 559
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Adobe Rd ., Twentynine
S.
Palm
Canyon
Dr.,
#B212,
917~5414, Harve
Palms, CA 92277-2648,
Palm Springs, CA 92264Schiffman
Sylvia Otano
7468,
Kenneth
Hinsvark
Eurasia Am Inc., 13800
Anancial Planning Svc.,
F P T Express, 2732 W.
Heacock St., Ste. C136,
1906 Commercenter E., San
Buena
Vista
Dr.,
Rialto,
CA
Moreno Valley, CA 92553Bernardino, CA 92408-3422,
92377-3475,
Frank
Pickens
3363, Ramon Azurin
Robert Jenkins
F S Investments &
Eurasia E.nterprise, 13800
Ane Une Graphic PrinUng,
Anances,
7475
Holloway
Heacock St., Ste. C136,
21935 Van Buren St., Ste.
Rd.,
Rancho
Cucamonga,
Moreno valley, CA 9255314, Grand Terrace, CA
CA
91730-7236,
Richard
3363, Ramon Azurin
92313-5624, Yesenia Leon
Solis Jr.
Evergreen
Ane Une Machining, 271
F
Y
l
Wortd
Vldeo
News,
Comrnunk:ationa, P.O. Box
Ott St., Ste. 26, Corona, CA
43400
Cactus
val'tey
Rd.,
3177, Blue Jay, CA9231792882-7104, Brian Laibach
Hemet, CA 92544-9321 ,
3177, Tay Hampton
Anlcky Coyote, 73511 29
Patrick Matrisciana
Excallbw, 4115 Madrona
Palms Hwy., Twentynine
Fab
Pro
Specialties,
5685
Rd., Rivei'Side, CA 92504Palms, CA 92277-3121 ,
Deodar
St.,
Montclair,
CA
2918, Rudy Aores
Jeffrey Jay Bowers
91763-2054,
Richard
Kocar
Excel Rental Center, 28115
Anish Une RIC Raceway,
Facio Transport, 1058T
Del Rio Rd., Ste. A,
24550 Sunnymead Blvd.,
Magnolia
Ave.,
Riverside,
Temecula, CA 92590-2678,
Moreno Valley, CA 92553CA
92505-1804,
Juan
Facio
Pamela, Valenzuela
3771 , Robert Hodge
Fallbrook
Tern
Valley
Excellent Hair & Nails,
Anishllne Sign, 1631
Ortho
Assoc.,
25405
4770 La Sierra Ave.,
Hollister Rd. #B, Pinon Hills,
HancockAve.,
Ste.
101
,
Riverside, CA 92505-2726,
CA 92372-9669, Mini Stock
Murrieta,
CA
92562-5978,
Lori Vuong Spor
Robert
Pace
Exclusive CreationS, 1126
Anlanders Rugby Football
Family
Care
Horne,
11588
W. Foothill Blvd., #135,
Club, 16166 Lago VISta Ln.,
Prosperity
Ln.,
Moreno
Upland. CA 91786-3768,
Apple Valley, CA 92307Valley, CA 92557-5639, Jose
Isabel Milldonado
7612, Sean Gillette
Ko
Exclusively Dynamics,
Ans & Aames Boneyard,
Family
Ufe
Consulting,
32146 Camino Seneco,
P.O. Box 1582, Fontana, CA
1117
Teton
Dr.,
Barstow,
CA
Temecula, CA 92592-4300,
iNLAND EMPIRE
92334-1582, Doug Dobyns
92311-6706,
Perry
Crawford
Joseph Surrell
Areballpc
Com,
850
N.
Family Realty, 12276 Perris
Exclu8lveiY Flower Beds,
Benson Ave., Apt 56,
Blvd., #B, Moreno Valley, CA
39680 Salinas Dr., Murrieta,
•(s your company on OUR lbt? It
Upland, CA 91786-3518,
SPACE RESERVATION
92557-7418,
Rose
Cerda
CA 92563-6823, Susan
should be!! If you think your comp•·
Christopher Howell
Fanly, 1777 E. Lynwood Dr.,
DY qualifies to be lnclud~d oD any of
Fenton
DEADLINE
Arst Class Freight, 19825
San Bernardino, CA 92404tb~ Oec~mber lists aDd you ban Dol
Executive Facility Svc.,
18,
Apple
State
Htghway
November 20
7206,
Peggy
Walton
~cdvtd • simple qu ~tlonuh~ rrom
1550 Heather Ln., NA,
Valley, CA 92307, Moses
1411
Farah
Engineering,
Inland
Empirt
Busin
ess
J
ournal,
For information call :
Riverside, CA92504-5517,
Sanchez
Rimpau Ave., Ste. 204,
please contact:
(909) 484-9765 George Horioka
First
Degree,
228
N.
Lyon
Corona, CA 92879-7500,
(909) 484-9765
Exotic Fog, 68507 Terrace
Ave , San Jacinto, CA
Moheb Farah
Ad., Cathedral City, CA

Emrioa America La, 6040
Magnolia Ave., Riverside,
CA 92506-2518, Rosa Zeta
Envtro Clean, P.O. Box
1134, Yucaipa, CA 923991134, Gary Johnson
Eric's Trucking, 5477 30th
St., Riverside, CA 925094524, Eric Anguiano

4

92234-2049, Jonathan

Coming Soon

I
bustness 1ourna
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Rodriguez
Frame N Art Gallery, 25296
Madison St., Murrieta, CA
92562-8912, James Kim
Francisco, 8824 Tamarind
Ave., Fontana, CA 923355047, Lan, Gonzalez
Frank Dewitt Richardson,
9270 Holly Rd., Adelanto,
CA 92301-3954, Karco
Engineering Trustee
Franklin Press, 12132
Sevem Way, Riverside, CA
92503-4804, Cindy Ray
Frank's Building
Maintenance, 15050 La
Brisa Rd., Victorville, CA
92392-9399, Franklin
Estabello
Frank's Lawn Svc., 843 S.
Idyllwild Ave., Rialto, CA
92376-6880, Francisco
Rivera
Frank's Mobile Lock &
Key, 24189 Postal Ave.,
Moreno Valley, CA 925533071 , James Uhl
Fred Lyons
Tra~ation,6207

Maloof Ave., Fontana, CA
92336-4510, William
Huggins
Fred's Trucking, 564
Cabrera Ave., San
Bernardino, CA92411-2514,
Alifeleti Maliukaetau
Fresh Look Janitorial Svc.,
637 S. Church Ave.,
Bloomington, CA 923161303, Rose Marie George
Fruits & Juices, 1224 Clay
St., Redlands, CA 923743258, Roberto Hernandez
Furniture Doctor, 383
Greentree Rd., Norco, CA
92860-1712, Steven Billieu
G & D Express, 8905
Carob Dr., Fontana, CA
92335-1217, Fermin
Gonzalo
G C Trucking, P.O. Box
2706, Fontana, CA 923342706, Guillermo Cordoba
G M Carrier, 17945 Dorsey
Way, Fontana, CA 923354131 , Juan Garcia
G P lnU., 12759 Foothill
Blvd., #C138, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 917399336, Herbert Martin
G Q Landscape Care, P.O.
Box 5120202, Chino Hills,
CA 91709, Mario Quiroz
G R Consultants, 5105 N.
"G" St., San Bernardino, CA
92407-3031 , Gabrielle
Richardson
G T D Home Maint Svc.,
2645 Needles Ct., Perris,
CA 92571 -2504, Grace
Am bra
G T Wheel, 13615 12th St.,
Ste. A, Chino, CA 917105262, Yu Hoong
G Y H Sef'Vk:M, 9893 54th

St., Riverside, CA 92509-

4806, Bruce Harrison
Gall D, 18602 Cocqui Rd.,
Apple Valley, CA 923074609, Paperqueen Publ.
Schultz
Galaxy Jump, 1250
Suncrest Dr., Corona, CA
92882-8729, Gordon
Hanshaw II
Galleria of Treasured
Memories, 4028 Grand
Ave., Ste. A, Chino, CA
91710-5486, Duane
Ferguson
Game Sales, 17672 Copper
Queen Ln., Perris, CA
92570-7701, Richard Atchley
Gandia Strategic Planning,
2981 Jane St., Riverside,
CA 92506-4358, Beverly
Rubio
Garcia Alarm Svc., 1533 W.
7th St., Apt 114, Upland, CA
91786-6928, Joseph Garcia
Gamer Valley Properties,
P.O. Box 505, Idyllwild, CA
92549-0505, Maureen Jones
Gary's Concrete Pumping,
9621 Hampshire St.,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730-3514, Gary Moreno
Gemini Creations, 1320 W.
Flora St., Ontario, CA
91762-2422, Rhonda
Gallegos
Gen Real Estate
Investment Partners, 1040
S. Mount Vemon Ave. ,
#G169, Colton, CA 923244228, Angela Humphrey
Gene Hooper Authorized
Mac Tools, 56568 Onaga
Tr1., Yucca Valley, CA 922843634, William Eugene
Hooper
Geoelectric, 4583 Center
Ave., Norco, CA 928603213, Carlos Guzman
Genesis Beauty Salon, 440
E. 4th St., #23, Perris, CA
92570-2201 , Sammy Michel
Gerald G, 917 W. Fern Ave.,
Redlands, CA 92373-5877,
Total lile Cone. Beedie Jr.
Ghetto Classic Records
And Films, 2015 Wilson St.,
San Bernardino, CA924111123, Gerald Jones
Gifford Ridge
Gunsmithing, 2883 Gifford
Ave., Moreno Valley, CA
92555, Phillip Stits
Gillmore Real Estate, P.O.
Box 10, Forest Falls, CA
92339-0010, Thomas
Mcintosh
Glaser Real Estate
Investments, 3638
University Ave., Ste. 234,
Riverside, CA 92501-3331,
Alan Glaser
Glauplrations, 549 Pointe
VISta Ct., Corona, CA
92881-8731, Caryn Westcott

Glen Avon Pub., 9084
Mission Blvd., Riverside, CA
92509-2816, Peter Johnston
Glen Avon Stamp Coin,
8460 Brookfield Dr.,
Riverside, CA 92509-3934,
Robert Her1ikofer
Global Meats, 6870
Sunriver St., Chino, CA
91710-2887, Thaddeus
Zalenski
Gloria Jeans Slender You,
56835 29 Palms Hwy.,
Yucca Valley, CA 922842940,
Gloria Jean Lowder
Go Jos, P.O. Box 403406,
Hesperia, CA 92340-3406,
Jodene Graham
Gold Crest Real Estate
Loans, 1802 E. G St., Ste.
C, Ontario, CA 91764-4403,
Gold Credit Corp.
Gold West Moblle Home
Park, 15252 Seneca Rd.,
VIctorville, CA 92392-2223,
Glen Ludwig
Golden State Distributors,
31900 Mission Trl Ste. 150,
Lake Elsinore, CA 925304534, Aaron Thompson
Golden State Home
Inspect Svc., 934 Ashford
Cir., Corona, CA 928817436, Glenn Hubbard
Golden West Farms, 13213
S. Ontario Ave., Ontario, CA
91761-7970, Scott Benham
Goldtlne Holdings, 9090
19th St., Alta Lorna, CA
91701-4614, Mark Jones
Goldstar Packaging, 486
Wellington Cir., Corona, CA
9287~153, Maria Rios
Goldstar Records, 255 N.
D St., Ste. 402, San
Bernardino, CA 92401 -1715,
Xavier Entertai
·
Good Hope Farm, 21632
Sharp Rd., Perris, CA
92570-6125, Mary Nguyen
Good Scents, 627 W. State
St., Redlands, CA 923734650, Donna Metcalfe
Good Stuff U Want, 11819
Central Ave., Apt. 114,
Chino, CA 91710-6482,
Robert Adam Oshea
Good Will Realty, 42201
Cosmic Dr., Temecula, CA
92592-3205, Ron Arisio
Goodspeed Ultnlman-

Yucalpa, P.O. Box 401924,
Hesperia, CA 92340-1924, R
E. Goodspeed
Gotcha Covered, 26645
Amanda St., Hemet, CA
92545-9550, Karen Thomas
Gowns N. More, 30619
Glaspell Ct., Menifee, CA
92584-9296, Leslie
Notarianni
Grace Garden Gift Shop,
3955 S. Highbury Dr.,
Murrieta, CA 92563,

Raymond Lyssy
Grace Jewelry, 463 E.
Foothill Blvd. #304, Rialto,
CA 92376-5153, Monica
Chung
Graham The Handyman,
P.O. Box 572, Thousand
Palms, CA 92276-0572,
Graham Tallon
Grammy's Wor1d, 14414
Glenoak Pl., Fontana, CA
92337-2891 , Diana Lee
Ross
Grand Garden Mongolian
BBQ, 39840 Los Alamos
Rd. #5, Murrieta, CA 925625829, Joseph Cheng
Grandma's Attic, 653
Beaumont Ave., Beaumont,
CA 92223-2234, Kelly
Wadkins
Grandpa Bill's Automotive,
11875 Palm Dr., Desert Hot
Springs, CA 92240-3607,
Teddy Jones
Green Developments,
3025 N. Golden Ave., San
Bernardino, CA 92404-2796,
Shamaka Green
Green Hands L.andscape,
39481 Seven Oaks Dr.,
Murrieta, CA 92562-3102,
Robert Luna
Green Unicorn, 1688 N.
Perris Blvd. #202, Penis, CA
92571-4709, Michael Erler
Greg Hamilton Auoc.,
30713 Riverside Dr. Ste.
201 , Lake Elsinore, CA
92530-4714, Gregory
Hamilton
Grove Landscape &
Design, 1331 Old Ranch
Rd., Corona, CA 928826015, Thomas Grove
Guerrero Doughnuts, 229
W. Valley Blvd., Colton, CA
92324-2933, Steven
Guerrero
Guidance Ins Agency, 360
E. 4th St., #0, Penis, CA
92570-2229, Ibrahim Tolbey
Guillory's Golden Rule Dey
Care, 2941 S. Cedar Ridge
Pl., Ontario, CA91761-7437,
Gwendolyn Guillory
Guitar Chordboard Maker,
6966 Marguerita Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92506-4125,
Day Lee
Gultarsmlth eomp.ny, 876
W. Rialto Ave., Rialto, CA
92376-5658, William Smith •
Guy & S..,.. Skin Flick
T.Uoo, 4050 Murrieta Hot
Springs Rd., Temecula, CA
92591 , Marwan Salem
Guy A, 58165 Arcadia Tr1.,
Yucca Valley, CA 922846016, G & N. Yard & La
Henniger
H & H Auto Sales, 8605
Banyan St., Alta Lorna, CA
91701 -2605, Humam
Abujudeh

H & R Farms, 90505
Avenue 58, Thermal, CA
92274, Roger Horton
H C G Buitders, 34576
Avenue E. 118, Yucaipa, CA
92399-4522, Hector
Gonzalez
H S. Hansen & Assoc.,
1578 Ashwood Ct., Upland,
CA91784-1 743, Holly
Hansen

Hacienda Heights Aptms.,
68090 Calle Las T~endas
#180, Desert Hot Springs,
CA 92240-6440, Robert
Younker
Hair by Sharon, 233 E.
State St., Redlands, CA
92373-5272, ~on
Snowball

..,r JmpreuJons, 1012 E.
6th St., Corona, CA 928791613, Darise Daniel
Sayz It All, 1359 E.
Highland Ave., San
Bernardino, CA 92404-4640,
Roy Banuelos
Halrzone, 510 6th St.,
Redlands, CA 92374-3350,
Barbara Gregg
Half Notes, 43732 Calabro
St., Temecula, CA 925924327, Colleen Marshall

..,r

Hallmart( Construction
Co., P.O. Box 2330, Lake
Arrowhead, CA 92352-2330,
David Strutt
Halsteed N Shaw Janltoft8l
Svc., P.O. Box 392,
Montclair, CA 91763-0392,
Jennifer Shaw
HandeJs Pool Svc., 49160
Tufipan St., Coachella, CA
92236-3218, Handel
Caballero

H8ndyHanda

Construction, 9237 Pecan
Ave., Hesperia, CA 923456325, Narciso Salgado
H8ndy Man PeW, 3143 N.
Stale St., San Bernardino,
CA 92407-0351 , Peter
Anthony Berrios
HMdyman llme, 971 5th
St., Calimesa, CA 923201133, Gene Recor
......, a.n.na, 3259
Orange St. , Riverside, CA
92501-2948, Usa Carney
Hllppy Homee Agency,
7175 Alviso Ave., Riverside,
CA 92509-6309, Shannon
Coley
Hllppy Howe For s.ll AMI
&t., 31506 Railroad
Canyon Rd. Ste. 1, Canyon
Lake, CA92587-9412,
Attene Lalonde
Hllppy T~ Bowl, 1201
University Ave., Ste. 109a,
Riverside, CA 92507-4506,
Tae Min
tWbor Comnu1icdons,
765 W. Stetson Ave., Hemet,
CA 92543-7406, Stephen
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John Piperato
Hemet Auto Electric, 541
N. Palm Ave., Hemet, CA
92543-2877, Michelle Ferrel
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..CA 92882-8603, Marisol
Designs, 15700 Village Dr.,

Country Club Dr. #l2, Palm
Harmony Home, 25189
Tabirara
Desert, CA 92211-0444,
18th St., San Bernardino,
High Desert Appliances,
Holly Rowers
CA 92404-5527, Joyce
1601 Center Ln., Barstow,
Hollywood Nails, P.O. Box
Harris Saboor
7398, VICtorville, CA 92392,
Hemet GI'OCefY Outlet,
CA 92311-4104, Cheryl
Harrison lnstnnce
1470 E. Florida Ave., Hemet,
Hans
Peter Brown
Agency, 2652 s. Cherokee
CA 92544-8624, Jason
Hollywood Posters, 14915
High Desert Churches
Way, Palm Springs, CA
Steele
United In Svc., 15526 7th
La Mesa Rd . #101,
92264-5605, limothy
Hemet Heat & Cool, 980 N.
St., VICtorville, CA 92392VICtorville, CA 92392-6145,
Harrison
Michel Benezra
State St., #DB, Hemet, CA
3202, George Tedeschi
Harshadray M, 15822
92543-1497, Gilbert Hurtado
Hollywood Studio
High Desert Homes, 17139
Mojave Dr., VICtorville, CA
Hemet Mortgage, 910 E.
Magazine, 14909 Mandan
Main St., Hesperia, CA
92394-1968, Economy Inn
Aorida Ave., Ste. />.:3, Hemet,
92345-6004, Ricardo Pelayo
Rd., Apple Valley, CA 92307Harvest Wings, P.O. Box
5059, Dorothy Denny
CA 92543-4500, Jayson
High Desert Homes Real
10584, San Bernardino, CA
Stebbins
Holyland Produce
Estate, 17139 Main St.,
Wholesale, 1078 Santo
Hempathy, 9510 Mango
92424-0001' Harvest Wings
Hesperia, CA 92345-6004,
Harvey Entefprises Co.,
Antonio Dr. #B, Colton, CA
Ave., Hesperia, CA 92345Ricardo Pelayo
9375 Feron Blvd. Ste. C,
92324-4166, Mohammad
6219, Kelly Hill
High Desert Radiator,
Hammad
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Hendricks Pools, P.O. Box
17069 S. D St., Victorville,
Home Helpers, 4198 Aoyd
124, La Quinta, CA 92253CA 92392-3331 , Michael
91730-4561' Harvey Gosser
Dr., Corona, CA 92883Hawkeye Graphics, 7 4366
0124, Michael Hendricks Sr.
Arnold
0652, Eryk Kedzierski
Myrsine Ave., Palm Desert,
High Desert Refrigeration
Herb It, 12043 Hesperia
Home Improvement
Rd., Hesperia, CA 92345CA 92260-2629, Robin
& Heating, 25063 Camino
Central, 4032 Cottage Dr.,
1807, Ronie Ayala
DeiNorte,Barstow, CA
Laster
92311-3316, Paul Mdaws
San Bernardino, CA92407Hdm- Oncue, 1543 N. San
Herbert Dental lab, 705 E.
3522, Sharon Smith
Antonio Ave., Upland, CA
26th St., San Bernardino,
Hille Dvlpmnt Carpet,
Home Zone, P.O. Box 2023,
16842 Stallion Pl., Riverside,
CA 92404-4049, Herbert
91786-2273, Steven Tharp
Blue Jay, CA 92317-2023,
CA 92504-5845, Charles
Healthcare Biling Svc.,
Jaco
Timothy Wahlgren
Hille
3645 Elliotta Dr., Rivefside,
Heritage Home
Homelnventoryservlces.
Hinson Racing, 1630 W.
Improvement, 621 E.
CA 92501-1623, Christine
Net, 79190 Latigo Cir., La
11th St., Ste. E., Upland, CA
Evans St., San Bernardino,
Wilson
Quinta, CA 92253-5911, Lee
91786-3555, R R Stark Inc.
CA 92404-5308, Reymundo
HMrtland Mgmnt Group
Malamuth
Hlromi, 5995 W. Park Dr.,
Guerra
U.C, P.O. Box 402338,
Homesforpeople.Com,
Chino Hills, CA 91709-6301,
Heritage Pharmacy, 275 N.
Hesperia, CA 92340-2338,
3501 Morning Star Ln.,
Jem Yamamoto
El Cielo Rd. #C4, Palm
Heartland Homes
Norco, CA 92860-3736,
Hogi Yogi of Palm Desert,
Springs, CA 92262-6972,
Heilman & Associates,
Virginia Boomhower
P.O. Box 579, Yucca Valley,
Dennis Hom
38940 Kilimanjaro Dr., Palm
Homestreet, 664 N.
CA 92286-0579, Donald
Herms Lawn Svc., 712
Desert, CA 92211-7078,
Mountain Ave., Upland, CA
Allen
Park Ln., Corona, CA
Richard Heilman
91786-4338, Monette Miles
Holcomb/Halstead Tech
92879-2543, Hugo Perez
Heir1oom Friends, 4381
Hometown VIdeo
Mgmnt Grp., 264 S. Leland
Herndon Assoc., 1124
Santee Pl., Riverside, CA
Productions, 1340 Halifax
Norton
Way,
San
Country
Pl.,
Redlands,
CA
92504-2845, Sonya
Dr., Riverside, CA 92506Bernardino, CA 92408-0180,
92374-4966, Phillip Herndon
Cunningham
4017, Brandt Haas
Bio-Defense Nu
HI Desert Afford Housing,
Help Build, 3220
Hommerdlng
Hole In The Wall
13551 MagnoliaAve.,
Temescal Ave., Norco, CA
Construction, 23689
Collectibles, 8111 Foothill
Corona, CA 92879-2034,
92860-2153, Joseph Baker
Canyon Oak Dr., Murrieta,
Blvd. Ste. C, Rancho
Car1os Padilla
Help U Sel a.ldwln
Cucamonga, CA 91730CA 92562-2073, Scott
HI Tech Funclng, 7379
Rulty, 23846 Sunnymead
3108, Randy Deaton
Hommerding
Indiana Ave., Riverside, CA
Blvd. Ste. 2, Moreno vatey,
Hope Rising Med
Holiday Inn Express,
92504-4547, Charles Van
CA 92553-7737, Vtneent
84096 Indio Springs Dr.,
Supplies, 15585 Nueces
Zee
Baldwin
HI- Desert Oral &
Indio, CA 92203-3402, Ellen
Ct., Moreno Valley, CA
Help u Sel Gold
Cho
Maxillofacial Surg., 56665
92551-1933, Courage
Pheasant, 3790 Arlington
Holly Golightly Web
Ekhaguere
29 Palms Hwy. #A, Yucca
Ave., Riverside, CA 92506Design, 27315 Jefferson
Valley, CA 92284-2865,
Horse Feathers, 9543
2611 , John Roesch
Ave., #J33, Temecula, CA
Lennie W. liner Dds
Stirrup St., Riverside, CA
Help U Seft P811nerS
Hlcotech Solutions & Svc.,
92590-5609, William James
Realty, 4123 Riverside Dr.,
92509-4960, Vickie Miller
2571 Glenbush Cir, Corona,
Hollys Diner, 77662
Divine Essence Hair
Chino, CA 91710-3183,

u

#A, Victorville, CA 923941722, Sherrell Love
Divine Hospice Inti., 13121
Zenobia Ct., Moreno Valley,
CA 92553-6816, Jacqueline
Copeland
Dog Dayspool Svc., 79382
Eisenhower Way, Indio, CA
92201-8022, Robert Thomas
Dog Gone Cute, 27183
Park Ave., Sun City, CA
92586-3576, Melissa Diegel
Dog Paws Dog Training,
5112 Yucca Mesa Rd.,
Yucca Valley, CA 922849035, Donna Parrish
Domain Masters, 1829
Breckenridge Cir., Corona,
CA 92879-1182, John,
Willenbring •
Dominos Pizza, P.O. Box
1450, Upland, CA 917851450, Foothill Pizza
Domonicos Pizza Pub,
1161 E. Walnut St., Ontario,
CA 91761-6155, Evana
Occhino
Don Santos Mexican
Restaurant, P.O. Box 7176,
San Bernardino, CA 92411 0176, Santos Rodriguez
Donlta, 367 S. Ironwood
Ave., Rialto, CA 923766251 , Minds On Money
Banks
Dons Drugs, 1222 W. 5th
St., San Bernardino, CA
92411-2739, Ravji Lunagaria
Dons Rescreening, 12595
Valewood Dr., Victorville, CA
92392-9044, Donald Steven
Block
Donut Star, 1640 E. Main
St., Barstow, CA 92311 3232, Savun Ma
Dooley Designs & Decor,
45946 Corte Carmello,
Temecula, CA92592-1277,
Elizabeth Dooley
Door Doctor Service, P.O.
Box 4616, Montclair, CA
91763-7616, Jeannette
Barla
Double D Trucking, 365
Buckskin Ln., Norco, CA
92860-2122, Douglas
Kane

Complaints ... Praise! Suggestions? E-Mail us @

iebj@busjournal.com
Thank you!
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BANKRUPTCIES
Andrea M., Anthony, aka
Andrea Marie Anthony, fdba
Oasis Juke and Java, 11571
Oldfield Ave., Fontana; debts:
$190,983, assets: $119,666;
Chapter 7.
David Agustine Baptiste,
Norma AJicia Zarate, dba
The Village Cantino and
Restaurant,
fdba
A-Z
Cleaning Services, 1360
Branch Circle, Upland; debts:
$424,424, assets: $444,900;
Chapter 13.
Bobby Neal Barkley, aka
Robert Barkley, Cathy
Elizabeth Barkley, dba Cat's
DMV
Services,
1280
Highridge St., Riverside;
$160,638,
assets:
debts:
$27,193; Chapter 7.
Michael A. Beck, aka
Michael A. Stanton, aka
Michael Anthony Beck,
Deborah F. Beck, aka
Deborah F. De Vries, aka
Deborah Frances Beck, fdba
Beck Tax & Enterprise, 9967
Orchard St., Bloomington;
assets:
debts: $215, I 00,
$145,695; Chapter 7.
Sharon Lee Bird, fdba Early
Bird Enterprises, 12880 1Oth
St., Yucaipa; debts: $82,626,
assets: $91 ,476; Chapter 7.
Priest Josef Brooks, fka
Soopafly the Hight Priest,
fka Soopafly, fka Beatknocc
Production, 2272 N. Ash Ave.,
Upland; debts: $38, 106, assets:
$17,185; Chapter 7.
Reyes
Javier
Bueras
Guadalupe Bueras, dba J.B:
Gardening, 86-140 Calle
Pizano, Coachella; debts:
$101,685, assets: $81,600;
Chapter 7.
Robert James Burmester,
Joyce Ruth Burmester, fdba
Arrowhead Camur, 15645
Northwind Ave., Fontana;
debts:
$466,343,
assets:
$373,750; Chapter 7.
Maria Lourdes Carriecto,
dba Gold Creations, 52620
Avenida Rubio, La Quinta;
debts: $236,977, assets: $750;
Chapter 7.

Diana Crosby, aka Diana
Webber, aka Diana Smith,
faw Webber 1hnsmission,
8365 Vienna Way, Riverside;
debts:. $661,985, assets:
$28,895; Chapter 7.
Morvari Faramarz, dba
Sheelon Restaurant, 1632
Wilson Ave., Upland; debts,
assets schedule not available·
Chapter 13.
'
Kenneth S. Graham, Yvonne
E. Graham, aka Yvonne
Emily Rivera, fdba Visualize
Video Productions, 14113
Branding Iron Dr., Silver
Lakes; debts: $159,913, assets:
$90,375; Chapter 7.
Hallmark Solid Surfaces,
Inc., 12155 Magnolia, Units
D-E & F, Riverside; debts:
$500,294, assets: $89,200;
Chapter 11.
Edward John
Hanson,
Patricia Ann Hanson, aka
Patricia Ann Abell, dba The
Hanson Company, 3805
Bronson Ave., San Bernardino;
$210,763,
assets:
debts:
$151,365; Chapter 7.
James C. Holderfield, Wendy
K.
Holderfield,
fdba
Holderfield 1\-ucking, 17346
Poplar St., Hesperia; debts:
$163,177, assets: $145,477;
Chapter 7.

Marlow ·Hooper, Monique
Hooper, fdba Alta Lorna
Financial, 6231 Morning Pl.,
Alta Lorna; debts: $619,694,
assets: $428,525; Chapter 7.
Instant Go Burgers, Inc., aka
EZ Thke Out Burgers, 515 N.
Mountain Ave., Upland; debts:
$198,438, assets: SO; Chapter
11.
Interstate Car Spas a
California Corporation, dba
Chevron Bake Hand Car
Wash,
dba
Butterfield
Chevron Ranch Market,
3195 Airport Loop, Suite C-1,
Costa
Mesa;
debts:
$2,397,32 1,
assets:
$4, I 50,32 I; Chapter II.
Ronnie E. Jenkins, dba OMB
Marketing, 12575 Sterling Pl.,
O.ino; debts: $221 ,736, assets:

$151,049; Chapter 7.

Chapter 7.

Andy
Laloyan,
aka
Andranik Laloyan, Hasmig
Joanna aka Joanna Laloyan,
dba G & N Trucking, dba
Family Cleaners, 6085 Wren
Crt., Riverside; debts, assets
schedule
not
available;
Chapter 7.
Daniel James Lapp, Yvette
Michelle, Lapp, aka Ivette
Lapp, fdba
D &
T
Automotive, 18530 Damon
Dr., Hesperia; debts: $252,048,
assets: $204,049; Chapter 7.
Charles A. Larrabee, Mary
J. Larrabee, dba Pacific Tile
and Marble, 31146 Allen
Ave., Homeland; debts, assets
schedule not available; Chapter
7.

Joe
Nathan
Lawrence,
Deanna Louise Lawrence,
dba Joe Care Medical
Equipment Repair, fdba
Krystal Klean Commercial
Cleaning Service, 25075
Spring St. , Perris; debts:
$139,007, assets: $187 840·
Chapter 7.
'
'
Jose J, Martinez, Esthela
Osornio, dba Novedades
Mark Party Supplies, 8646
1/2 Juniper, Fontana; debts:
$72,556, assets: $4,200;
Chapter 7.

Paul Riley Montgomery,
Linda Maria Montgomery,
fdba Air Quality Design,
35233 Alta Dr., Yucaipa; debts:
$126,395, assets: $170,582;
Chapter 7.
Ruy Fernando Montoya,
Kathryn Diane Montoya,
dba Signs Up,
10112
Shadyview St., Riverside;
debts:
$209,504,
assets:
$203,365; Chapter 7.
Reuben Moreno Jr., aka
Ruben Moreno Jr., Marci L.
Moreno,
dba
Rainbow
Landscape
Construction
(Sole Proprietor), 9857 Olive
St. , Bloomington; debts:
$101 ,650, assets: $112,680;
Chapter 13.
Bobby Edsel Nation, Patricia
Field Nation, fka Patricia
Field Nymeyer, dba Nation
Enterprises, 6 Winding Way,
Running Springs; debts:
$185,654, assets: $56,315;
Chapter 7.

John Carl Nielsen, aka Carl
Nielsen, aka J.C. Nielsen, aka
John C. Neilsen, fdba Cloud
Charters,
fdba
Nine
Chickasaw Charter, 13381

Kenneth McComb, Elaine F.
McComb, dba McComb's
Moving, 25945 Lincoln Ave.,
Hemet; detlts: $87,101, assets:
$92,723; Chapter 7.
Vickie R. McSwain, aka
Vickie h. Smith, aka Vickie
R. Edwards, faw Returning
Home Inc., 590 N. Glenwood
Ave., Rialto; debts: $41 0,225,
assets: $153,785; Chapter 7.
Colin Anthony Mennecke,
Jennifer Anne Mennecke,
dba First Response Auto
Repair, 342 E. Williams St.,
Yermo; debts: $121,336,
assets: $88,636, Chapter 7.
Christopher W. Mikulenka,
faw First Choice Rentals
(Partnership), 32425 Cape
Dr., Lake Elsmore, debts:
$146, 146, assets: $71,500;

(800) 238-4636
ADT-INFO

Magnolia Ave., Space 21,
Corona; debts: $278,060,
assets: $62,894; Chapter 7.

David W. Nopens, Marilyn A.
Nopens, raw The Baoaoa
Split, Inc., 17553 Windcreek
Cir.,
Riverside;
debts:
$341,568, assets: $230, 158;
Cbapter 7.
Obega Fwuliog Corporatioa,
a Nevada corporation, 1I 072
Hesperia Rd, Hesperia; debts,
assets schedule not available;
Cbapter 11.
Gabriel Gomez Padilla, aka
Guadalupe Padilla, Gricekla
Mejia Padilla, fdba Jordan's
Tires, 12212 18th St., Yucaipa;
debts: $183,199,
assets:
$47,700; Chapter 7.

George Pan-a, Donna Parra,
aka Donna White, dba South
Paw Pet Sitting, 13870 Ca1ada
Dr., Moreno Valley; debts:
$205,370, assets: $195,923;
Chapter 7.
Benjamin A. Raga, Leah
Babula Raga, aka Leah
Babula, raw Desert Hills
Home Care, lac., 25925 La
Barca Rd., Moreno Valley;
$417,546,
assets:
debts:
$180,350;
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1/ltenor p!an!
spec•ali.Sts
for
over ten years.
we can aclueue a !uSn
aunospt\ere {or you. uSiflg
_, . r;h , green and col·
!Dp ..,__...,
·
..tanl<:
orfully l:>loorrung ...-We hoWe a fully ~i<;ed
greenhOIJSC fa cility w ith a
large lfluenlory of p tanLS.
We are fully crained to
suggest and c:Jes.gn plan/.
material thai w ill enhaflce
ur facility. Our highly
teehnieians reg·
l.darly seru~ee all yotr plan1

':atncd
needs.

Histori<; Route 66

'"'

Call Now for Reservations

Offices • Banks • Hotels
Restaurants • Model Homes

s~cial

Events

• Parties

• conventiOns

• t.ease

w Banquets

a Maintenance
w ~uaranteed Qualii!J

wsrage Sets

w rneme £vents

a

Tickl'r

YOU NEED···

Jhslaltalion

WE HAVE

Beg. of

Point

C lose
8.750
11.125
2.438
18.250
8 .813

Mon th
13.188
13.563
2.938
21.750
10.063

C h a nge
-4.438
-2.438
-0.500
-3.500
-1 .250

Channell Commercial Corp.
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc.
Life Financial Corp.
PFF Bancorp Inc .
National RV Holdings Inc.

%Change
-33.6
-18.0
-17.0
-16.1
-12.4

10/25/00
Close Prict'

9/25/00
Open l'rict'

% Chg.
Month

52 \Vt'ek

52 Week

High

Lon

Current
1'/E Ra tio

30.250

0.4

39.75

8.750

13.188

-33.6

21.00

7.00

8.4

16.500

16.813

-1.9

21.20

13.25

12.4

17.7

NYSE

CHNL
CVB

Fleetwood Enterprises Inc. (L)

FLE

11.125

13.563

-18.0

23.13

10.56

7.9

NYSE

Foothill Independent Bancorp

FOOT

10.563

10.125

4.3

14.13

8.88

9.6

NASDAQ

HOT Topic Inc.

HOTI

30.813

30.000

2.7

40.63

14.63

18.3

NASDAQ

Kaiser Ventures Inc. (L)

KRSC

11.375

11.500

-1.1

19.38

10.25

87.5

NASDAQ

Keystone Automotive Inds. Inc. (L)

KEYS

4.938

4.813

2.6

8.56

4.56

9.3

NASDAQ

Life Financial Corp.

LFCO

2.438

2.938

-17.0

5.00

2.16

NM

NASDAQ

Modtech Holdings Inc.

MOOT

10.688

9.875

.8.2

11.88

4.75

16.5

National RV Holdings Inc.

NVH

8.813

10.063

-12.4

21.25

8.00

3.7

NYSE

PFF Bancorp Inc.

PFFB

18.250

21.750

-16.1

23.75

12.25

8.5

NASDAQ

Provident Financial Holdings Inc. (H)

PROV

17.375

18.938

-8.3

19.13

12.56

8.5

Watson Pharmaceutical Inc.

WPI

64.000

65.000

-1.5

71.50

30.50

37.7

30.375

25.00

Exchange

NASDAQ
AMEX

NASDAQ

NASDAQ
NYSE

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Fh'e Most Active Stocks

Monthly Summm·J

Month Volume (OOO's)

Watson Pharmaceutical Inc.
Fleetwood Enterprises
HOT Topic Inc.
PFF Bancorp Inc.
Channell Commercial Corp.

13,876,200
3,497,900
2,439,300
705,500
609,700

D&F/ IEBJ Total Volume Month

23,356,700

Advances
Declines
Unchanged
New Highs
New Lows

I 0/25/00

5
9
0
2
3

Duff & Phelps,

LLC

One of the nation's leading investment
banking and financial advisory organizations. All stock data on this page is
provided by Duff & Phelps, LLC from
sources deemed reliable. No recommendation is intended or implied.
(31 0) 284-8008.

THE PEOPLE,

MCB Financial Corp. Reports 30 Percent Increase

TO GET IT DONE·

EG&P
1925-E McKinley Avenue
La Verne CA 91750
909·392·1800

5ct'MG !he counoes of Orange.

Current

CVB Financial Corp.

AND RESOURCES

" . Bern4tdino. RiVe !':Side and San Diego
Los Mgelcs. ~n
'

8.2
4.3
2.7
2.6
0.4

Company

Channell Commercial Corp. (L)

KNOWLEDGE,
OUR QUAUTY IS EXCELl..ENT
OUR SERVICE IS SPECTAC<JlAR
OUR PRJC£5 ARE COMPETfTlVE

%Change

AWR

Stock

LO"G TERti\

8 Des•gn
• $ales

Point
C ha n ge
0.813
0.438
0.813
0.125
0.125

Notes: (H)-Stock hit 52-week high during the month, (L)-Stock hit 52-week low during the month, NM - No t Meaningful

8179 Spruce Ave., 1\andlo ~bWhl®aol com

a

Beg. of
Mon th
9.875
10.125
30.000
4.813
30.250

American States Water Co.

www.~.CXll"f1hlelilageinnranc;:hOCUCal"ll• . &-mal .

SHORT -reR/1\

Top five, by percentage

Name

Your Home or Ours···1•t' s Your choice

5

Top five, by percentage

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

•
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TI-lE LOSERS

Current
C lose
Modtech Holdings Inc.
10.688
Foothill Independent Bancorp
10.563
Hot Topic Inc.
30.813
Keystone Automotive lnds. Inc.
4.938
Ameri ca n States Water Company 30.375

Picnics • Box Lunches /M ixers
• Executive Lunches • C mpagb penings. Delivery/Full Service
• Continental Brealcfast • ran F
(909) 923 8620 .
'

THE GAINERS

Company

~T C4TIE~I,_.c;
6«>ALL-{g~ORPORATE CATERING NEEDS
FOR
FEATURING
.

'

FINANCE

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................1 ........................................................................................... .

I'"F~~·v~§
(909) 923-8030 • ax

&

www.egandp.com

9 941-4610 FM (714) 694·7938

PHOI"'E (714) 696-2636!(61 )

Complaints ... Praise! Suggestions? E-Mail us@
i e b . i @;2~-...s_j o-...r:n.~I-co:n:-1

SHUTTLE

Door To Door
Shuttle

wa.111&-ta.t.\1'1
SINCE 1981

f'SC4(J77

TOLL FREE

TCf'IOT7B

MCB Financial Corporation (AMEX: MCB),
part:nt company of Metro Commerct: Bank, has
rt:ported net income for the quarter ended Sept. 30,
2000 of $839,000, a 31 percent increase from the
$640,000 earned in the third quartt:r of 1999. Diluted
earnings per share increased 30 percent to $0.39 for
the third quarter of 2000, compared to $0.30 for the
same quarter of I 999. The increase in net income for
the quarter was attributable to the 20 percent increase
in net interest income.
For the nine months ended Sept. 30, 2000, net
income was $2,253,000, a 31 percent increase from the
$1,716,000 earned during the nine months ended Sept.
30, 1999. Diluted earnings per share increased 33 percent to $1.05 for the nine months ended Sept. 30, 2000,
compared to $0.79 for the same period of 1999.
Based on its earnings for the third quarter of

2000, the company\ return on average equity was
20.85 percent; its return on average assets was 1.64
percent, and its efficiency ratio was 56.53 percent.
During the third quarter of 1999, the company's
earnings resulted in a return on average equity of
18.66 percent, a return on average assets of 1.39 percent, and an efficiency ratio of 59.59 percent.
At Sept. 30, 2000, the company's total assets
were $206.2 million, an increase of 8 percent or
$15.3 million from Sept 30, 1999. Total loans grew
to $156.4 million, an increa~-e of 19 percent, or $25.3
million from Sept. 30, 1999, while total deposits
increased to $184.4 million, an increase of6 percent
or $9.7 million from Sept. 30, 1999.
Asset qual ity remained strong. At Sept. 30,
2000, total non-performing loans were 0.03 percent
of total loans.
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BUSINESS INFORMATION RESOURCES
WEB SITES
Aviastar Communications, Inc. ............www.aviastar.net
Agricultural Export Program (AEP), Calif. Dept. of Food and Agriculture
................................................................www.atinet.org/aep
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Subscribe for two years to
the Inland Empire Business
Journal and receive
complimentarily our:

Business Bank of California
................................................................www.businessbank.com
California State Government Home Page
.......................................................... www.ca.gov
Center for International Trade Development
................................................................www.resources4u.com/citd/
City Business Guide CITIVU Rancho Cucamonga
................................................................www.citivu.com
Columbia Chino Valley Medical Center
............................................., ..................hwww.cvmc.com
First Federal Savings of San Gabriel Valley
.. ..............................................................www.firstfederalsgv.com
PFF Bank & Trust ................................www.pffbank.com
I.E. Small Business Dev. Ctr ................www.iesbdc.org
Marriage & Family Therapist... ...........www.claremontcounseling.com
Small Business Developm. Center ........www.iesbdc.org
U.S. President ........................................www.whitehouse.gov
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0
Print mailing labels and
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..

0
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Create exportable text files.
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Plus more!
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0
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0
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0
Also available in ACT!-ready formats.

It's Easy To Order. For fastest service,

www.toplist.com
or call (909) 484-9765 ext. 27
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A new Web site, launched by the U. S. Small Business Administrmion (SBA)
will increase procurement and networking opportunities to women-owned busi·
nesses by placing all contracting assistance information ar a single online sire.
WomenBiz.gov will provide women-owned businesses with direct access 10 the federal acquisition tools and government netv.>orks 10 rap into rile $200 billion federal marketplace. The sire wili serve as tire official gateway to more tlran 100 procurement and acquisition sires hosted by various federal agencies.
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·
(value: $30)
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AppleOne ...

CAD library. 14.4 baud; (3 10) 595-5088.
Mine and Yours BBS: WWIV Networks, Large File, MSG Base, Games, Internet' e-mail and Local

SAME DAY

Two years $48 subscription, plus complimentary
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359-5338.
The Blllt'plint Place BBS: CAD-plotting service; drop "DWG" Auto-CAD files, zipped and text file in
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Please send information about advertising in the 2000 Book of

E-MAIL ADDRESSES
Bill Leonard .......................................... senator.leonard@sen.ca.gov
California Center for Health Improvement
................................................................ cchimail@aol.com
Inland Empire International Business Association
................................................................ ieibatrade@aol.com
U.S. Government Printing Office, GPO Access
................................................................gpoaccess@gpo.gov
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Information is subject to change without nouce and some operators may charge fees.
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continued from page 33

Echos, Fees free; (760) 244-0826.
Ebix - Business: Business management, labor laws, CPA issues, human resources, employee bene·
fits, \4.4 baud, 24 hours; (7 14) 239-6864.
InvestorLink: Stock, commodity prices, real estate, daily news. personal fina~re, mutual funds. 28.8

career results for its applicants by creating an environment that encourages
empowerment and personal success.
"The reason we are growing so rapidly
is because we do not measure success
with profits. We gauge success by the
number of people we have helped,"

baud;
(818) 331-4611.
Mommadillo's
BBS & Brt!akfast: Wwi vNet, E-mail, TradeWards, Lord Scrabble On-line, 14.4 baud;
(310) 432-2423.
.
.
PC-Windowmaker BBS -A.U.G.I.E.: Computer user group club BBS, supporting IBM. Alan and
Mac downloads. on-line games, RIP menus, 28.8 baud. (909) 637-1274.
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says Hassler.
As we delve into the new millennium, employment services have
become
more
than
recruiters.
Employment service pioneer, and
AppleOne founder, Bernard Howroyd
has observed marketplace trends from
the front _line since 1964. "Nowadays,
an employment agency should provide
a nurturing environment and act as a
full partner in the growth and develop·
ment of the businesses it serves "
Howroyd says. "The only way you C::n
do this is to provide the services your

clients need at a c:>st they can afford."
AppleOne has responded . to the
changing market demands by increasing its value-added services which now
include time and attendance processing, tax filing, outplacement, recruitment, training, screening and employee
retention programs. The agency has
also added a number of specialized
divisions to its roster, which cater to the
accounting, travel, medical, entertainment, and technical fields.
With services like these, local
businesses can't help but grow with
Inland Empire-based AppleOne. And
by keeping our applicants happy and
satisfied, we can provide our clients
with the best employees around!
AppleOne is the largest privately
held employment service in the world.
With more than 250 offices throughout
North Ame rica, AppleOne has
achieved more than one million career
results. For a free consultation, call
(800) 564-5644 or visit us on the Web
at www.appleone.com.

----~-------------------------

• SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
Breaking news about our business community, from openings to expansions.
With our new tax licenses, incorporations and calendar of events, you have
the news to manage your business . Our special reports keep readers
up-to-date about changes in their industries. Don ' t miss an issue, subscribe

today! Includes the 2000 Book of Lists.

• TOP LIST SOFTWARE
Top List software allows you to write letters, print labels, print follow-up
reports and sort data. It puts you in touch with information you need to know.
Easy to order. For fastest service, www.toplist.com or call (909) 484-9765.

• GOT A TIP?
If you hear of something happening in the Inland Empire business community, give us a call at (909) 484-9765.

• ADVERTISING
Advertise in the publication that reaches the Inland Empire's top executives.
For classified advertising call Mitch Huffm.an at (909) 484-9765 ext. 26.

• BACK ISSUES AND REPRINTS
For_additional copies, past Top 25 lists, or articles, give us a call. Has your
bus_rness been featured in the Business Journal? Reprints make a great marketrng tool. Call the Inland Empire Business Joornal at (909) 484-9765 ext.
20 or ext. 27.
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The San Bernardino branch of
NAACP will host its annual
Pioneer Awards Banquet on Sat.,

Nov. 4, beginning at6 p.m. This year's program will be he.ld at California State

Terry Green of UC Riverside. The admission is $12 with RSVP and SIS at the door.
For reservations call 3~ Ill .
The Ontario-Upland Branch of
the American Association of
University Women will present a

14

University, San Bernardino in the Upper
Commons, located at 500 University
Parkway off the 215 freeway. Publisher
Patrici~ Means fTOm Turni11g Po1nr
Magazme will be the guest speaker. Th1s
year's theme is " Race to Vote 2000." Tickets
are on sale at the NAACP office, 1505 W.
Highland, Suite II, San Bernardino. For
additional information call (909) 887-7411
or 224-4474.
A presentation on "Zero 1ime," an
approach to iden11fy10g and capturing new markets will be held on
Tuesday, Nov. 7. The event Will take place
at the Mark Taper Auditorium with registration begiooing at 4 p.m. Presented by
George Kozmetsky, chairman of JC2 and
Raymond Yeh, chairman and CEO, FUNSOFf, the function is open to the public and
the $35 cost 10cludes an autographed book
copy and reception. For addition information, call (909) 607-8137 or contact the Web
site http://cgu.edu/eeVevents.htrol.
Gold Can Parade Night, as part of
The Gardens 1\vilight Series, will
take place on Saturday, Nov. II at
5:30 p.m. m Palm Desert with a silent auction. A performance follows at 6: IS p.m. by
jazz singer Yve Evans. The $10 admission
benefits local charities. For information call

21

Chautauqua performance sponsored by the
California Council for the Humamtics. The
free performance w1ll be held on Thesday,
Nov. 14, at 7 p.m. at 1iger Auditonum,
Chaffey High School, 1245 North Euclid
Avenue, Ontario. Please ca II (909) 981-8338
for add1t10nal10formation.
The Center for International
Trade Development of C1trus
College will hold a three and
one-half hour workshop on Wednesday, Nov.
IS from I p.m.-4:30 p.m. The workshop
includes elements of imporl/export transaction, shipping, insurance, evaluation of business potential and methods of getting paid.
For information and registration for the $25
workshop, call (909) 629-2247.
A Chamber Mixer will be held
on Wednesday, Nov. IS, 5:307:30 p.m. at Guaranty Federal
Bank, 72-625 Hwy Ill , Palm Desert. The
admission charge is $1 for new members, $3
for members and S6 for non-members. For
information call (760) 346-6111.
The
Small
Busi ness
Development Center is offering a
two-hour workshop covering
various financing options available to small
businesses. The workshop Will be held on
Thursday, Nov. 16, 2 p.m.-4 p.m. This on(760) 346-61 J I.
entation will qualify attendees for assistance
Palm Desert's 36th Annual Golf
in preparing necessary documentation for an
Cart Parade will be held on
SBA loan. For 10formation and registration
Sunday, Nov. 12 at I p.m. The
call the Mt. San Aoton1o College Small
parade's theme IS ~Fun 10 the Sun." PreBusiness Development Center at (909) 629parade act1v1t1es include the annual Rotary
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club pancake breakfast at 7 a.m. followed by
float judging at I 0 a.m. Festivities following
the parade include enterta10ment, ch1ldren's
activities, and food and beverage booths. For
information call (760) 346-6111.
The
Small
Bus10ess
Development Center is offer10g a
two-hour workshop on the ways
Internet benefits small business. The top1cs
to
be covered include " Marketing
Advantages of Using the Net," "EffectiVe
Techniques for On-Lmc Promotions," "Cost
of Internet Marketing" and security 1ssucs
related to dong business on the Internet. The
workshop will be held Monday, Nov. 13,
2000 from 3 p.m.-5 p.m. For information
and registration call the Mt. San Antomo
College Small Bus10ess Development
Center at (909) 629-2247.
A Mayor's Breakfast will take
place at the Desert Falls Country
Club, II II Desert Falls Parkway,
Palm Desert. The event will begm at 7:15
a.m. on 1\Jesday, Nov. 14. The top1c to be
discussed is " H1re Education: Expandmg the
Labor Pool" presented by Peter Wilson of
CSUSB, Coachella Valley campus, and

13

14

2247.
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The Upland Chamber o f
Commerce will be hosting their
annual Monte Carlo N1ght on
Fn., Nov. 17. The chairman of the event will
be Randi Tidwell of Chick's Sporting Goods
along with co-cha1r, C indy Rowland, of
Foothill Independent Bank. To part1c1pate as
a commlllee member, or for more mforma tion, please notify Judy at the chamber at
(909) 93 1-41 08.
The Desert Samantans for the
Elderly will host a black t1c event
on Sunday, Nov. 19 to honor
Jamce and R1chard Oliphant, 2000 Good
Samantans of the Year at the Ritz-Carlton,
Rancho Mnagc. The fest1v111es will begm at
6 p.m. w1th a hosted cocktail reception and
s1lent auct1on followed by dmner, dancmg,
award presentation and cntertammcnt by
Jack Jones. Proceeds from the annual event
benefit Desert Samantans for the Elderly, a
nonprofit organization. Reservations are
SSOO per couple and $250 per person. Please
contact (760) 837-9066 or e-ma1l
www.desertsamantans.org for more information.
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A Peace Officer and Public
Safety Appreciation luncheon
will be held on Thesday, Nov. 21
at II :30 a.m. The luncheon will take place at
the Renaissance Esmeralda Resort, 44-400
Indian Wells Lane, Palm Desert. TI1c admiSSion IS SSO per person or $450 for tables of
10. For reservation mfom1at1on call (760)
346-6111.
The Center for InternatiOnal
Trade Development of Citrus
College w11l offer a three and
one-half hour workshop on Wednesday, Nov.
22, I p.m.-4:30 p.m. The workshop will
cover all aspects of 10ternatiohal trade
resources, research, and network10g. For
information and registration for the $25
workshop, call the Citrus College Center for
International Trade Development at (909)
629-2247.
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A Castle Christmas open house
will be held at Teen Challenge's
Historic Benedict Castle on
Sunday, Nov. 26. Located at 5445 Chicago
Ave. in Riverside. the evening will be sponsored by the Lad1es' Guild. The event
mcludcs the men's choir in the Castle entry,
D1ckens · Carolers, tours of the Castle and
refreshments served o n the patio. Please contact Lisa Van Gn;unmgen at (909) 274-2509
extension Ill for add1110nal information.
The
Small
Busmess
Development Center is offenng a
two-hour workshop on Thursday,

30

Nov. 30,9:30 a.m.- II a.m. The focus will be
a new loan guarantee program from the SBA.
Potential loan clients are being referred to
SBDC from banks to participate 10 this program. For information and registration call
the Mt. San Antonio College Small Business
Development Center at (909) 629-2247.

1-----------------------

:REGUlARLY ~CHEDULED EVENT~
I
I Monday
Business
Builders
of
Ran cho
I Cucamonga,
weekly, 7 a.m. al Socorro's
I Mexican Restaurant, 10276 Foothill Blvd.,
Rancho Cucamonga. Members hip: $25.
I Contact: Dawn Gr~y. (909) 484-5244;
I Shirley Patrick, (909) 625-2386.
Personal Break Through/ Networking,
I weekly, 7 a.m. at 7385 Carnelian St.,
I Rancho Cucamonga. The club meets to discuss maximizing business and personal
I leverage, Contact: Warren Hawkms, (909)
I 626-268 1 or (909) 5 17-0220 (pager).
I Thesday
Busmess Network International, Inland
I
Valley Chapter, weekly, 7 lo 8:30 a.m. at
I Mimi 's Cafe, 10909 Footh1ll Blvd., Rancho
I Cucamonga. Contact· M1chael Bailey, (909)
948-7650.
I
Ali Lassen's Leads Club, Claremont
I Chapter, weekly, 7: 15 a.m at the Claremont

Inn, 555 W. Foothill Blvd., Claremo nt.
Contact. (909) 981-1720 Reg1onal office:
(800) 767-7337.
Ah Lassen's Leads C'lub, Diamond
Ranch Chapter, breakfast meetmg weekly,
$8 for v1s1tors, 7:15 - 8:30 a.m. at the
D1amond Bar Country C lub, 22751 E.
Golden Sprmgs Dr., D1amond Bar.
Contact: K1m Gully (909) 606-4423 or
Leads Club Reg1onal Office: (800) 7677337.
Wednesday
Business Network InternatiOnal, Victor
Valley Chapter, weekly, 7 a.m at MJr1e
Callenders,
12180
Mariposa
Rd .,
Vic1orv1lle. Visitors welcome. Contact: Jo
Wollard (760) 241-1633.
Business Network International, Chino
Valley Chapter, weekly, 7 a.m at M1mi 's
Cafe, Spectrum Marketplace, 3890 Grand
Ave., Chmo. Contact: (909) 59 1-0992.
Network
lnternalional ,
Busmess
R311cho Cucamonga Chapter, weekly, 7 a.m.
al Plum Tree Res1auran1, 1170 W Foolhill
Blvd., Rancho Cucamonga Contacl:

Michael Cunerty, (909) 467-9612.
Toaslmasters Club 6836, the Inland
Valley Earlyb1rds of Upland, weekly 6:45
a.m. at Denny's, northwest corner of
Seventh Street and Mountai n Avenue 10
Upland. Info: Nancy Couch, (909) 6214147.
The Institute of Management Accountants Inland Empire Chapter, the fourth
Wednesday of lhc month, 6:30 a.m. at the
Mission Inn, 3649 Seventh St., Rivers ide.
Contact: Ester Jamora (818) 305-7200 Ext.
106.
The Rancho Cucamonga Wome n's
Chapter of Ali Lassen's Leads Club, weekly,
7: IS a.m. at Mimi 's Cafe, 370 N. Mountain
Avenue. Info: Patricia Brookings, (909)
981-4159 or (909) 594-5 159.
Thursday
Business Network Internatio nal , Victor
Valley Chapter, meets every Thursday at 7
a.m. at the Ramada Inn, Interstate 15 and
Palmdale Road m Victomlle. Visitors are
welcome . For more 1nformat1on, ca ll
Rodney Sanders at (760) 953-7297.
SOMA/ Inland Empire Monthly
Meetmg Thursday, March 9, 2000 12:00
noon, Double Tree Hotel. Guest Speaker:
BOMA California Lobby1s1, Les Spahn n,
Leg1sla1ive issues 10 property ownership
and management. Cost: SJO. Reservations:
(909) 882-7868.
Busmess Network tnternat 1onal,
Corona Hills Chap ter mee ts every
Thursday 7 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. at the
M1m1 's Cafe located at 2230 Griffin Way,
Corona (1191 Fwy at McKi nley). V1s1tors
are always welcome. Information: Laurie
(909) 780-J 176 or Wayne (909) 2792870.
Sunday
Clarcmonl
Maslcr
Mo11va1ors
Toaslmastcrs Club, weekly, 6 to 7:30p.m. in
lhe Jagels Buildmg al Claremonl Graduale
School, !65 E. IOlh 51., Claremont Contact:
Chuck or Dolores Week, (909) 982-3430.

• i'•w::t;•<•1;'m •t------------ -------- -----PFF Bank & Trust Fostering
Growth in the Inland Empire

The growth in the Inl and
Empire shou ld come to us as no
surprise. With a notable supply of
affordable land, lhe Inland Empire
attracts businesses and homeowners al ike. When compared to nearby Orange and Los Angeles counties, where the cost of a home
exceeds pre-recession levels, property in the Inl anu Empire is still a
great buy.

naJion. It 's no surprise then, rharrhe
Inland Empire is currentl y one of
the fastesl-growing metropolitan
areas in the country.
Several years ago, rh e economic picture wasn ' t so rosy. Then the
state's economy wa!> in the doldrums. Looking toward a far better
future, PFF Bank & Trust, ba ed in
Pomona, recognized the formidable

COpper Canyon Mas1er Plan, a
deve lopmen t adjacent ro the
Highway 15 corridor in Murrieta. A

Adds Rinehart, "Our roots are
firmly planted in the Inland
Empire. Since we know our commaster-planned community ne rled
munity
and irs population, we can
·
111 rolling hills with 360 degree
appreciale
responsible growth
.
vtews
o f mountains nearby. Copper
opportunities better than the our-ofCanyon encompa ses 579 acres and
s tare banks. As a result, we've
combi nes a diverse choice m
grown with our communities, irs
d estgn
. and price range.
bu ines e and residents. Most
The Sheffield project cons ists
important, we've shared a bond
of 242 lots within the community
together for more than a century, a
that also include a 14-acre combond that is gelling stronger with
mercia! site, several parks and a
each year."
new elementary schooL The comPFF Bank & Trust is the largest
munity has artracred residents from
community
bank headquartered in
0 range an d orthern San Diego
the Inland Empire, with 23 fullCounties where housing costs are
service branches in north ern
appreciably higher. Explained vice
Orange, eastern Los Angeles, San
prest·d ent of major loan , Kevin
Bernardino and Riverside counties.
Brooks, "We're proud of our traer
In winter 2001, PFF plans ro open
construction loan projects, but we
another branch in La Quinta, near
especially appreciate the relationthe intersection of Washington and
ship that has grown between
Highway 111.
builders like Sheffield Homes and
PFF Bank & Trust can be reached
PFF. lt is one of mutual respect and
at 1-888-DIAL PFF or www.pffconfidence."
bank. com.

energy pent up in lhe Southern
The Inland Empire also enjoys
Ca lifornia economy. PFF began
a strategic location.
earl y all
building th e infrastructure that
cargo fl ow ing into and out of the
would capitalize on future growth
Greater Lo Angele area passe
that it believed was sure 10 come.
through the Inl and Empire via
Explains Larry M. Rin ehart ,
Interstate · 10 and J5. And, in jus I a
PFF's pres ident/CEO, " PFF's
few short years, commuler should
strategies adopted years ago are
have an easier trip to L.A., destinanow paying off for the bank and the
tions thanks to the pending complecommunity as a whole. As predicttion of Highway 30. Another plus,
ed, commercial and residential
the Ontario International Airport
growth came to the Inland Empire
lies at the hea rt of the Inland
and PFF was ready to lend a helpEmpire. Now one of the largest
ing hand." The demand for tract
cargo airports
in Southern
construction (financing for residenCali fornia , Ontario International is
tial subdivision or acquisition of
second only to LAX. It's no wonder
land for future residential developthat the U.S. Department of
ment) is reaching unprecedented
Commerce projects popu lation in
Ir is open every Saturday and
levels.
•••
the Inland Empire to reach 3.6 milSunday from noon ro 4 p.m.,
Just one example of PFF's conlion by 2005, greater than the popcontinued from page 45
closed holidays. There is a
struction lending is the Sheffield
ulations of half the states in the
docent on hand ro provide inforHomes project loca ted in the
Gold TV program, entitled
mation, and there is no admis"Visiting the Museum," is als~
sion
fee . Special tours can be set
ava ilable for purchase, as well as a
up
by
ca lling Loretra Beres at
two-volume video set entitl ed,
"Living Glass,"
( 9 0 9 )
filmed and nar792-4462
In
rated
by
Red lands, or
Rosemary and
ca lling
the
Cliff McCaslin
museum
ar
of Kansas City,
( 9 0 9 )
Mo.,
which
798-0868. A
includes
an
parking lot and
in-depth st udy
a handicapped
of depression
ramp are availglasl:..
able in th e rea r
Most of lhe
of
the mu semu~eum 's funding comes from
Since the
members, affiliu
se un
ated glass clubs,
Del Webb s Sun City Palm Desert recently pres:nted its final in\tallFoundation
is
friends,
tax
ment of.$20,000 to fulfill a $100,00 pledge to College of the Desert.
Tender glass Spiderwebs /race their 111/rica/e a
deductible con- pallerns on a 1i!Jany-style lamp Ill the musenonprofit
(L-R) Rtclwrd Codd, director of planned g ifts of the C.O.D.
tributions, and um s permanent col/ectw11•
organization, it
Foundation and Sun City Palm Desert resident; Wendy Flint, director
memb e rs hip
of contract and community education; Jackie Hall Green, dean of
ha
rece ived
economtc d evelopment; Helen McEnerney, vice president and general
donated Web space and design
dues. Memberships range from $15
manager
or
Del Webb's S un C uy
· p a 1m D esert; G ene 1/ou.\e, executive
se rvi ce. So, if you ca n't visi t in
.
'J
per per~on per year, 10 $500 life·
s·m ce the pledge was made
d1rector of the C.O· D · F 01111d alton.
time. Member~ receive the museperson, vi!>it the Web s ite at:
C.O.D. has used Del Webb'.!> d onat1on
· ~ to help fu nd II.\
. Com /ru 'ction
um\
quarterly
newslert cr,
h t 1p ://rt h · netga te . net/ I ooki ng
Management Program it5. s
Cl
.
.
'
mart a:,sroom\ Camp(//gn and the Del
"Looking
Gla~~."
and
discounts
in
g la ~s. or lhe R c dl a nd~ Web page
w.el7 b U mversuy c 1ass program at S un Cuy Palm Desert.
the gift shop.
at www.redland~web .co m .

Glass Museum

Who 's helping you stay on top?
Th< "P' •nd

dn~• of b"oin<n nh<n h•pp<n ;n •

m•n•• nf . . pond"«' =d

seconds. Of course, the right banking partner can make you
a champion . At PFF Bani & Trust, we'll customize
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~'414~

~Mm <n llnpro~ Y""' <nmp•ny'o fm•n•~· And

help you stay fll'mly in the saddle. For more information
call I- 888- DlAL- PFF or www.pffbank.com .
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BANK&TRUST
With you every business moment.
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